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Jen Simpkins
STAFF WRITER
New face #1 is already 
putting her shiny English 
degree to good use – the 
language she uses during 
lunchtime Towerfall games!

GAME OF THE MONTH
Super Meat Boy
FAVE SW CHARACTER
Padmé Amidala

Andy Westbrook
PRODUCTION EDITOR
New face #3’s our very 
own Nathan Drake. World 
traveller! Joke cracker! 
Spelling fixer! (Er, that bit 
was cut from the games…)

GAME OF THE MONTH
Uncharted: TNDC
FAVE SW CHARACTER
Boba Fett

Ben Tyrer
STAFF WRITER
New face #2 joined us with 
all the enthusiasm in the 
world. Then Tony Hawk’s 
Pro Skater 5 promptly 
kickflipped that out of him…  

GAME OF THE MONTH
Uncharted: TNDC
FAVE SW CHARACTER
Chewbacca 

Milford Coppock
MANAGING ART EDITOR
With all these new faces 
around it was only right we 
balanced it out. So we did. 
With the oldest we could 
find. Happy birthday Milf.

GAME OF THE MONTH
Metal Gear Solid V
FAVE SW CHARACTER
Han Solo

Welcome

T H I S  M O N T H ’ S  R E B E L  A L L I A N C E …

GAME OF THE MONTH
SOMA
FAVE SW CHARACTER
Admiral Ackbar

“WHEN IT CAME 
TO STAR WARS, 
PLAYSTATION 
DREW SHORT 
LIGHTSABER 
AFTER SHORT 
LIGHTSABER.”

A
long time ago in magazines far, far in 
our past, we had the displeasure of 
reviewing some pretty rotten Star 

Wars crud. The Lucasverse certainly wasn’t 
synonymous with greatness on PlayStation, 
and while other platforms enjoyed stellar 
podracing or dogfighting or RPG epics, when 
it game to Star Wars we somehow drew 
short lightsaber after short lightsaber.   

PS2’s Battlefront was a rare exception, 
capturing not just the look and sound of the 
films, but the soul as well. Of course, by 
today’s standards that magic doesn’t quite 
hold up, but it doesn’t matter: PS4 now has 
a new Battlefront (p50), and it’s remarkable. 
So pull on your dressing gown that doubles 
as a Jedi cloak and settle down to discover 
the game you most definitely are looking for.

One other thing: here at OPM we’ve been 
busy assembling the very best team the 
galaxy has to offer, and I’m now delighted  
to introduce our shiny new Red Squadron 
below. Give them all a warm welcome, enjoy 
the mag, and we’ll all see you again on 20 
Nov for our 2015 Awards Special. 
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BLACK OPS III
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feature

050 STAR WARS  
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We go hands-on with the PlayStation Event Of 
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feature
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The Big 10
STORIES EVERYONE’S TALKING ABOUT

THIS IS A MORE FREEFORM AND 
TACTICALLY RICH SHOOTER THAN WE’VE 
SEEN FROM CALL OF DUTY BEFORE.

The Gunsmith system 
allows you to craft  
your dream weapon  
out of various parts.
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The Big 10
STORIES EVERYONE’S TALKING ABOUT

01
“There are 
two ways 
you can build 
a co-op 
game,” Black 
Ops III’s 
campaign 
director 

Jason Blundell explains to OPM 
during a press event in Munich, 
Germany. “You can do what we did 
with World Of War, which is basically 
make a single-player game with 
more players in it. Or, you can craft 
a proper co-op game.” Black Ops III, 
as we soon discover, is a proper 
co-op game.

With that, we launch into an 
impromptu hands-on session, in 
which we and three other journalists 
tackle Provocation. It’s a mission 
plucked from the campaign’s 
opening act, and we’re waging war 
high up in the ‘Supertrees’ of 
Singapore. Supertrees, you ask? 
You’d know them if you saw a photo: 
built in 2012, these sci-fi-looking 
solar-powered structures tower 
over Singapore and provide power 
to its business district. By 2065, still 

standing tall in a country ravaged by 
terrorist attacks and drone strikes, 
they look a little worse for wear.

Tatty though they may now be, the 
supertrees are still just about sturdy 
enough to take a grenade or two 
without keeling over. Which is just as 
well, as our squadron finds itself in a 
familiar (to any Call Of Duty players, 
at least) predicament: a covert 
operation has gone seriously south, 
and we need to fight our way 
through Singapore’s quarantined 
slums to the extraction zone.

TREE’S COMPANY
It’s the perfect environment to 
showcase Black Ops III’s vertical level 
design, as our squad scrambles 
across the synthetic treetops using 
ziplines to scale from one platform 
to another, all the while taking heavy 
fire from niggly air drones that flit 
around our helmets like angry 
wasps. ‘Verticality’ is a bit of a 
buzzword at the moment, with many 
games seemingly making their levels 
tall because it’s in fashion, rather 
than for any real purpose. But here, 
in Black Ops III, that verticality 

Black Ops III 
drags co-op into 
the (far) future

Days away from its launch, we discover 
why you’ll fall for the new Call Of Duty

10 HIGH-FLYING SEQUEL
Vita classic Gravity Rush heads to PS4 

16 EVIL BIRTHDAY BASH
Resi celebrates with Umbrella Corps 

20 SEEING IS BELIEVING
The Witness is oh-so-nearly here
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speaks to how co-op teams can split 
up and use the environment to fight 
back against overwhelming odds.

The AI enemy forces scale up their 
numbers in line with the number of 
human players, you see, so because 
we’re tackling this stage as a 
foursome, we’re up against a 
veritable army of human grunts and 
bipedal robots. But we’ve also got 
robotics on our side, and the true 
equaliser isn’t our ability to 
temporarily activate a cloaking 
shield, or emit a concussive wave 
blast that takes out everyone in the 
vicinity (though they’re certainly 
welcome!), but something more 
subtle – the Direct Neural Interface.

HEAD GAMES
In Black Ops’ fiction, the DNI is a 
sub-dermal implant that enables 
teammates to directly link brains, 
and thus share their combined 
knowledge on the battlefield. This is 
reflected during combat using visual 
overlays. For instance, when walking 
across flooring, we sometimes 
notice a virtual cross-hatching 
pattern; yellow means there’s one 
enemy who can shoot us if we stand 
in that location, orange represents 
two, and red means stand there and 
we’ll have more holes than the plot 
of Dexter’s final season.

This information, and other similar 
kinds of intel, is gained from what 
our team-mates are able to see,  

so for a greater understanding of 
the battlefield, it definitely pays to 
divide and conquer.

The spacious level layouts reflect 
that this is a more freeform and 
tactically rich shooter than  
we’ve seen from Call Of Duty before, 
as does its open approach to 
gadgetry. “It’s no longer, like, oh, 
here’s the bit where you have to use 
night vision, or here’s the bit where 
you have to fly the drones. Now it’s 
completely agnostic – you choose 
when to do it, and how you want to 
play the game,” explains Blundell. 

To this end, we’re able to select 
whichever weaponry we want in  
the interstitial Safehouse before 
launching into a mission. And tokens 
earned in combat can be spent on 
tactical expansions that enhance 
characters in line with personal 
playing styles – whether that be a 
thirst to manipulate the battlefield by 
hacking enemy robotics, or increase 
mobility by way of thrust jumps and 
Faith-style wall runs. 

Levels are packed with hidden 
secrets (“Fans of zombies will 
definitely want to play this for more 

than one reason – there’s a lot of 
things with deeper meaning tucked 
away that can be missed first time 
around,” says Blundell), and are built 
for replayability. Indeed, uniquely, all 
levels are unlocked from the very 
beginning, and you’re encouraged  
to revisit them once you’ve powered-
up in order to harvest them for 
more goodies.

ZOMBIE COLLECTIVE
It’s the most ambitious Call Of Duty 
campaign yet, but the pay-off for all 
this strategic freedom is that the 
PlayStation 3 version has been 
forced to jettison the campaign 
mode, as its complexity just couldn’t 
be replicated on PS3’s withering 
hardware. “We tried,” explains 
Blundell, “but there were too many 
variables on the field that needed to 
be always loaded in. We didn’t want 
to release a watered-down product.” 

But even though it consists only  
of multiplayer and Zombies (which 
Treyarch tells us will tie together 
every single loose Zombie plot 
thread from all of its Call Of Duty 
games, stretching back to World At 
War), the PS3 version remains a 
mouthwatering proposition. Still, for 
the full one-two-three punch, PS4 is 
unquestionably the place to go for 
this year’s most intriguing shooter.

ALL LEVELS START 
UNLOCKED – REVISIT THEM 
ONCE YOU’VE POWERED-UP 
TO HARVEST GOODIES.

  Then there’s Reaper, a robo-killing 
machine with a Gatling gun for an arm.

 … such as explosives expert Battery, 
whose armour can evaporate grenades.

 We’ll have the Black Ops III review next 
issue, if the robots haven’t taken over.

ORANGE AND BLACK ATTACK
Meet the Call Of Duty: Black Ops III 
Special Edition PS4 bundle. It retails 
for £339 and contains the game, the 
Nuketown 2025 DLC map and a limited 
edition console with 1TB of storage. 
Looking, um, bright there buddy.

Instead of genero-
soldiers, multiplayer 
participants pick from 
one of nine Specialists…
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 For the first time, you can customise the look and gender of your character in Campaign mode. Old and bald, please!

Nuketown 2025 is a 
futuristic reimagining of 
Black Ops I’s compact, XP-
generous multiplayer map.

TFW you return home 
from vacation to 
discover your son has 
thrown a house party.
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02
Our review, if we 
may indeed quote 
ourselves, called 
2012 action 
adventure Gravity 
Rush, “PS Vita’s 

first killer app.” It comes as a small 
surprise then, that at last month’s 
Tokyo Game Show, Japan Studio 
announced its 
long-awaited 
sequel is skipping 
the handheld and 
flinging itself to the 
PS4’s big stage. 

In the stylishly 
cel-shaded original 
you played as Kat who, after losing 
her memory and encountering a 
strange black feline, gained enviable 
physics-bending talents. Untethered 
by gravity, she had to protect the 
population of Hekseville from both a 
catastrophic storm, and the 

collective of monsters called the Nevi 
who marched through it.

Gravity Rush 2 sees Kat return in 
an expansive new open-world 
environment to blitz through going 
“Wheeee!”. By pressing the jump 
button, then shifting gravity, you can 
‘fall’ in any direction. Walk up walls! 
Super-kick foes in the face! It’s what 

Isaac Newton 
would have 
wanted. Movement 
looks more kinetic 
than ever, Kat’s 
hair fluttering as 
she tears along at 
unnatural angles. 

PS4’s power makes for a massive 
sandbox. There’s more opportunity 
for expression in this gorgeous, 
sprawling city among the clouds, 
populated by hordes of pedestrians 
ambling under brightly coloured 
canopies and trying not to hit the 

weird flying lady with their sky cars. 
And that lingering fog that masked 
relatively short draw distances has 
been lifted to let you see for miles. 

ONCE MORE WITH FELINE
It might not all be plain solo flailing, 
however. During a scrap with a 
hulking new foe whose haymakers 
splinter market stalls in impressive 
shows of environmental destruction, 
Kat’s joined by another shifter called 
Raven to launch simultaneous 
strikes to its terrible head. Could 
there be some form of zero-g co-op 
monster hunting? That’s certainly 
something we could fall for.

Before the sequel launches next 
year, Bluepoint Games (fresh from 
wrapping up Uncharted: The Nathan 
Drake Collection) is dropping a 
remastered version of the PS Vita 
original to PS4 on 10 Feb. Expect 
freshly vibrant visuals and a liquid 

Gravity Rush 2  
will upend PS4

Innovative PS Vita platformer gets full sequel and more

A NEW OPEN-
WORLD TO TEAR 
THROUGH GOING 
‘WHEEEE!’.

dev talk
“Brought to life by 
the team at Bluepoint 
Games, you’ll join 
heroine Kat and her 
sidekick Dusty as 
they soar through 
the enchanting city 
of Hekseville like 
never before. On 
the graphics side, 
this release takes 
advantage of the PS4 
hardware to deliver 
its smooth, vibrant  
HD visuals.”

Nick Accordino
Associate project manager, 
Sony
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framerate on the big screen, as well 
as all DLC packs bundled in. The Spy 
Pack, Maid Pack and Military Pack 
each feature two story missions, 
reputation increases and more 
delightful gem collecting, plus there’s 
the opportunity to permanently don 
the costumes Kat usually discards.

Admittedly, it’s a bit sad the sequel 
to one of PS Vita’s best games won’t 
appear on the handheld in any form, 
especially since the touchscreen and 
gyroscope controls were so perfect 
for it. Combine that knowledge with 
the fact that PS Vita’s other darling, 
Tearaway, also now lives on PS4, and 
we want to hug our handheld that 
little bit tighter. Still, it’s great news 
for PS4 owners who, in Gravity Rush 
2 and Gravity Rush Remastered, can 
propel Kat to dizzying new heights.

 Turn to p72 to see why Gravity Rush 
Remastered is in good hands at Bluepoint.

Prepare yourself for The Old Hunters

Bloodborne gets 
major story DLC

BIG GAME HUNTER 
Bloodborne’s a smash hit, hands-
down one of the PS4’s best 
games, but how many copies have 
shifted so far? Sony says over two 
million worldwide. Those figures 
should make a sequel a safe bet.

Returning heroine Kat 
(right) and former foe 
Raven team up for another 
huge PS4 exclusive.

“Eeeek” doesn’t really do 
new boss Ludwig justice. 
There’s no rolled up 
newspaper big enough.

03
Scraped through 
the nerve-
shredding world of 
Bloodborne with all 
your skin intact? 
Get ready for a 

whole new nightmare with its first 
slice of DLC, The Old Hunters. For 
£11.99 you’ll explore new areas of 
Yharnam – either a good or bad 
thing, depending 
on your opinion of 
face-tearing 
viscera monsters.

The Old Hunters 
refers to those 
who once guarded 
Byrgenwerth’s 
darkest secrets, 
and who are now 
trapped forever. As the theory goes, 
this is a prequel detailing a time 
when these hunters were more 
numerous, and all the hints from 
Sony back this up, showcasing fights 
with familiar bosses such as Vicar 
Amelia and Father Gascoigne.

But fear not, because there’ll also 
be fresh locations, outfits, items and 
weapons. Consider the fearsome 
Bowblade, which introduces the 

ability to fire arrows, or the addition 
of a sturdy shield that looks 
mercifully more functional than the 
flimsy wooden one you could handle 
previously. And with magic spells 
(fancy hurling a black and white orb 
that can stagger foes?), From 
Software is fundamentally changing 
Bloodborne’s combat.

You can go weaponless, too. 
Remember the 
mystery of 
beasthood, which 
Bloodborne 
seemed to tease 
but never actually 
deliver on? In The 
Old Hunters, you’ll 
finally be able to 
don werewolf 

claws, let out a primal roar and 
pounce on foes in a temporary 
blood-fuelled frenzy. That’s a pretty 
accurate description of how we’ll 
hungrily devour this DLC when it 
launches on 24 November and 
tempts us to peel back more of this 
violently captivating world.

THIS PREQUEL 
THROWS YOU UP 
AGAINST FAMILIAR 
BOSSES, SUCH AS 
VICAR AMELIA.

 How many gongs will Bloodborne bag in 
our Awards Special? Find out on 20 Nov.
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  Look upon the opulence of these precious metal DualShocks, send us a picture of you swooning, and you might win a fleeting moment of confused pride.

While the Morpheus 
name has been 
dropped, the design 
remains intact.

1   MORPHEUS NO MORE 
One of the biggest stories to 

come out of Japan’s legendary games 
show was the rebranding of Project 
Morpheus into the slightly uninspiring, 
but hardly unsurprising, PlayStation VR. 
Sony also revealed two new additions 
to its virtual reality library – Dynasty 
Warriors 7 and MMO Final Fantasy XIV. 
Sadly, there’s no news on a release 
date in Japan or the West. We’re still 
hopeful it’ll arrive in the first half of 
2016, but our heads tell us post-E3…
 

2   THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Yes! PS4 has had its price 

slashed… in Japan, anyway. As of 
TGS, the sleek black box has dropped 
from ¥39,980 (£217) to a rather tasty 
¥34,980 (£190). The cut makes Japan 
currently the cheapest region to pick 
up a PS4. At the time of writing the US 
has also enjoyed a price cut. In the UK? 
Bank balances live on in tentative hope…

3   DANGANRONPA’S BACK 
Hot on the heels of spin-off 

Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra 
Despair Girls (reviewed last issue), 
developer Spike Chunsoft announced 
that a full-fat threequel for its visual 
novel franchise is in the works. It’s 
coming to both PS4 and PS Vita, but 
there’s no release date as yet.

4   HEART STOPPER
Square Enix has revealed Kingdom 

Hearts HD 2.8 Final Chapter Prologue 
for PS4, which collects together an HD 
version of 3DS title Kingdom Hearts 
3D: Dream Drop Distance, a cinematic 
called Kingdom Hearts X Back Cover, 
and Kingdom Hearts 0.2 Birth By Sleep 
– A Fragmentary Passage. Maths fail.
 

5   RETURN OF THE KING
After a six-year absence, the 

hardcore King Of Fighters series is 
back to bloody its fists on PlayStation. 
KOF XV is going 3D (the first time since 
2005’s Maximum Impact spin-off) and 
will arrive on PS4 in 2016.
 

6   YAKUZA HITS A SIX
We’re still waiting on a release 

date for Yakuza 5 over here, but that 
hasn’t stopped Sega from announcing 
Yakuza 6 (PS4 exclusive) and Kiwami, a 
remake of the original game with brand 
new scenarios (set for PS4 and PS3). 
Western versions? *tumbleweed*
 

7   HEROES UNITE (AGAIN)
We’ve only just reviewed the 

first one in this month’s issue (p78), 
but that hasn’t stopped Square Enix 
from announcing its sequel, Dragon 
Quest Heroes II: Twin Kings And The 
Prophecy’s End for a spring 2016 

release on PS4, PS3 and Vita in Japan. 
The hugely successful original has been 
doing the rounds over there since Feb, 
so fingers crossed we get the sequel. 

8    (HOT) SHOTS FIRED
Everybody’s Golf is back – and 

this time it’s going open-world. The new 
PS4 entry is going for a more socially 
minded angle this time – you can even 
build your own courses. It’s pencilled 
in for a 2016 release in Japan, but no 
news on a Western version.
 

9   TOUKIDEN THE MICK
Toukiden, the surprisingly 

enjoyable Monster Hunter clone from 
Koei Tecmo, is going open-world for its 
sequel. Toukiden II will also leave PS 
Vita exclusivity behind with versions 
planned for PS4, PS3 and lil’ ol’ PS Vita.
 

 10  SHOCKING NEWS
If the 20th Anniversary DualShock 

4 didn’t have you swooning, the new 
Gold, Silver, Steel Black and Crystal 
versions will for sure. A new series 
of PS4 coloured faceplates were also 
revealed. No release date, but that 
hasn’t stopped us needing them all.

Everything you need to know from this year’s Tokyo expo

TGS 2015: the highlights

04

 What did you make of this year’s TGS? 
Tweet @OPM_UK with your thoughts.
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the big shot
eagle-eyed analysis 

The world is described as 
savage and primitive, with 
an overall aim of “nature 
being bigger than man.”

You can’t just focus on the 
beasties – rival hunters 
are out to steal your stuff 
and slice you into dinner.

05
12,000 years. 
No, not the wait 
for The Last 
Guardian, but 
the time leap 
from modern 

day to the mesolithic setting of 
new Ubisoft Montreal action-
adventure Far Cry Primal. 

Forget everything you know 
about the series’ past. This entry 
sees you trying to survive in a 
massive land called Oros, amid a 
food chain that also includes lions, 
mammoths and even deadlier 
predators that only come out 

after dark. Weapons must be 
crafted rather than bought, all 
while advanced day-night cycles 
and ecosystems play havoc with 
your hunter-gatherer plans.

“It’s Far Cry, but primordial. It 
takes place at the beginning of 
time – the beginning of mankind,” 
says executive producer Dan Hay. 
“We are super f*cking excited 
about this game.” Pardon his 
French, but not ours – because 
Primal already looks incroyable.

A Far Cry from 
history class
Inside Primal’s mammoth future

 Far Cry Primal is out on PS4 as 
soon as 23 Feb. More next month…
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number game
we do the maths 

100
The number of oysters a Super Time 
Force Ultra dev ate during PAX East.

04/16
Current UK release month for Dark 
Souls III. Japan gets it on 24 March.

10
The number of silver and bronze 
trophies in Destiny: The Taken King.

£39.99
The most expensive (and totally 
optional) microtransaction in MGS V.

120Hz
The current refresh rate used by 
Sony’s PlayStation VR headset.

27,010,704
Current highest lifetime score on 
PlanetSide 2, held by user Hawkin.

0.1%
The percentage of players who have 
earned the Legend Platinum in MGS V.

1868
The year in which the latest Assassin’s 
Creed entry, Syndicate, is based.

“It’s about survival… then 
going from the hunted, 
to the hunter,” says Ubi’s 
Jean-Sébastien Decant.

Early weapons must be 
made from wood or stone, 
with superior resources 
(bones!) unearthed later. 

Lead man Takkar is voiced 
by Elias Toufexis, AKA 
Adam Jensen from Deus 
Ex: Human Revolution.
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06
The gun-porny 
screenshots look 
more like a canned 
Army Of Two 
sequel than the 
Resident Evil we 

know and love, and there’s a distinct 
lack of men with boulder-cracking 
biceps or women in impractical heels 
firing crossbows. 
With Capcom’s 
horror series 
entering its 20th 
year, just like a 
young adult it’s 
experimenting 
with new identities 
– and now the 
slow-burning scarefest is looking an 
awful lot like abomination Operation 
Raccoon City. But let’s not panic yet…

Umbrella Corps is a third and 
occasionally first-person spin-off 
taking place in the Resi universe.  

You play as military personnel 
representing ethically dubious 
corporations competing in the field 
of bio-weaponry. The headline mode 
is the One Life Match, which pits two 
three-person teams against one 
another in class-based conflict. 
There’s no respawning here until the 
next round – die and you’ll have to 

watch from the 
wings – which at 
least chimes with 
the tense survival 
horror roots.

Assault, short- 
range and tactical 
are the three 
loadouts, all 

customisable with shotguns, pistols, 
semi-automatic rifles and grenades. 
Equipment thankfully shows a little 
more imagination: a climbing-axe-
esque melee weapon called the 
Brainer not only lets you split skulls, 

but amble up ledges like a 
murderous Edmund Hillary. When 
two Brainers meet and sparks begin 
to fly it looks like a lightsaber battle.

BROLLYPOP CHAINSAW
Umbrella Corps isn’t afraid of the 
red stuff: assassination moves snap 
necks, and for anyone bleeding out 
on the floor, a curb stomp puts them 
out of their misery. Capcom’s 
definitely getting its money’s worth 
from the audio department’s library 
of smashed melon effects with this. 

Nullifying the power of some 
offensive weapons is a wrist-
mounted shield that pops up to 
deflect attacks, so smart loadout 
planning is key to victory. You can 
also use what Capcom calls 
Analogue Cover, which gives you 
precise control over just how much 
body you want peeking out from 
behind walls and waist-high chunks 

WHEN THE 
SPARKS BEGIN TO 
FLY IT LOOKS LIKE 
A LIGHTSABER 
BATTLE…

Umbrella Corps 
opens up wide

Resident Evil’s new squad-based shooter is all about the action

You can lure zombies 
towards opponents 
and let them do the 
dirty work for you.

dev talk
“Next year the 
Biohazard series 
celebrates its 20th 
anniversary, and we 
want to make it a 
very exciting year...
We are challenging 
this new field with 
a title worthy of the 
20th anniversary 
and into the next 
decade. Resident 
Evil: Umbrella Corps 
is a new competitive 
shooter title focusing 
on team competition.”

Masachika Kawata
Producer, Resident Evil
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of concrete in order to shoot people 
on the other side. How well it 
functions during hectic shootouts 
remains to be seen.

Movement looks to carry that 
familiar Resi clunk, with stiff 
animations and hollow feedback 
when firing into bodies. It’s versatile, 
though. Even when crouched or 
prone (useful for reducing visibility in 
poorly lit maps), you can really shift 
it. Yes, it looks a little strange to see 
a man duck-sprint like a drunk crab, 
but realism isn’t really Resi’s forte.

THE DARK FRIGHT
Locations mostly consist of dark 
facilities and underground bases, but 
the low lighting at least heightens 
what little horror is present. Tight 
confines also quicken the pace – the 
next battle never far away.

So where exactly do the zombies 
come in during all of this? While 

more ancillary presences, you can 
grab them to use as rotting meat 
shields while you fire over their 
shoulders, bait them to block 
corridors, or position crowds 
between opponents and yourself.

Thanks to a backpack device called 
the Zombie Jammer, all zombies in 
the stage blank you like pouty prima 
donnas – though a few bullets 
towards the undead will soon see 
you attract their attention. There’s 
also a counter-measure called the 
Jammer Buster, which you can equip 
to wreck foes’ jamming devices.

Capcom is often creative with its 
zombie formula, but like Umbrella 
itself, these experiments tend to 
result in genre-spliced messes.  
We mentioned one earlier: 2012’s 
miraculously bad co-op shooter 
Operation Raccoon City. The 
similarities are striking. While this 
doesn’t inspire confidence, that 
Capcom is dipping another toe back 
in the online shooter world suggests 
determination to finally deliver. And 
with a slated £25 budget price when 
the game launches early next year, 
perhaps by trimming the fat of past 
excess they’ll find a more satisfying 
Resi experience to chew on.

 Grab our 2016 Games Special, out 18 
December, for our hands-on thoughts.

 Brooding lighting effects make level 
vibes feel survival horror-ish.

 Capcom hopes Analogue Cover 
makes firefights fast and responsive.

info patches
update your brain  

WAVE OF MUTILATION
Ubisoft has yet to give us Assassin’s Creed 
Syndicate review code (our recent hands-on 
time surfaced some bugs, though not as many 
as others have reported), but has unveiled 
a Jack The Ripper DLC campaign. Available 
separately or as part of a season pass, you’ll 
hunt the killer 20 years after the main story.

PACHINKO THEREFORE I AM
Missed out on Shenmue 3’s Kickstarter? 
Nope, you haven’t. With dev Ys Net re-opening 
the funding window and setting a new 
deadline of 31 Dec, it’s clearly got bigger 
plans for the PS4 epic. How good can the 
project possibly get between now and its late 
2017 release? Well, that’s entirely up to you.

CONTRACT EXTENSION
Hitman has been delayed to 11 March, 
presumably so we can wrap our heads around 
its purchasing options. An ‘Intro Pack’ nets 
us six campaign missions, three sandbox 
locations, 40 signature kills and more at 
launch, but an ‘Upgrade Pack’ is needed for 
more hits and levels in April, May and June. 

REMASTER SYSTEM
After sales of 2015’s Resi 

HD Remaster exceeded 
expectations, Capcom is 

remastering more. Resi 0 HD 
Remaster is out next year, 

with Resi Evil 2 in progress.
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the rumour machine
our sources understand…

A movie adaptation of 
Borderlands is on the 
cards, with The Hunger 
Games studio Lionsgate 
teaming up with prolific 
producer Avi Arad (Iron 
Man, X-Men, Spider-Man). 

Voice actors could 
be set to strike. 

Their union is 
demanding 
better 
protection 
and pay.

A Wolfenstein: 
The New Order 
voice actor 
let slip  
a sequel 
is coming  
in 2017.

A survey sent 
out on EA’s 
behalf suggests 
development of 
a service that’ll 
stream games, 
Netflix-style.

Remastered bundle  
The Bioshock Collection 
could be out this year, 
claims retailer Raru.

07
Hideo Kojima’s 
Silent Hills is no 
more, but never 
fear! Actually, fear 
quite a lot, 
because PS4’s 

next big horror hope is an homage 
to its legendary, lost P.T. demo. 
Developer Lilith Ltd recently 
unveiled a 13-minute walkthrough 
of its first-person survival horror, 
Allison Road, 
showing an 
unnamed 
protagonist 
wandering around 
a creepily vacant 
townhouse,  
its lights off, its 
contents scattered, 
and its living room 
telly showing one  
of those test cards that 
governments are fond of 
transmitting whenever something 
really, really bad has happened. 

ROAD WORRIER 
By nosily fondling items such as 
family photographs, letters with 
muddy bootprints on them and 
even a DualShock 4, you’ll unravel 
an unsavoury mystery. Like in 

P.T., the more that you discover, 
the deeper you can venture, 
with spooky noises and bloody 
handprints par for the course. 

“Years and years ago, when 
I was playing the first horror 
games, they were quite different 
to what they are nowadays,” says 
game creator Chris Kesler on his 
development blog. “It was more 
about psychological horror. And I 

was like, well, I’m 
just going to make 
my own game. I’m 
going to make a 
game that I want 
to play.” If this 
Unreal Engine 4, 
VR-supporting title 
meets its current 
Kickstarter base 

goal then it’ll launch on PlayStation 
4 late next year.

If that sounds like a long time, 
then remember Lilith Ltd is only 
a six-person team. “We’re not 
Konami,” says Kesler. “We’re  
just a bunch of guys who are 
passionate and who want to  
make an awesome game.”

Spiritual successor a Hideo homage

Take the Allison 
Road to Hell

WEIRD NOISES 
AND BLOODY 
HANDPRINTS  
ARE PAR FOR  
THE COURSE.

Nope, nope, nope, nope, 
nope, nope, nope, nope, 
nope, nope, nope, nope, 
nope, nope, nope, nope.

 After more horror? Creepy baby sim 
Among The Sleep hits PS4 this December.
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PlayStation 
voices
the month in 
mouthing off

 For more news about Ni-Oh’s return, 
pick up our ‘2016’ issue, out 18 Dec.

08
It’s been many 
a year since the 
vicious swordplay 
and demonic foes 
of Onimusha last 
graced PlayStation 

shores, and while that wait doesn’t 
show any signs of abating, the 
reemergence of PS3’s long-lost 
historical hack ‘n’ slasher Ni-Oh is 
just what we’ve been waiting for.

With its feudal Japan setting, 
demonic foes and katana-wielding 

action, the Team Ninja/Koei Tecmo 
project – now on PS4 – is clearly 
doffing its kabuto to Capcom’s 
seminal slasher, but there’s 
also another series that’s been 
influential: Bandai’s Souls saga.

Alongside some gargantuan-
looking bosses, flaxen-haired hero 
William will come across Chinokata 
Dzuka (bloody sword mounds), an 
online component that marks the 
sight of another player’s death with 
a message or warning. Hmm, blood 
stains anyone?

In a neat twist on that classic 
element, player deaths will generate 
a spectre you’ll have to defeat to 
gain new items. You’ll also be able to 
summon spirits to aid you in battle, 
but if you die you’ll have to seek out 
your own corpse to reclaim them.

Set for release exclusively on 
PS4 in 2016, Ni-Oh could well give 
Dark Souls III a run for its money.

 With Ninja Gaiden to its name, we’re 
expecting big things from TN’s bladework.

Ni-Oh slashes  
its way onto PS4

Dark Souls/Onimusha mashup gets TGS re-reveal

THE LAST SAMURAI
It’s been a stupefying 11 years 
since Ni-Oh was originally 
announced by Tecmo (before its 
Koei merger, even) way back in 
2004. It was initially meant to be 
accompanied by a feature film.

Multiple weapons 
are on offer, but 
we’ve got dibs  
on that katana.

“I don’t think 
anyone’s good 

enough to beat 
me.” Liverpool 

defender 
Nathaniel 

Clyne is 
the FIFA 16 

Celebrity 
Club  
top 

dog. 

“It’s a post-
breakup song. 
I think her fear 
is Chell has 
forgotten about 
her completely.” 
Jonathan 
Coulton explains 
GLaDOS’s digital 
ditty in Lego 
Dimensions.

“In a few years 
everyone will 

be using some 
VR tech,” claims 
Sony Worldwide 

Studios 
president 

Shuhei 
Yoshida, 
speaking 

at EGX 
2015.
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 Miss our ten-page feature in OPM 
#110? Catch up at: bit.ly/OPMwitness

 The team took their time, but we 
don’t mind – just look at that landscape.

09
It’s 26 January, to 
be exact. Six years 
after the game’s 
announcement, 
brainbox indie 
enthusiasts 

everywhere finally have a fixed 
waypoint to navigate towards. The 
Witness aims to push the limits of 
the labyrinthine, taking the simple 
concept of mazes and leading it 
down endless pathways.

 Yes, 2009 feels like aeons ago. 
What took so long? Consider the fact 
that the game,  
fully completed at 
around 70 hours, is 
nearly 13 times as 
long as creator Jon 
Blow’s previous 
time- and mind-

bending puzzler. Around 650 puzzle 
panels will test your intellectual 
mettle as you explore a vast and 
vibrant island world. Wow. Talk about 
the archipel-agony and the ecstasy.

It can’t be all rage, no glory, 
however. Several playtesters over  
in the States have already run the 
gauntlet in its entirety – though Blow 
has reassured his captive audience 
that you don’t have to solve every 
one of the 11 areas to finish the 
story. Last-minute bug fixes aside, 
the game is finally finished. We can 

almost taste the 
delicious, cerebral 
frustration.

Don’t expect the 
dev team to hold 
your hand, though; 
The Witness rejects 
the old adage,  

“No man is an island.” In a callback to  
the tone of ‘90s adventure-cum-
conundrum Myst, isolation reigns 
supreme on the island. Thanks to 
non-verbal tutorials, it strikes a very 
fine balance between telling you 
what you need to know and 
respecting your intelligence. Not that 
you’re alone just yet – you have us to 
guide you through up to release…

The lush environment 
and puzzles often work 
symbiotically, enabling 
you to solve brainteasers.

THE WITNESS 
PUSHES THE 
LIMITS OF THE 
LABYRINTHINE.

Witness release 
date riddle solved

Land ho! Step ashore the island in January

instant 
opinion
strong vs 
wrong

HAN’S ON
Clever data-miners 
have uncovered secrets 
in the Star Wars 
Battlefront Beta code, 
including hints that Han, 
Leia and Palpatine are 
playable, plus mention of 
a ‘Hero Hunt’ mode.

OH, SHU TEASE! 
Shuhei Yoshida, 
president of Sony 
Worldwide Studios, on 
the possibility of a new 
Wipeout: “Never say 
never.” Be still, our 
beating hearts.

COURSE YOU CAN
Petrolheads rejoice! 
That Gran Turismo 6 
Course Maker app 
we were promised 
in 2013 is here at 
last, and it costs 
precisely nada.  
We’ll take 12, then. 

HUNGER GAME
Got a few spare gigs 
on your PS Vita? 
Lucky, because 
Persona 4: 
Dancing All Night 
will munch a hefty 3.1 
of them. Hey, we were 
gonna eat that! 

OVERSIGHT
Insomniac Games’  
Drew Murray admits a 
Sunset Overdrive PS4 
release might’ve had 
“some advantages” – 
but the chance for that 
has long gone. Hiss.

SAAAAAAAAVE!
After its successful 
launch an MGS V save 
bug began wreaking 
havoc on PS4 owners 
playing with multiple 
SEN accounts. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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What fantasy Star Wars game do 
you want to see come to PS4?

IT’S TIME FOR PS 
MOVE TO SABER UP 
AND STEP FORWARD.

Star Wars Kinect on the 
Xbox 360. Hmm. It tried, 
at least. Its sabers, 
however, were shoddy;  
a singing Han Solo was 
pure sacrilege; and that 
sarlacc over there is 
looking mighty hungry… 
Into the pit it goes! But 
what about PS Move? 
Surely Sony’s magical 
motion controller can  
fulfil all of my broom 
handle-wielding dreams?  
It even sort of looks like  
a lightsaber already. Just 
imagine a sandbox RPG 
with navigation controller 
movement, and laser-
accurate, lightsaber 
combat. I’ve got chills. 
How about bundling it 
with a double-ended 
holder for two wands, 
Darth Maul-style? Take 
ALL my credits! PS Move, 
you’re my only hope. 

CAN WE PLEASE 
HAVE EVERYBODY’S 
GONE TO THE MOS 
EISLEY CANTINA?

Star Wars games always 
do a good job on focusing 
on the bangs and booms, 
which is fair, considering 
Wars is half of the title. 
But I’d love a change of 
pace and the chance to 
explore classic places 
that made us fall in love 
with the universe… with  
a walking simulator. Take 
the Mos Eisley Cantina.  
I want to be down the 
front when the band 
starts the Cantina theme. 
I need to see that Han did 
shoot first. And I’d gladly 
hover around the bar to 
hear boozy tales from  
the galaxy’s drunkest.  
Call it Everybody’s Gone 
To The Cantina and get  
The Chinese Room to 
make it as pretty as its 
Shropshire odyssey.  
Make it happen, Disney! 

A VIRTUAL REALITY 
TRENCH RUN JUST 
HAS TO BE IN 
DEVELOPMENT.

Forget what these other 
nerf-herders want, it’s all 
about the dream of being 
an X-wing pilot. And what 
better way of living that 
fantasy than by pulling  
on PlayStation VR (make 
that a special edition, Red 
Squadron helmet design 
PlayStation VR, natch) 
and experiencing the 
classic trench run 
sequence from A  
New Hope yourself? 
PlayStation VR is already 
running space-based 
dogfighting shooters 
such as EVE Valkyrie, but  
I want to see a game like 
X-wing Vs TIE Fighter or 
Rogue Squadron II come 
to PS4, with me sat 
squarely in the cockpit 
and R2 bleeping and 
blooping through 
DualShock 4’s speaker. 

A REMADE KOTOR? 
NO, TA. I’D GET 
CRITERION TO MAKE 
AN OPEN-WORLD 
PODRACER, OBVS…

Star Wars is at its best 
when it’s in a desert, and 
no vehicle makes better 
use of it than Episode I’s 
podracers. In a film that 
stamps all over your 
childhood, The Phantom 
Menace’s podracing  
bits were surprisingly 
enjoyable, and I’d love  
to see them turned into 
another game. Sure, 
Episode I: Racer was  
a thing on the N64, but 
imagine speeding along  
a photorealistic desert 
(one as good as Mad  
Max would be ideal). If 
Criterion or Ghost Games 
could be involved, all the 
better. And if they let me 
zoom around an open- 
world Tatooine, I might 
have found my perfect 
Star Wars game. 

just one more question…
the team debate this month’s burning issue

THE NEWEST HOPE   
Dreams of an Original Trilogy PS4 
game have already been fulfilled. 
Disney Infinity 3.0’s Rise Against 
The Empire Play Set expansion, 
featuring models of Luke, Leia 
and the Death Star, is out now.
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Want to 

Simon from 
Hertsmere 

saved 7% on 
Batman Arkham 

Knight!*1
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ADVERTORIAL

Brilliantly, registering for the service 
is entirely free. Think about it –  
mere seconds from now you could be 
scoring insane discounts on an official 
Sony PlayStation Wireless Stereo 
Headset 2.0, which recently went for 
a cool £59.19 – a saving of 20%. Or 
a Sony PS4 Limited Edition bundled 
with Destiny: The Taken King, 
which was snapped up for £284.99 – 
providing a saving of 5%. 

Beat My Price has delivered 
shoppers fantastic prices on the 
latest games: Metal Gear Solid V: The 
Phantom Pain sold at £39.86, which is 
a 4.7% discount; Tearaway Unfolded 
was secured at just £22.76, a cool 
20% cheaper; and Assassin’s Creed 
Syndicate was grabbed at £35.20, 
another saving of 20%.

From the latest and greatest games 
to top-tier hardware, Beat My Price 
can get you it cheaper. Whether it’s a 
hot new PlayStation 4 blockbuster, a 
killer piece of hardware, that essential 
gaming peripheral or even a book, 
gadget or Blu-ray when you fancy 
a break from all the hi-scores, Beat 
My Price offers some of the very 
best prices around to ensure you’re 
entertained for rock-bottom prices. So 
take the stress out of shopping and get 
your gear for less.

 G
aming is costly. When 
you’re not shelling out 
for the latest blockbuster, 
topping it up with DLC 

or adding a new indie darling to 
your library, you’re paying up for 
gamepads, headsets and those yellow 
sunglasses that let people know 
you take shooters very seriously. 
The toll that plastic takes on the 
environment is bad enough, but 
what about the pressure it places  
on your pockets? 

Thank the e-gods for Beat My  
Price, then. From bespoke offers, 
this price-matching website takes 
the costly sting out of gaming by 
saving you up to 12% (delivery costs 
included) when buying online. The 
range of products is vast, so if you’re 
interested in videogames, films, 
electronics, toys, computing, books, 
TV shows and bargains,*1 you’ll want 
to keep reading… 

So how does it work? Just find the 
product you want online, whether 
from Amazon, Game, Currys or other 
major retailers, then paste its webpage 
URL into Beat My Price. It takes no 
longer than 48 hours for the website 
to work its magic, scanning the 
internet for a cheaper alternative and 
emailing you a link to the product.*3

Try Beat My Price at: 
bespokeoffers.co.uk

Save up to 12% off the price you find online.*2 
Try Beat My Price to get your games for less

THE SMALL PRINT

T&Cs apply. *1 The 12% claim applies across all categories offered on Beat My Price. Registration is required. Beat My Price is owned and operated by Barclaycard, whose conditions apply. Prices, products and availability 

correct at time of publication.

*2 3 out of 4 times we find a better price than the one found by the consumer.

*3 Personalised discount emailed to you within 48 hours. Limited time period to use discount, usually 12 hours. Shoppers are currently able to make up to five requests a day on Beat My Price. 

 save online?

HOW IT 
WORKS IN 

THREE 
SIMPLE 
STEPS

Find the product you want at any 
major retailer on the web, 

highlight the URL and copy it.

C O P Y  I T

1

Paste it into the search bar and 
click “Beat My Price”. Hit the button 

and contain your excitement.

P A S T E  I T

2

We’ll look for a better price and 
email you, usually within 24 hours, 
but it may take up to 48 hours.*2

B U Y  I T

3



@rachael_largue
Just entered comp to win 
20th Anniversary #PS4; 
fingers crossed coz we 
ain’t paying £2000!

@milfcoppock 
Given the sudden influx of 
tea drinking staff, I might 
have to bring PSM3’s 
Dr.Tray out of retirement.

@Northlander74 
I was 21 when I bought my 
first PS1, who knew what 
adventures awaited us 
over the past 20 years!?

@Willowrpe 
Glad you mentioned 
Castlevania SOTN as one 
of the top 3 games of 97: 
it’s my fave PS1 game!

@AG_Systems
My neGcon still works 
even though the Wipeout 
franchise has stopped. 
Gutted but proud!

@MaybeImBatman 
Might play a late 90s  
OPM demo when I get 
home. Spent more time 
on those than full games. 

@alxh
Do people still buy 
videogame magazines? 
Wow.

@Dawsons_Geek
After reading your A-Z of 
Fallout, I’m considering 
getting Fallout 4... 

@HunterNakagawa
*finds an old demo disc 
in old OPM* *plays it* 
*epic house music starts 
blasting* *raves*

@StoatAndDagger
Happy Birthday 
PlayStation! Thanks for 
20 years of kick ass 
entertainment! 
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CAN I GET A RT?
Tweet gold (and one troll) from 
this month’s @OPM_UK timeline 

REPLIES
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 Star letter See no Evil
Capcom seems to be following in George Lucas’ 
footsteps in trashing its own legacy. I take offence 
at the suggestion that we shouldn’t be angry at 
‘irrelevant spinoff’ Umbrella Corps as it doesn’t affect 
the main series. Not only does it stain the Resident 
Evil name, it uses up resources that could have been 
spent on something worthy of the 20th anniversary. If 
Capcom’s trying to get the fans excited, it needs to pull 
a Millennium Falcon-like reveal out the bag – not this 
Jar Jar Binks tripe.
Matthew Wilson via email

We too yearn for a return to horror, and while UC 
may yet be a good shooter, we also pray PlayStation 
VR’s Kitchen demo (p27) will turn into a future RE 
game. Until then, cheer up with a year of OPM!

#115 Twenty Years  
of PlayStation, Fallout 4 
and Uncharted 4.

FIFA fury
Having purchased FIFA 
16, I am wondering 
whether I’m the only one 
who feels annoyed about 
the changes made. The 
overall slow pace… The 
passing, which is either 
slow or, when using u, 
faster but difficult to 
control for some players… 
The defenders’ inability 
to contain and tackle… 
It’s made the experience 
of playing a videogame 
of football frustrating 
at best, and unpleasant 
at worst. I found myself 
passing the ball back to 
midfielders and defence 
players very often and 
also noticed that, no 
matter how good a 
striker is, it’s virtually 

impossible to out-sprint 
an average defender. I 
agree that some of the 
above changes deliver 
a more realistic gaming 
experience, but they do 
take the fun element 
away from it. I appreciate 
the desire to make the 
game as realistic as 
possible, but if I wanted to 
experience super-realism, 
I’ll go out and play for real.
Vincenzo Vincent via email

This year’s FIFA 
definitely takes a lot of 

getting used to, but as 
you’ll see over on p76 
you really need to stick 
with it. If you do, you’ll 
be rewarded with a 
fab game. Or, consider 
that PES 2016 is also 
excellent this year,  
and offers a much more 
immediate kickabout.

Witchfinder gen’
Having got bored with Call 
Of Duty and needing to 
wait for the next Nathan 
Drake outing, I thought it 
was time for a change. 
I enjoyed restoring 
tailors’ shops and banks 
in Assassin’s Creed, 
became obsessed with 
mining planets in Mass 
Effect and found I wasn’t 
fazed by the open-world 
aspect of Batman Arkham 
Knight, so thought it was 
time for a full RPG. I 
read your review of The 
Witcher 3 and, possibly 
swayed by the promise 
of sharing a hot tub 
with a hot sorceress, 
bought the game. I love 
it. Surprisingly, it’s not 
fighting monsters that 

stands out in the first few 
hours, but the bizarre 
lovemaking on the back 
of a stuffed horse. And I 
upset Yennefer so much 
by not completing a quest 
that I have decided to 
reload a save and do it 
again. If only that tactic 
worked with my wife… 
Martyn Scott via email

Ah, that first plunge into 
the world of RPGs sure 
is delicious. When you’ve 
finished, we recommend 
a triple-dose of Dragon 
Age Inquisition, Fallout 4 
and Wasteland 2.

SWAYED BY THE PROMISE 
OF SHARING A HOT TUB WITH A 
HOT SORCERESS, I WENT OUT 
AND BOUGHT THE WITCHER.



EXIT 
POLL
Our Facebook 
fans answer a 
final question

NEXT 
MONTH
Here at OPM 
we believe that 
Christmas Day 
gaming is a very 
special thing. What 
game will you boot 
up on 25 Dec?

7% Rev their 
engines for SW 
Racer Revenge.

19% Have a 
place in their 
heart for The 
Force Unleashed.

17% Love the  
fact you can ride  
a rancor in Star 
Wars Demolition.

13% Ignite their 
sabers for Jedi 
Power Battles’ 
shenanigans.

20% Still bend 
the knee in honour 
of the original  
SW Battlefront.

24%
Will re-enlist any 

day for Star 
Wars Battlefront 

II on PS2.

What’s your 
favourite Star 
Wars game on 
PlayStation? 
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VOTE  
NOW!

Tell us the five games 
you can’t wait to play at  

opm@futurenet.com.

READERS’ MOST WANTED
Which games are bleeping loudest on your radar?

1 Fallout 4
After a month of playing second 
fiddle to a rugged adventurer, 
Bethesda’s much-anticipated return 
to the Wasteland storms into first 
place yet again. Maybe that’s 
down to the fact it’s a mere 
month away. Somebody pinch 
us. Fancy gorging on more 
irradiated goodness?  
Head to p46 and check  
out our new preview. 

FORMAT PS4
ETA 10 NOV

1

2 Star Wars 
Battlefront
Of course Star Wars 
Battlefront is in 
your Readers’ Most 
Wanted – it is the 
Star Wars Special 
after all. Considering 
you’ve probably been 
playing the open Beta, 
we’ll assume you’re 
sufficiently excited.

FORMAT PS4
ETA 19 NOV

2

3The Division
After a prolonged absence, the post-pandemic 
sandbox from Ubisoft boots its way into your list. 
We’ve not seen the game since our multiplayer 
playtest at E3, but we’ll have new hands-on 
impressions in our ‘2016’ issue, out 18 Dec.

FORMAT PS4
ETA 8 MAR

3
4  Hitman

IO Interactive’s new 
take on the world of 
professional murder 
makes its RMW debut, 
bagging fourth spot and a 
place in your heart. Clearly 
the news of its delay into 
2016 hasn’t dampened 
your murderous spirits.

FORMAT PS4
ETA 11 MAR

4

5  Uncharted 4:  
A Thief’s End
He may have been last 
month’s cover star  
(and the protagonist of our 
lead review over on p72),  
but that hasn’t stopped 
him plummeting from first 
place to fifth. Good thing 
he’s got that handy new 
pickaxe to keep him from 
falling any further…

FORMAT PS4
ETA 18 MAR

5

best comments from facebook.com/officialplaystationmagazine

“There was this little gem I found at a retro 
store. It was awful, but hell, when will we ever 
have another Star Wars fighting game?”
lance witmer redefines the word ‘gem’ for masters of Teräs Käsi.

“OMG! YES! YES! YES! 
YES! YES! YES! OMG! 
YES! YES! YES! OMG!”
al AQUILINA WANTS UNCHARTED 4.
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OPINION

Jen Simpkins

Realism is in rigor mortis. I need 20cc’s of creativity, stat!

 VIDEOGAME VIOLENCE 
SHOULDN’T JUST MAKE  
YOU WINCE – IT SHOULD  
MAKE YOU LAUGH AND  

‘OOH’, TOO.

D
on’t get me wrong, I’m 
not a total weirdo. I’m 
perfectly happy to sit 
down with a nice cup of 
tea in front of the telly 
and enjoy a tasteful 

evisceration or two, like any other 
normal human being. It’s just, well, 
hasn’t it all become a little… drab?

Leon getting a little (okay, a lot) off 
the top, courtesy of a chainsaw in Resi 
4. Impromptu meat hook piercings in 
Until Dawn. Brains on the walls. Blood 
in the streets. Yawn. The neighbours 
are barely even twitching the curtains.

PS4’s processing clout certainly 
opens up new, more grisly 
possibilities. Better graphics, more 
realism, bigger thrills – that’s the 
consensus. But in an age when 
mutilation is MKX-rayed in 
excruciating detail to have any  
effect at all, videogame violence 
must move away from one-
dimensional hyperrealism.

Back in the low-res days, 
first-person PS2 shooter XIII 
had to find a way to make 
pixelated violence 
provocative. Solution: 
stylisation. Every 
headshot you make 
is illustrated, 
frame-by-frame, 
by a lurid series 
of comic strip- 
style stills. 
Screams and 
gunfire hang,  
quite literally,  
in the air in 
speech bubbles, 
writing out your 
transgressions.

I’m not convinced, then, about 
making game gore the correct 

shade of glossy vermilion. 
Rainbow is surely the new  
red. Kaleidoscopic carnage 
– now that’s a true spit-take 
moment. Danganronpa: Trigger 
Happy Havoc on PS Vita, for 

instance, is splattered with  
a distressing amount of 

neon pink blood. 
Creator Kazutaka 
Kodaka argues in a 
Siliconera interview 
that the pop-art 
stylisation is “more 
shocking than 
showing a 
devastating scene”.  
I agree; the impact  

is far more nuanced. 
Coming across Enoshima’s 
shish-kabobed corpse, 

fuchsia spewing from her Joker-style 
grin, makes me laugh, cry and marvel. 
Now you’re thinking with violence.

The brutal cogs are most definitely 
whirring in Assassin’s Creed 
Syndicate. While AC Unity features 
plenty of daggers uniting with throats, 
it takes its bloodshed too seriously.  
In contrast, Syndicate’s darkly comedic 
combat keeps the slaughterfest fresh. 
The game’s fighting is distinctively 
Victorian in its multiplicity: gruesome, 
gleeful and gorgeous to boot.

ULTRAVIOLET VIOLENCE
But does Syndicate’s stab at 
sophisticated shock factor go far 
enough? Not quite. Tim Burton had 
the right idea with Sweeney Todd. The 
cobbles of the demon barber’s London 
flowed with the glowing orange blood 
of his victims. I challenge anyone not 
to feel thoroughly disconcerted as, all 
at once, Johnny Depp hits a high note, 
a client bleeds tangerine and Mrs 
Lovett fires up the oven. Surreal.

Sadly, Syndicate hasn’t inherited its 
sibling’s sense of style. AC Chronicles 
China boasts blood that spreads and 
dissipates as delicately as watercolour 
paint. It’s a captivating visual detail 
that enchants and disturbs. My cuppa 
is a distant memory.

It’s that sort of complex, emotive 
experience that we should be 
demanding nowadays. Relying on  
an instinctual revulsion in today’s 
blood-soaked, desensitised market  
is unreliable. You want to provoke a 
response from the modern gamer? Use 
violence to its full creative potential. 
Have it simultaneously repulse us, 
tickle us and dazzle us. But please,  
no more of this anaemic realism.

WRITER BIO
Jen Simpkins raised herself on an iron-rich 
diet of Mortal Kombat: Deception, GTA: Vice 
City and spinach. Her taste for blood hasn’t 
diminished, to the disappointment of small 
prey everywhere, but she has developed a 
more sophisticated palate. Pink blood? Classy.
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Ben Tyrer Louise Blain

W
hen it comes  
to replicating 
football digitally, 
it’s a stonking 

time to be alive. FIFA can 
siphon money from the 
wallets of unsuspecting 
parents with ease, while PES 
has bounced back from the 
PS3 era with a refreshingly 
deep, tactical game. Yet, this 
year, I was more excited to 
see what Spike Lee did with 
NBA 2K16. 

That’s because 2K has 
stumbled onto the fact that 
there’s one thing missing 
from sports games: narratives. 
Not in a “Ronaldo must 
journey through La Liga lands 
to find the Golden Boots” 
type of deal, but stories that 
give a clearer structure to the 
tales we already create within 
Master League, Career Mode 
and the oft-forgotten Be A 
Pro. Okay, so Lee’s Livin’ Da 
Dream trailer didn’t promise a 
seismic shift for sport stories, 
but it didn’t have to. What  
it offered was the chance for 
the narrative to revolve around 
you, rather than evolve around 
what you do. 

That’s been a problem for 
PlayStation footie for some 
time. Season after season, you 
pluck your team or character 
from the doldrums into 

greatness… and then kind of 
forget about them. There’s 
never a real climax, you’re just 
asked to keep on going until 
you get bored and move on.

DRAMA LEAGUE
Unlike Football Manager, 
which claims lives like 
Chelsea loans out its 
youngsters, there’s no real 
uncertainty with FIFA or PES. 
If you’re skilled enough, or 
proficient in the dark arts of 
rage quitting, you’ll be able  
to keep the winning streak 
burning as long as you want.   

So why not follow 2K’s 
move and innovate the 
single-player modes by 
getting in Ken Loach to 
fashion the Kitchen (Time)
Sink Career? Or maybe Guy 
Ritchie’s Cockney Scallywag 
Masters The League. 

The usual tedium of 
deadline day sagas might 
actually be worth the effort 
when it’s you handing in the 
transfer request to an 
incandescent manager two 
days before the window’s up. 
It’s time that EA and Konami 
add the right amount of shade 
to the stories we already craft, 
because wouldn’t it be nice if 
these yarns have an actual 
end, rather than the forgetful 
shrug they currently offer?

T
he PlayStation VR 
headset had been on 
for mere seconds, but 
already, I was afraid. 

Only the words “Press any 
button” floated in the dark, 
but I knew something 
horrendous was coming. 
Before he put the 
headphones on my ears,  
I asked the Sony staff 
member if he would remove 
the headset if I asked him to. 
“No,” came the blunt reply. 
Welcome to Kitchen.

Perhaps you’ve been lucky 
enough not to hear about this 
terrifying demo? One so scary 
that my Sony helper gleefully 
admitted to seeing grown men 
cry. Put simply, you wake up 
tied to a chair in a room that 
makes one of Ramsay’s 
Nightmares look deserving of 
a Michelin star. I’m not going 
to spoil much for you. It’s too 
glorious to ruin. But this is far 
more than just a tech demo. 

UNTIL SAWN
This is the start of something 
special when it comes to 
horror gaming. No matter how 
immersive they are, movies 
and games always have a 
screen between us and the 
action. We’re always safe. 
PlayStation VR hacks that 
barrier down with an axe, 

screaming, “Here’s VR!” 
This is where horror gets 
serious. Outlast? Until Dawn? 
They let you hug cushions 
when you get too scared. All I 
can do in Kitchen is cower 
when something wielding a 
knife gets far too close for 
comfort. There is no respite.

I’m taunted, teased and 
stabbed in the fictitious leg. 
What, you think because it’s 
not your limb that your brain 
doesn’t tell you otherwise? 
VR knows exactly what it’s 
doing and horror gaming in 
the right hands will drive you 
out of your mind. If someone 
had so much as touched me 
during my short demo, I 
wouldn’t be able to type yet. 

It will require a specific 
type of experience. On rails 
will probably work best, but 
that’s not to say traditional 
FPS controls are doomed. 
With the right visuals and 
sounds, we’re predisposed to 
believe anything. Think for a 
second about the sounds of 
P.T. – the fridge, the radio… 
Now imagine that feeling you 
just got and think about being 
fully trapped in that world. 
The lack of control. The urge 
to move forward vs the desire 
to stay still. True horror in 
the dark. This is what’s to 
come. And it’s incredible.

2K HAS STUMBLED ONTO 
THE FACT THAT THERE IS ONE 
THING MISSING FROM SPORTS 

GAMES: NARRATIVES.

VR KNOWS EXACTLY WHAT 
IT’S DOING AND HORROR 
GAMING WILL DRIVE YOU  
OUT OF YOUR MIND.

WRITER BIO
Recovering Ultimate Team addict Ben Tyrer believes his greatest achievement 
so far is his FIFA 11 Bournemouth team and feels Hollywood should come 
calling for that story if they ever take an interest in a football videogame tie-in.

WRITER BIO
Louise Blain’s Halloween plans involve watching as many horror movies as 
possible and then an equal number of Tom & Jerry cartoons so she can sleep. 
She absolutely doesn’t twitch every time someone asks her to make tea.

What FIFA and PES can learn from NBA 2K16’s 
decision to give Spike Lee story control

Capcom’s secretive Kitchen demo marks the 
beginning of the end for your sanity

OPINION
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STAR WARS

Star Wars
Relive PlayStation’s most memorable 
trips to a Galaxy Far, Far Away

1 THE FORCE 
UNLEASHED
Or… The One That Makes 
Physics Cool, Kids! Set 
between the prequel and 
original trilogies, PS3’s TFU 
casts you as Starkiller;  
an orphaned nipper who 
becomes Darth Vader’s 
secret apprentice. Thanks  
to the use of both the Havok 
and Euphoria engines, the 
game enabled you to Force 
throw foes in gravity-defying 
style. The tech impressed, 
then. The whining leading 
man? Not so much.

2 STAR WARS: 
BOUNTY HUNTER
In 1983, George Lucas 
hurled Boba Fett into the 
Sarlacc. In 2002, LucasArts 
apologised for the act that 
made a million fanboys cry 
out in anguish by giving 
Fett’s pop, Jango, his own 
PS2 game. Though Episode 
II’s bounty hunter was  
no Boba, the soon-to-be 
headless hitman deserved 
better than this ropey effort.

3 SUPER  
BOMBAD RACING
D’awww. Look how cute  
little Darth Maul is! The Sith 
menace may have gutted 
Qui-Gon Jinn in Episode I,  
but he was utterly adorable 
in this (admittedly average) 
PS2 kart racer. Yeah, it was 

no Crash Team Racing, but 
at least it let you make 
Anakin crash a whole bunch.

4 LEGO STAR WARS: 
THE VIDEO GAME
Sure, the stud-infested 
original trilogy gets the love 
in this month’s classic game 
on p106. Yet it was the 
prequel-focused Lego Star 
Wars that had the bigger 
impact. This was TT Games’ 
first ever Lego title, and 
without this PS2 brick-based 
adventure, you may never 
have got yellow Danish  
takes on Lord Of The Rings, 
Batman or Indiana Jones.

5 STAR WARS 
PINBALL
This PS3-based PSN pinball 
delight was way better than 
that coin-operated cabinet 
you wasted all those 20ps on 
in your youth. Who needs a 
sticky-floored arcade when 
you can have a virtual pinball 
table with Leia on it?
 
6 STAR WARS 
BATTLEFRONT
Long before DICE ever got 
its mitts on epic online Star 
Wars scuffles, Pandemic 
Studios made one of the few 
reasons ever to stump up 
for a PS2 Network Adapter. 
That the game also let you 
slaughter loads of Gungans 
was just more reason to get 

your PS2 online. Take that, 
Jar Jar’s second cousin.

7 STAR WARS: 
DEMOLITION
Bet you forgot Star Wars 
got its Destruction Derby on, 
huh? This vehicular combat 
PS1 game revolves around  
a deadly sport created by 
Jabba The Hutt. Plus one of 
the vehicles was a Rancor. 
Shame the game itself was  
a pile of Bantha fodder.

8 STAR WARS 1313
God, this one still hurts.  
Star of OPM #74’s cover, 
this Coruscant-set shooter 
was shaping up to be a Far, 
Far Away take on Uncharted. 
Yet despite looking like it 
would find a home on PS4, 
1313 was canned after 
Disney bought LucasArts and 
scrapped all of the studio’s 
projects. Still, there’s hope 
its spirit will live on through 
Amy ‘Uncharted’ Hennig’s 
upcoming Star Wars game.

9 MASTERS OF 
TERÄS KÄSI
Ugh. Just no. This shonky 
PS1 beat-’em-up took place 
between Episodes IV and V, 
and enabled you to pit Leia 
against Chewie if your heart 
so desired. Teräs Käsi, a 
martial art used in the game, 
is Finnish for ‘steel hand’. 
Hmmm. Know stuff, we do.

H O N O U R A B L E  M E N T I O N S

Did we miss your favourite SW title? Got a brilliant In The Mood For idea? Show and tell at twitter.com/opm_uk.

Rebel Assault II: THE
The first Star Wars game to  
hit PS1, The Hidden Empire had 
decent combat and endearingly 
blurry live-action FMV.

Jedi Starfighter
Taking place just before Attack 
Of The Clones, this well-
executed PS2 dogfighting sim 
bagged 8/10 back in OPSM2.

Revenge Of The Sith
The film may have been better 
than Eps I and II, but this PS2 
tie-in was an utter stinker. 
Worst. Lightsabers. Ever.

1

2

3
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32 STREET 
FIGHTER V
The PS4- bound console-
exclusive brawler shows 
off its newest superstars.
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PREVIEW

Rashid’s clearly opened the 
washing machine mid-cycle, 
and Ryu doesn’t look too 
happy about his soggy pants.
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PREVIEW

 
If there was a muscle responsible 
for creating ridiculous, unexpected 
updates, Street Fighter V would 
be flexing it constantly. Barely a 
month has passed, and we’ve had 
a feast of new info – brand new 

characters, returning heroes and the sexiest beard 
in gaming history. Sorry, Zangief – your chin 
moss has a new challenger.

First up, we’ve got the Seven-Coloured Bomber, 
Rainbow Mika, returning from Street Fighter Alpha 
3. It’s not enough to say that Mika is a professional 
wrestler – she’s the most lovingly crafted homage 
to sports entertainment in any fighting game (yes, 
including WWE ones). You’ll recognise loads of her 
moves, from giant swings to Stone Cold Stunners, 
and many of wrasslin’s more theatrical elements are 
layered into her character. 

Want proof? Her V-Skill is called Mic 
Performance. Hold down both medium attacks 
and you’ll deliver a sizzling promo to the crowd 
that increases the power of R Mika’s throws (not 
to mention the pleasing psychological effect of 
humiliating your foe). 

Similarly, her V-Trigger tags in her partner, 
Nadeshiko. There are three variations, so you can 
keep opponents guessing before closing in for Mika’s 
damaging and hilarious command throws. And on 
the subject of damaging and hilarious, let’s talk about 

STREET  
FIGHTER V
Beards, butts and billionaires in 
Capcom’s most exciting update yet

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA EARLY 2016   
PUB CAPCOM / DEV CAPCOM

“RETURNING 
HEROES, AND THE 
SEXIEST BEARD IN 
GAMING HISTORY.”
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PREVIEW

Left Karin’s laugh is the 
best/most irritating thing in 
Street Fighter V, depending 
on your perspective.

Right Rainbow Mika’s 
partner is Yamato Nadeshiko 
– though you won’t be taking 
direct control of her as well.

1
Karin has only been in one 
Street Fighter game, but she’s 
massively popular: in a 2013 

popularity poll, the Zaibatsu heiress 
came 7th overall, and 1st in Japan. 

3
Laura is a brand-new fighter 
from Brazil. Her fighting style 
is a mix of capoeira and jiu 

jitsu, but with added electricity. This 
is a Street Fighter game, after all. 

2
Like Karin, Rainbow Mika is a 
cult character returning from 
Street Fighter Alpha 3. She’s a 

cheery Japanese pro-wrestler with 
a range of meaty command throws. 

4
Wind-wielding Rashid is 
another new fighter. He’s 
only the second Arab Street 

Fighter character ever, and the first 
to feature in the main series.  

New Challengers 
Get to grips with Street Fighter V’s more unfamiliar stars

Note to self: never, 
ever ask Rainbow 
Mika to dance.
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her Critical Art attack: it’s a mix of suplexes and 
sleeper holds which ends with Mika and Nadeshiko 
asswiching their opponent’s head, then executing a 
repulsive flying buttcheek piledriver. We guarantee 
you’ll never see that in a Divas match. 

BLAST FROM THE PAST
Like R Mika, Karin Kanzuki returns from SF Alpha 
3, and it’s about time; her return has been rumoured 
whenever Capcom has teased a new fighter. She’s as 
different from the other characters as it’s possible to 
imagine – instead of the feral, instinctive brawling 
of Necalli, Karin’s fighting style is built around crisp, 
effortless strikes and gap-closing dashes. And, unlike 
R Mika, Karin actually wears some clothes. Why be a 
billionaire princess if you’re not going to spend it? 

She’s designed as a reactive character who 
can adapt her style to apply pressure in new and 
irritating ways thanks to variable multi-string 
attacks. Her V-Skill is just as versatile: Meioken is 
a palm strike that can swat projectile attacks into 
nothing, and flatten opponents. It can also be charged 
for a more powerful strike. Her V-Trigger, the 
Kanzuki-Ryu Guren No Kata, is an extension of this 
central concept of flexibility: the opening attack has 
over half a dozen different follow-up moves, making 
it sickeningly difficult to defend against.

Another new character was revealed at 
September’s Games 15 event in Dubai – a 
Middle Eastern fighter named Rashid. He’s 
only the second Arab character in the series 
after SF EX’s Pullum Purna, and his fighting 
style is characterised by flowing, effortless 
movement. He’s perhaps the most graceful 
character we’ve seen yet, making Vega (who 
is confirmed for SFV) look like a plump 
uncle attempting to boogie at a wedding. 

It helps that Rashid can harness the 
power of wind to add lift to all of his 
attacks, making him more difficult to catch 
than a plastic bag in a breeze. Some attacks 
come in the form of zoning hurricane 
projectiles, which close off parts of the 
screen, and most of his moves have an 

added, gusty flourish. Rashid is also the first fighter 
we’ve seen with two V-Skill moves. He can switch 
between a deft front flip and a rolling attack, used 
to scoot under projectiles. His V-Trigger move is 
called Ysaar, and it has Rashid launch a slow-moving 
whirlwind that will damage like any ranged attack, 
but also increase the momentum of any of Rashid’s 
forward-moving attacks. It’s an awesome idea, and 
one that really highlights just how technical SFV is. 

FIGHT CLUB 
It’s not just new faces, either: the framework for 
online play is revolutionary. It’s called the Capcom 
Fighters Network, and it’s the most advanced online 
fighting mode ever made. A ‘heat map’ shows you 
where all the hottest fights are happening around the 
world. Online options have been expanded, so you’ll 
be able to designate rivals and watch replays of your 
favourite players. 

In keeping with its heavy focus on eSports, a stack 
of statistical data’s also be available, from the number 
of light punches you’ve landed to throws you’ve 
tech’d your way out of. Don’t be fooled by swirls 
of colour and preposterous backside-piledrivers; 
underneath all that pizzazz, Street Fighter V is still 
taking some things seriously. 

F A C T R I C K

Post-launch characters 
can be purchased via actual 
cash, or through gameplay-

earned Fight Money.

1 .  B I S O N  D O L L A R S

Capcom first introduced 
Karin to contrast with the 

more flamboyant  
Rainbow Mika.

2 .  D I V A  M A T C H

R Mika idolises the Red 
Cyclone, Zangief – one of 

the only SF characters less 
dressed than she is.

3 .  S P A N D E X  B A L L E T

Above Ryu rocking the ‘I’ve spent years wandering the wilderness’ look. From 
now on, he’ll never feel right WITHOUT his pre-order bonus beard.

Above Zangief is back. He’s rightly revered as a bear-battling 
master grappler, but he’s also the worst kind of huggy drunk… 

Above The closer you look at this, the worse it seems for 
everyone involved. We’ll take the Spinning Piledriver to go!

“KARIN’S STYLE IS  
BUILT AROUND CRISP, 
EFFORTLESS  
STRIKES AND GAP- 
CLOSING DASHES.”
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If the art to winning a battle 
is biding your time, For 
Honor’s creative director 
Jason Vandenberghe should be 
considered the master of war. 
“This game has actually been in 

my head for about 12 years now,” he confesses to 
us. “I pitched it to anyone who would listen, and 
the answer for ten years was: ‘No, no, no, no, no 
and no, and furthermore no. And also no.’”

A student of Russian martial arts (“it’s a study 
of how European knights actually fought with 
longswords and short swords”), Vandenberghe came 
up with the game’s concept after leaving his dojo 
one night. “I was just walking down the beach and 
thinking about the patterns that we would use and 
I got to thinking about game controllers. Suddenly, 
I was like: ‘Wait a minute! There’s another way to 

arrange a controller for fighting [games] so 
that it would feel like it does when I pick 
up a weapon and fight in real life.’”

And after a decade of perseverance, For 
Honor’s creator finally won the toughest 
fight of all: getting the green light. “Finally I 
pitched it to Yannis Mallat, head of Ubisoft 
Montreal, and instead of ‘no’, he introduced 
me to the team that had worked on Naruto. 
I brought them my idea, and they were like: 
‘Wow, that’s really cool. It’s kinda broken in 
some ways, but let’s see if we can fix it?’” 

Ubisoft isn’t a stranger to the b-word in 
recent times (we’re looking at you, Creed), 
but early code already feels refined and 
polished. That’s because what was broken in 
the initial concept has now been tempered 

into a tight, rounded system called the Art Of Battle.

FINE ART
“I had some ideas about combos,” Vandenberghe 
recalls, “and a combat tutorial that was pretty weird. 
We had more stances for a while, and I also had a 
fascination with gestures. None of that crap worked! 
We discovered that through rapid iteration: we built 
about 400 prototypes in our first 18 months because 
we knew we were exploring uncharted territory.”

What’s left at the end of that process is a very 
simple fighting system with few inputs. u is light 
attack, i is heavy attack, holding p triggers the 

Guard stance and holding the right 
stick up, left or right moves your 
weapon in that direction. You attack 
from the direction your sword’s held 
and defend strikes by lifting your 
weapon towards an incoming blow.

There’s more depth buried away in 
this system – r will break enemy 
guard stances while attacking into an 
incoming strike in the right way will 
parry the move – but just sticking 
with the basics opens up a surprising 
amount of depth as players try 
desperately to out-think each other.

FIELD TRIP
As you rush around the map to reach 
and hold various points in Dominion 
mode, you’ll cut through swathes of 
AI fighters with single swings of your 
weapon and get opportunities to ‘lock 
on’ to other players for more tactical 
fights. But it’s more than possible to 
have two or more players lock onto the 
same foe if teams aren’t coordinating 
efforts and planning attacks. Foolhardy 
solo excursions will result in death.

Picking the right faction is also a 
factor in your success. “Each plays 
in thematically appropriate ways,” 
Vandenberghe explains. “Knights 
are more defensive and tough, while 
Vikings are more aggressive. It’s more 
than just skins and animations; it’s 
going to come down to mechanical 
differences in the way that the inputs 
work and some faction-specific moves.

“All three have multiple heroes, each 
with their own weapon, armour, style 
and attacks. Fundamentally, the choice 
in how you’re going to fight is really 
built around: ‘Which hero are you?’”

So far Ubisoft’s just showcased the 
Knight’s ‘Jack-of-all-trades’ Warden 
and the Samurai’s Oni (fast with kunai 
and poison katana abilities). There’s 
much more to come, but even now it’s 
a fascinating deviation from the norm 
and it’s bursting with fresh ideas. 

FOR HONOR 
The game of war more than a decade in the making

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2016 / PUB UBISOFT / DEV UBISOFT MONTREAL

F A C T R I C K

The online multiplayer melee 
game pits two teams of four 
players against one another, 
supported by weak AI mobs.

1 .  F O U R  H O N O R

It stars Knights, Samurai 
and Vikings. Creative 

director Vandenberghe sees 
himself as a Knight.

2 .  T H R E E  T R I B E S

The factions are also called 
The Legions (Knights),  

The Chosen (Samurai) and 
The Warborn (Vikings).

3 .  N A M E  O F  W A R
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“MORE THAN TWO 
PLAYERS CAN LOCK 
ONTO THE SAME, 
FOOLHARDY FOE.”

  Battlefields are full of AI warriors, though they won’t present much of a challenge. Single swipes will be enough to cut most of them down.

Above Why did Vandenberghe settle on these 
three factions? “Because they’re awesome!”  
he laughs. “Fundamentally, that is actually why!”

Victory sees you lopping 
off your foe’s head and 
seeing his army scatter 
into the distance.
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This sort of caption which 
sits on the image doesn’t 
have the little coloured 
box at the start. 4 lines.

GHOST RECON: WILDLANDS
Ubisoft’s South American co-op shooter looks unBoliviable

gunning, Wildlands’ approach is about 
scouting targets and choosing how 
to proceed. The resulting stories are 
wholly unique to you.

DRUGS ARE BAD
Weather and conditions play an 
important role. While sunlight lets you 
see the full extent of Bolivia’s beauty, 
darkness reduces enemy vision (unless 
they’re rocking night vision goggles), 
and rain masks the sound of footsteps 
– yes, it’s all very Metal Gear Solid V.

There’s a silly number of vehicles, 
too. You can cut through swampland 
in a speedboat, load everyone into 
a buggy and go off-roading, or even 
fly in on a chopper, skydiving out 
for an aerial assault. But we’d always 
recommend having an amble around 
to see small details up close as well: 
market stalls selling teddies and plastic 
footballs, farms of chewing llamas… 
Sometimes this environmental 
storytelling gets a little morbid, such 
as the grieving women kneeling before 
strung-up bodies, but Ubisoft’s Bolivia 
is always massive and intricate.

This military series has always 
flirted with different identities, from 
slow-burning excursions to white-
knuckle rollicks. But in this open-
world, non-linear tactical actioner, it 
looks like it’s found the ideal form. 

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2016 / PUB UBISOFT / DEV UBISOFT PARIS

F A C T R I C K

There’s no fixed narrative. 
Ubisoft ditches cinematic 

sequences and linear story 
to give you more control.

1 .  T A K I N G  C O N T R O L

The team visited Bolivia  
for two weeks, consulting 

with military personnel and 
even botanists.

2 .  W I L D  S H O W

While Tom Clancy is no 
longer with us, his son gives 
Wildlands his blessing. He’s 
called Thom. Thom Clancy.

3 .  T H O M B E L I N A

Above Locations include salt 
flats, dense jungles, cliffside 
shanty towns, snow-capped 
mountains, murky swamps 
and bustling marketplaces.

“STORM IN WITH 
BIKES AND BUGGIES, 
THEN RAMPAGE 
USING IRON SIGHTS.”

It’s not all long-distance 
combat such as this. 
Enclosed areas will force 
you to get more personal.

 
Back at an E3 that featured the 
likes of Shenmue III and The Last 
Guardian, Ubisoft’s open-world 
tactical shooter dipped under 
the radar. It’s fitting, really – the 
Ghosts wouldn’t have it any other 

way. In Wildlands, your mission as a member 
of this elite US army squad is to destabilise a 
dangerous drug cartel called the Santa Blanca. 

Fortunately, their drug-producing facilities are 
in Bolivia, which is not only a beautifully varied 
location and Ubisoft’s biggest sandbox to date, 

but one that gives the Ghosts plenty of 
strategic options. You might have to capture 
death squad leader Carlos Cabrera, gather 
evidence of money laundering, destroy 
cocaine stocks, intercept a convoy, eliminate 
chemists or sabotage boats. Lacking a fixed 
narrative, you can tackle any mission, any 
time, without cinematic sequences to upset 
the pace. It’s really that open, claims Ubi.

Take one in which you have to seize a 
guy called White Hat, who helpfully wears 
a white hat. Long sightlines enable you 
to find high ground and zoom in with 
binoculars, mark foes with drones and scout 
potential infiltration routes. From here you 
have several options: engage in long-range 
combat, picking off fools with headshots; 

get intimate with neck-snapping melee moves; or 
go loud, storming in on bikes and buggies before 
rampaging through the outpost behind first-person 
iron sights. Unlike the last game’s running-and-
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1
This four-seater all-terrain 
buggy effortlessly tackles 
most environments, and fits 

every member of the Ghosts to 
quadruple your firepower.

3 
You can not only jump out of a 
helicopter screaming, but hop 
in the cockpit of one, too. With 

deadly firepower, expect this to be  
a rare pleasure.

2
There are few sights cooler 
than four guys on roaring 
dirt bikes tearing down a 

mountain. It’s like if Tom Clancy 
wrote Mad Max. 

4
Are parachutes vehicles? For 
the purpose of this bit, yes 
they are. A silent alternative to 

choppers, they’re a stealthy way of 
getting to high ground.

WHEELS OF FURY
Burn rubber in these petrol-guzzlers

You can play with three 
AI allies, but Wildlands 
shines in four-player  
co-op. We call shotgun.

Left There’s no linear 
mission-by-mission 
campaign. You go where you 
want to go, and choose what 
to do when you get there.

Above When outposts are 
surrounded by 360 degrees 
of open space, you can get 
the drop on opponents by 
skydiving in.
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“IT’S HALF SURVIVAL 
GAME, AND HALF 
THE SIMS GONE 
HORRIBLY WRONG.”

THIS WAR OF MINE: THE LITTLE ONES
See war from a civilian’s perspective in this unique strategy game

 We don’t often see the human cost of 
war in games. Oh, we’ll shoot soldiers 
on ruined city streets and fight our way 
through abandoned hospitals, but the 

civilians who are tragically caught in the middle of 
a conflict are often notable by their absence. This 
War Of Mine is all about shining a light on the 
people dodging the crossfire: the men, women and 
children simply trying to survive while war rages 
on around them.

11 Bit’s side-on strategy/survival game was released 
on PC late last year and picked up lots of awards and 
even more fans, and this ‘definitive’ edition is finally 
coming to PS4 in January 2016. While the original 
had you managing a group of survivors in a besieged 
city shelter, the newly subtitled The Little Ones 
explores that notion from a child’s perspective.

Yes, this grim, brutal game about life in a warzone 
now features kids, in case you weren’t melancholy 
enough already. Half survival title, and half The Sims 
gone horribly wrong, This War Of Mine has you 
looking after your survivors’ health, food and overall 
mood levels, all while crafting essential tools to help 
keep them alive.

LITTLE BY LITTLE
At night your survivors can sneak out into the city 
to scavenge supplies, or to help, rob or kill folk they 
encounter along the way. With the war apparently 
a daytime concern, this is the only time it’s safe 
for them to venture outside – relatively speaking, 
anyway. At a certain point in the story, a ceasefire 
will be declared, and the war will essentially be over. 

However, living long enough to see 
peace will be easier said than done.

Since its original release, the game 
has been expanded with assorted new 
features, including a mode that enables 
you to create your own survivors and 
scenarios, or to trust the computer 
to create a randomised game for 
you. These features, of course, will 
be bundled into the PS4 version, 
along with the aforementioned new 
character type that cruelly introduces 
young ’uns to the horrors of war.

We know what you’re thinking: PC 
strategy game, mouse controls… I can’t 
wait to play that on my console. Well 
you’ll be pleased to hear that 11 Bit 
has tailored its game for DualShock 
4, so can now control each of your 
hungry survivors directly. This War 
Of Mine is dark, grim, and potentially 
upsetting: the perfect game for a frosty 
January evening. 

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 29 JAN / PUB DEEP SILVER / DEV 11 BIT STUDIOS

NEED FOR SPEED
In an attempt to forget 
his dull filmography 
and increasing musical 
irrelevance, dreadlock 
connoisseur Rob Zombie 
reinvents himself as a 
moody Scalextric driver in 
this top-down racer. Safe to 
say, it’s a bit of a Drag-ula.

FORMAT PS4 ETA 5 NOV

JUST CAUSE 3
In this gritty, Zack Snyder-
directed tower defence 
reboot of the Thunderbirds 
franchise, take control of 
the moody inhabitants of 
Tracy Island and laugh as 
you blow up holidaymakers 
as they parachute by.

FORMAT PS4 ETA 1 DEC

MINECRAFT:  
STORY MODE
Big Bro contestants have 
their 15 minutes of fame 
quashed when a Cthulu-
esque superfan attempts 
to gatecrash the BB House. 
A dungeon crawler with 
reality TV aspirations.

FORMAT PS4/PS3 ETA OUT NOW

on 
the  
box
judged only by  
their covers

Above It’s not the apocalypse, but you’ll still 
need to craft tools out of bits of junk.

This isn’t concept 
art. The game looks 
like a (miserable) 
picture come to life.
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WATTAM
The creator of Katamari Damacy explodes onto PS4

 This fresh madness is called Wattam. 
It’s a game about civic duty, inter-
confectionary friendship and exploding 
citizens, all from the mind of Katamari 

Damacy and Noby Noby Boy creator Keita 
Takahashi, who’s working with the San Francisco-
based Funomena. What else did you expect?

While Wattam’s conceit sounds bonkers, it somehow 
all makes sense while playing. It’s a more measured 
strand of madness than the freeform Noby Noby 
Boy, which is best remembered for its idiosyncratic 
controls and almost complete indifference to 
structure. Katamari Damacy was equally barmy, 
but bundled its unbridled originality within a more 
recognisable game framework, becoming the poster 
child for PlayStation’s Third Place. Wattam sits 
somewhere between the two, offering a balance of 
progress-catalysing objectives and silliness. 

Initially, you take control of a boxy mayor who’s 
charged with rebuilding society in a world ravaged 
by an apocalypse. You do this, naturally, by stacking 
enough characters on top of each other to trigger 
the bomb nestled under your bowler hat, unleashing 
a population explosion that reveals new characters 
and locations. Each of your cute anthropomorphised 

object characters has their own special 
ability: the cloud, for example, can 
rain to grow friendly flowers which 
can then in turn be picked and added 
to your growing community; while 
a coffee bean runs insanely fast and 
keeps everyone awake – a skill which 
comes in surprisingly handy when 
trying to socially integrate a lonely, 
slumber-inducing pillow.

STOP! WATTAMER TIME!
The whole thing is unfailingly 
charming and continually surprising 
as you discover each new character, 
ability or themed world. And all 
this experimentation is married to a 
highly satisfying inertia-driven control 
scheme – climbing towers of stacked 
characters feels particularly nice. 

Wattam’s greatest asset? It must 
surely be the kind of clever blending 
of toybox and puzzle platformer 
PlayStation does best, perfectly 
encapsulating Takahashi’s childlike 
wonder without tying itself in knots. 

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2015 / PUB FUNOMENA / DEV FUNOMENA

Above This fusty pillow just 
wants to be loved, but if 
you hold his hand you’ll fall 
asleep. Caffeine’s the key – 
befriend a coffee bean!

Press w to party:  
that’s how we roll. Holding 
it down turns the level 
into a dance floor.

“THE WHOLE THING  
IS UNFAILINGLY  
CHARMING AND 
SURPRISING.”
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“OH YES, THERE’S A 
STORY, WITH LIVE 
ACTION CUTSCENES 
ODDLY REMINISCENT OF 
UNTIL DAWN’S PERKY, 
PRETTY FACES.”

Above The perma-night setting blends city streets and mountain passes. Above We prefer the classics over the more recent carbon fibre upstarts.

 “It’s been to so many places. We’re 
saying to the fans: the reboot? This is 
what you should expect from Need For 
Speed,” says executive producer Marcus 

Nilsson of this year’s instalment. “It’s going to be 
about cars, car culture; it’s going to be authentic.”

You can’t argue. NFS strips back past fist-pumping 
excesses for a more restrained take as you race, drift 
and live the story. Oh yes, there’s a story, with live 
action cutscenes oddly reminiscent of Until Dawn 
thanks to a cast of perky, pretty faces that instantly 
grate before you warm to them. They pull you 
between races via chatty pool hall meetups or mid-
race calls. It feels weird at first, but it works. They 
add a personality the series has previously lacked. 

The real meat though is the racing, and there’s 
something here for everyone, with a ton of 
disciplines and options. Want to tweak five or six 
sliders just for handling? Then you can get super 
technical. If you’re a bit more casual, however, just 
use a master slider to choose between drift and grip. 
Either way, there are tangible results.

It’s a satisfying experience, with an interesting 
texture as those FMV interludes break things up. 
There’s almost an RPG flavour to the way you unlock 
gear and progress – the sense of your car getting 
stronger becomes a rewarding pull as you comb the 
streets for events. It’s an enjoyable refresh for the 
series, focusing on fun racing that’s as accessible as 
it is deep, depending on your tastes. 

Amy (she’s the one on 
the left, FYI) gets you 
new racing gear.

You can fill a garage full 
of rides, tricking out 
everything from super-
cars to family runabouts.

Above Everything on the car has a mass of sliders for fine tuning, or you can 
play with one master slider if you’re happy with more casual adjustments.

NEED FOR SPEED
Our last ride with the stripped back, 
refitted and rebooted classic racer

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 5 NOV   
PUB EA / DEV GHOST GAMES
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Don’t press send on that email! 
No, you haven’t spotted a mistake. 
Yes, it really is called Lego Marvel’s 
Avengers. Thankfully, despite 
sounding like knock-off cereal, 
this promises to provide your 

recommended daily allowance of heroism, kapow! 
and riboflavin. Okay, maybe not that last one.

It’s a strange one, though. A part of your brain 
might think this game was already out. This is partly 
because it’s a bit of a throwback, taking in both the 
dazzling Avengers Assemble, and the ‘that bit on 
the farm was okay’ Age Of Ultron. It’s also part of a 
Chitauri-like onslaught of Lego titles. But thankfully, 
Marvel’s Avengers does enough to distinguish itself. 

The section we play takes place during the 
booming finale of the first Avengers film – you 
know, the bit where they actually assemble. It’s a 

rigidly scripted recreation of the Battle 
Of New York, with key set-pieces turned 
into cheery puzzles that require different 
characters’ powers. Like in The Hobbit and 
Jurassic World games, the voice acting 
comes straight from the movies, but the 
classic Lego formula remains untweaked. 

That’s a lazy way of describing something 
that feels instinctive and familiar; enemies 
ask for superheroic beatdowns, blocks beg 
to be bashed. There are subtle additions, 
too. Some characters have special moves, 
often lifted straight from the films – 
powerful, cinematic attacks that take down 
multiple opponents. There are also team 
takedowns, where two characters combine 
powers to smash up enemies: think Captain 

America using his shield to launch Black Widow 
into the air. Or Thor not needing any help, because 
he’s literally a god. It’s a bright, fun way of echoing 
scenes from the films, but if you’re used to the 
freedom of Lego Marvel Super Heroes, you might 
find this brand of cinematic spandex too restrictive. 

SELECTION BLOCKS
Thankfully, Avengers takes in the comics as well as 
the movies, meaning the roster is more gloriously 
swollen than the Hulk’s quadriceps. It has more 
than 100 characters, with many appearing for the 
first time. Best of all, the most crucial stars of the 

modern lineup are here, including 
Carol Danvers’ Captain Marvel, Jane 
Foster’s Thor and The Unbeatable 
Squirrel Girl. Comics grandad Stan Lee 
even makes a cameo, stylised as the 
rusty Iron Stan: a pulpish, old-school 
spin on the Rocketeer, complete with 
metal moustache. 

IRON LADEN
The inflated roll call is massively 
impressive, but it’s not just cosmetic. 
The characters feel more varied than 
ever: zippy heroes such as Speed 
and Quicksilver are a blur of motion, 
smashing up rooms full of static 
enemies, whereas the redesigned Hulk 
bounds around like a lumbering green 
gorilla. Some characters also have 
multiple costumes, and if that made 
you immediately think of Tony Stark, 
award yourself a biscuit. 

Our Tony can switch between 
a selection of Iron Man armours, 
each with its own amusing suit-up 
sequence. There’s the tinfoil and Coke-
can Mk.1 armour and the I-hope-we-
never-need-this Hulkbuster version. 
Best of all, you get a cockpit close-up 
of Stark’s smug Lego head as he selects 
his suit, probably thinking about how 
wonderful it is being a billionaire. 
This unnecessary depth is a metric 
for Traveller’s Tales’ passion for this 
franchise. If you’re a hardcore Marvel 
fan, there’s something for you.

Hopefully, the level of detail will 
make up for the strange timing and 
oddly underwhelming setting. Lego 
Marvel’s Avengers isn’t out until 
next year. We’ve already forgotten 
about Age Of Ultron, and even then, 
Assemble won’t be ancient enough  
to feel nostalgic. Thankfully, the crisp, 
shiny inclusion of Marvel’s modern 
comic lineup – as well as some 
nifty refinements to the classic Lego 
formula – should make this more 
than just a stale tie-in. 

LEGO MARVEL’S AVENGERS
Familiar blockbuster action lifted by cast of Marvel’s finest 

  FORMAT PS4/PS3/PS VITA / ETA 26 JAN / PUB WARNER BROS / DEV TT GAMES

F A C T R I C K

Hawkeye is useful with his 
range of exploding, heat 

and sonar arrows. We’d still 
rather have Thor’s powers.

1 .  B R O K E N  A R R O W 

This is the first Lego 
superhero game with voice 
acting and sound effects 
from the original movies.

2 .  C H A T  L I N E S 

Captain America’s idle 
animation has him opening 

up a locket with Peggy 
Carter’s face inside.

3 .  C A R T E R  R A C I N G 
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“COMICS GRANDAD 
STAN LEE EVEN 
MAKES A CAMEO AS 
RUSTY IRON STAN.”

  “Hulk… understands? Contemplates? Feels the numbing grip of loneliness? WHAT’S MY LINE?”

Above Stan Lee has his own, literary-themed 
version of the Hulkbuster armour called the 
‘Stanbuster’. We’d have called him ‘Mr Pencils’.

The shapeshifting Kamala 
Khan is the first Muslim 
character to headline  
a Marvel comic.
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FALLOUT 4
Putting the rad in radiation poisoning

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 10 NOV   
PUB BETHESDA / DEV BETHESDA

“YOU MIGHT BE 
PACIFYING GHOULS 
WITH NOTHING BUT  
A DAZZLING SMILE.”

 For all the mystery beyond Vault 111’s 
door, we’re more intrigued by the hero 
who’ll emerge from behind it. With 
perks linked to S.P.E.C.I.A.L. stats, 

character creation tinkering lets you grab top-tier 
powers out of the gate. You might be a Wasteland 
Whisperer, pacifying Ghouls with nothing but a 
dazzling smile (and the threat of a lead lobotomy). 
Or maybe you’ve spent 200 years of vault dwelling 
learning to train dogs – less ‘play dead’, more 
‘let’s make that guy over there dead’. The grind is 
swapped for something eye-poppingly immediate. 
Especially with the Bloody Mess perk.

So, we spend our final two weeks of waiting jotting 
down potential character classes. We’re leaning 
towards perception and charisma, as new concept 
art shows an enlarged role for android ‘synths’ – 
what better way to wheedle out a fake human than 
improved senses and chatty interrogation? Fallout’s 
machine men are a fascinating part of its mythology, 
and a great fit for Boston, as they’re thought to be 
born at the Massachusetts Institute Of Technology. 
Better still: Bethesda’s art gurus model them inside 
and out, ensuring they’ve robo guts to spill.

What’s more S.P.E.C.I.A.L. is that these are but 
tiny snapshots of a 400-hour game. Bethesda’s 
tight-lipped ways are the bane of journalists, but 
when that door swings open, we’ll thank them. 

With its customisable 
parts and weapons, the 
Power Armour is almost 
a character unto itself.

Above Bethesda’s 1950s parody videos use the adorable  
Vault Boy to sell horrendous acts of graphic violence. 
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The luxury sports car, Regalia, has been 
featured plenty of times in the lead-up 
to FFXV’s 2016 release, but now it’s the 
chocobo’s time to shine as the classic 

mount takes centre stage in a new string of game 
features that also includes… wait for it… fishing.

As well as sprinting, XV’s chocobos can jump, glide 
and drift around tight corners, offering a very unique 
globetrotting experience. You can rent your feathery 
friends from the Chocobo Ranch for a set number of 
days, call them to your side with a whistle and ride 
them into areas that are otherwise inaccessible.

Lure fishing, meanwhile, threatens to absorb us 
for hours with its real-time active struggle between 
player and fish. After casting a line, it’s up to you to 
manipulate the lure until something bites. You have 
to reduce the fish’s HP to zero before it breaks free, 
damaging your line in the process. Collectable lures 
will be available for different water depths, and if 
you succeed, your fish can be reeled in and reduced 
to food porn at camp for supper.

Some fans might be disappointed to learn you 
can’t breed chocobos, but director Hajime Tabata 
confirms there will be chocobo buffs and racing 
events involving NPCs. He also hints that black 
chocobos are special and, although moogles have 
been shelved, FF’s prickly mascot the cactuar is 
highly likely to appear come release next year. 

“CHOCOBOS CAN 
JUMP, GLIDE AND 
DRIFT, OFFERING A 
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE.”

1
Much-loved Oracle 
Luna can speak to the 
gods and, as the game 

opens, she’s due to marry 
FFXV hero Noctis, as a mark 
of unity between nations.

2
Noctis is the prince 
of Lucis, which, 
due to its powerful 

crystal, is the last kingdom 
standing against the world-
dominating Niflheim Empire. 

3
Noctis discovers that 
a peace proposal is 
a sham and Lucis 

is invaded by the Empire. 
Joined by three companions, 
his road trip gets going.

Prepare to ride with  
your chocobros and 
snuggle up to them  
when you make camp.

FINAL FANTASY XV
Chocobo drifting and lure fishing

And So The Story Begins
The key elements of FFXV’s plot crystallised

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2016   
PUB SQUARE ENIX / DEV SQUARE ENIX

Above Fish come in all shapes and sizes – chef Ignis can use them to create gourmet dishes.
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From the undead to 
the underground, 
here are five 
forthcoming PS4 
titles you just can’t 
fault for sheer 
eclecticism. If you’re 
after clay capers or 
stealth action, Sony 
has you covered.

PREVIEW  
ROUND-UP

THE WALKING 
DEAD: 
MICHONNE

 FORMAT PS4/PS3
ETA AUTUMN / PUB TELLTALE
DEV TELLTALE

Michonne’s our favourite 
– she chops zombies up 
with a katana, what’s not to 
like? Taking place between 
issues #126 and #139 of 
the comic, this three-part 
mini-series asks only that 
you own at least the first 
episode of TWD Season Two, 
and have a strong stomach. 
“Michonne’s complexity and 
range make her an ideal 
lead for the compelling 
interactive drama fans 
have come to expect from 
us,” writes Telltale’s CEO 
Kevin Bruner. “Players will 
experience Michonne’s 
challenges first-hand, and 
the choices they make will 
shape her journey.”  

ARMIKROG
 FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2016

PUB VERSUS EVIL 
DEV PENCIL TEST STUDIOS

The sheer amount of work 
that went into Armikrog is 
staggering. Rendered and 
animated entirely in clay 
and cloth, it’s amazing (and 
just a tiny bit depressing) to 
hear the number of hours 
exhausted in making alien 
explorer Tommynaut and 
his faithful dog simply move 
a limb. In this point-and-
click you must team up to 
solve puzzles and escape 
the maddening fortress of 
Armikrog. Decipher alien 
languages, ride tentacle 
elevators and guide your 
happy pooch through nifty 
shortcuts (the screen turns 
black and white, because 
canines can’t see colour, 
natch). Something different 
to look forward to.  

HUE
 FORMAT PS4/PS3 

ETA 2016 / PUB CURVE 
DIGITAL / DEV FIDDLESTICKS

And the winner of the Best 
Three-Letter Title award 
goes to… This arresting 
puzzle-platformer tells the 
story of Hue who, in order 
to save his mum from 
Doctor Gray’s boring mono 
world, gains access to the 
colour ring – a device that 
enables him to alter colour 
at will. Holding the right 
stick brings up an eight-
colour wheel that looks like 
a circular rainbow, and by 
selecting a direction, you’ll 
manipulate the environment. 
For example, changing the 
stage’s background to blue 
obscures anything blue in 
the foreground, causing it 
to disappear. It’s a little bit 
like someone spilled paint all 
over Braid, actually.  

REPUBLIQUE 
REMASTERED

 FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2016 
PUB GUNGHO ONLINE 
DEV CAMOUFLAJ

Since late 2013, indie studio 
Camouflaj has been drip-
feeding instalments of its 
episodic stealth adventure 
to mobile. When the run 
commences in early 2016, 
all five episodes will make 
their way to PS4 in one 
remastered collection. 
Developed over five years 
by veterans who’ve worked 
on the likes of Metal Gear 
Solid, Halo and F.E.A.R., it’s 
a far bigger game than 
its mobile origin suggests, 
dealing with the effects of 
government surveillance in 
a future totalitarian state. 
By hacking into its network, 
it’s your job to guide 
protagonist Hope to safety. 
Worth waiting for.  

PERSONA 5
 FORMAT PS4/PS3 / ETA 2016  

PUB ATLUS / DEV ATLUS

If you’ve got far too much time on 
your hands, Persona 5 is the game 
for you. Not only is this high school 

drama good for hundreds of hours, but 
it paints an absolutely gorgeous picture 
of Japan. Where the last game took place 
in a small town, this features a bustling 
city in which you’ll have to balance juvenile 
relationships and romances while defending 
the world from otherworldly threats by 
heading into magical paintings. Also: expect 
talking cats and baseball aplenty. Recently 
pushed to 2016, it can’t come soon enough.
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STAR WARS BATTLEFRONT
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Not convinced Star Wars Battlefront is this year’s 
big shooter? Leon Hurley explains why you  

should prepare to feel the Force

I FIND 
YOUR 
LACK 

OF FAITH 
DISTURBING 
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epeat after me: Star Wars Battlefront 
isn’t Battlefield with a stormtrooper 
hat on. It’s okay, you can say it a few 
times, I’ll wait…

Finished? Good. Hopefully, you’ve  
got that idea fixed in your head now, 
because while it seems to be the 
easiest (laziest) way to describe the 
game, it’s doing it a huge disservice. 

DICE’s GM Patrick Bach has 
explained this before, saying “I don’t 
think we have a single system in the 
game that is the same as in 
Battlefield,” pointing out that 
“everything from the [lack] of classes, 
to how you use your gun, your 
gadgets – everything is different, 
everything is new.”

HAVING A BLAST
Okay, it’s a shooter. There’s only so 
far you can push that, but compared 
with most of its contemporaries, 
invigorating tweaks and differences 
are abundant. It’s lighter on its feet 
and more accessible than Battlefield, 
less insta-death than COD, and 
introduces a breezy customisation 
system that seems packed with 
potential without any of the baffling 
density that Destiny coughs up. 

It’s not going to reinvent the FPS as 
we know it – the changes are subtle 
– but the differences combine to 
blow away the accumulated clag of 
recent shooter design like a blast of 
particularly fresh Hoth air. And, oh 
my GOD, if you like Star Wars, this is 
like pushing your face into the screen 
while watching the original trilogy 
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Combat, with great guns 
and superb sound design,  
is central to all things 
Star Wars Battlefront.

and discovering it’s all actually 
happening for real on the other  
side of the glass. 

But even if you’re not a Star Wars 
fan, there’s so much here to be excited 
about. Front and centre is the combat. 
It’s fast and immediately enjoyable, 
with hugely impactful guns that thud 
and zip through the world. Just firing 
at a wall feels like an event because  
of the noise, flash and shower of 
sparks that pop on-screen. A single 
shot from any of the game’s blasters 
has more life in it than an entire clip 
of, say, Advanced Warfare’s IMR 
Assault Rifle. 

There’s also some great sound 
design that takes those iconic 
pew-pew noises and imparts them 
with dangerous weight: throaty 
guttural blarting undertones that 
conjure up the feel of something 
designed to kill, rather than hokey  
’70s special effects. During my time 
playing, I actually stop on more than 
one occasion to appreciate the 
incredibly hefty squelch of a strafing 
TIE fighter opening fire. 

SHOOTING FROM THE HIP
One of the more interesting design 
choices that really works in 
combination with all that glorious 
noise is the lack of iron sights. 
Instead of the traditional squinty look 
down the barrel, Battlefront goes for a 
slight zoom effect – pulling in the 

view through a crosshair to improve 
accuracy, but without ever losing  
sight of all that glorious Star Wars 
happening in your face. (And, 
obviously, there’s a third-person 
option, too, if you really want to  
max it out.) 

This is a shooter that favours hip 
fire anyway, simply because of the 
speed and the sheer pop and fizzle  
of the laser-based shootouts. It’s an 
idea that might have its roots in the 
original PS2 games, but here it feels 
like a modern day revelation as you 
feast in the pure enjoyment of 
everything happening on-screen in 
front of you. Crucially, it’s something 
that’s been implemented without any 

sacrifice to accuracy. The feedback 
and weighting of the controls mean 
you can still pull off headshots easily, 
and skill remains key to staying alive 
and getting kills. 

The real reward of a Battlefront 
shootout, however, comes from the 
satisfying back and forth involved. 
Your regenerating health can take 
enough of a beating to enable you to 
react and return fire, meaning you can 

actually trade shots with an opponent 
rather than the winner simply being 
the first to fire. A great bonus here  
is that you’ll often find yourself in 
tussles as small groups of Rebels and 

Empire forces unite at a flashpoint, 
instead of the usual cycle of running, 
dying, respawning and running again. 

But don’t misunderstand: health is 
not so robust as to protect you 
indefinitely. Make poor choices, or act 
too slowly, and you’ll be cut down in 
seconds. There’s also just enough 
length to the cooldown before it 
recharges, leaving you vulnerable for a 
precious few seconds after a battle.

Firing accuracy comes from a zoom effect, not iron sights.

“THIS IS LIKE PUSHING YOUR 
FACE INTO THE SCREEN WHILE 

WATCHING THE ORIGINALS.”
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So far, so good. The action’s tactile 
and instantly involving, but it would 
be nothing without some great modes 
to throw it at. As well as co-op/offline 
options, there are currently seven 
multiplayer match types we know of. 
To quickly run through a few, there’s 
Blast, a ten vs ten team deathmatch, 
Supremacy’s massive 40-player fight 
for territories, the ship-based Fighter 
Squadron, and a few that are still 
being teased out, such as the as-yet 
unexplained Cargo or Droid Run. 

WALKER ON THE WILD SIDE
Front and centre currently are Drop 
Zone, Survival and Walker Assault. 
The latter is already Battlefront’s 
poster boy, with the first map revealed 
focusing on that iconic Hoth opening 
to The Empire Strikes Back and its 
giant clomping AT-ATs. (Endor looks 
like another playable setting judging 
by some of the game’s art, so expect 
to see the giant metal war cows 
treading all over the most popular 
Star Wars locations). 

The key here is scale, with huge 
open snow flats lined with trenches, 
and Walkers towering over it all. It 
takes a few seconds to realise it’s all 
‘real’ (in the videogame sense). All the 
blaster bolts, the juddering AT-STs 

and the ships spiralling overhead are 
players, not a fancy animated 
backdrop. It’s an impressive battle 
taking place across an equally 
impressive map – big enough to feel 
like war, but scaled to make sure 
you’re always in the middle of it all.  

The action is as varied as it is 
dense, as the two teams alternately 
try to protect or destroy the two 
AT-ATs (see Walker Assaulting For 
Dummies for more on how that 
actually works). The core of the fight 
starts with the ground troops, 

This is the favoured weapon of the 
Rebels. While less iconic than the 
stormtroopers’ rifle, it’s the most 
balanced option with average range, 
damage, rate of fire and cooling.

A280C Blaster Rifle

This is the LMG of the Star Wars 
world. It’s got a low damage output 
but a huge rate of fire and cooling 
ability, meaning it can lay down an 
extended barrage of fire.

DLT-19 Heavy Blaster

Instantly recognisable as the 
stormtroopers’ weapon of choice. 
Its compact size hides a relatively 
high damage and range, which it 
pays for by overheating fast. 

E-11 Blaster Rifle

Probably the weakest of the 
selection so far, sacrificing damage 
and range for a slightly elevated fire 
rate and cooling. Not enough to 
really recommend it though. 

DH-17 Blaster Pistol

damage

range

rate of fire

cooling power

damage

range

rate of fire

cooling power

damage

range

rate of fire

cooling power

damage

range

rate of fire

cooling power

In Drop Zone multiplayer battles, you must defend or capture pods that fall from the sky.

The Walker Assault multiplayer mode lets you pick a side during The Empire Strikes Back’s iconic opening. 

A GOOD BLASTER BY YOUR SIDE
Check out the galaxy’s must-have firepower
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Drop Zone is all about 
hectic battles against  
the clock and each other. 

pounding across the snow to reach 
tactical points, turrets and power-ups. 
Yep, you heard right, power-ups. It’s 
one of Battlefront’s more interesting 
innovations, or throwbacks, depending 
on your angle. Instead of running up 
to an X-wing or AT-ST when you 
spawn, you must pick up certain 
tokens to take control. It’s the same 
for manning the guns on the AI-
controlled AT-AT, or jumping into the 
boots of a hero character. 

These tokens are distributed 
according to power. Common things 

Time to show this laser-brained pretender 
that he ain’t worth Bantha fodder.

such as rocket launchers or special 
ammo pick-ups liberally dust the 
landscape. Fighters and AT-STs less 
so – there’s only ever one each of the  
hero characters or AT-AT, which only 
appear, randomly placed, if a slot’s 
free. All the weapons work on a pick 
up and fire basis, while the ships and 
heroes are yours to use until you die.

Hero characters additionally work 
on a timer, topped up by kills, forcing 
you to actively get involved in battle 
and fight. So far only Luke Skywalker 
and Darth Vader have been spotted 
flashing their sabers amid the action. 
Boba Fett is also in, but yet to show 
his colours outside of a trailer. 

While there’s fun to be had 
deploying gear on the battlefield, the 
interesting choices come via character 
customisation. There are no classes 
here. None. No engineers, no snipers, 
no assault, just the Star Card system, 
a simple but hugely flexible way to 
configure loadouts for different 

“EXPECT TO SEE THE GIANT 
METAL WAR COWS ALL OVER 

STAR WARS LOCATIONS.”
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situations. You can build three cards 
into a ‘hand’, mixing and matching the 
tools and perks you’ve unlocked to 
fight however you want. 

So, having issues with AT-STs? 
Then pick the Ion Shot to make your 
blaster fire more effective against 
vehicles, plus the Ion Grenade and  
a Personal Shield to improve your 
chances of facing one down. If you’re 
more of a distance fighter, then select 
the Cycler Rifle, effectively a single 
shot sci-fi musket with a huge range, 
and the Sharpshooter card, which acts 
as a perk to reduce cooldowns when 
you nail a headshot. The Cycler Rifle 
has a base-level seven-second 
cooldown between shots, so 
combining the two of them ups your 
fire rate. The Sharpshooter card has 
three levels as well, so you can build 
out and further specialise with the 
abilities you favour.  

JUMP TO IT
Cooldowns actually play a big part in 
keeping Battlefront fun. The Thermal 
Detonator, your basic grenade, has a 
nine-second cooldown, so instead  
of running around saving a single 
grenade for a perfect moment, you 
have an infinite supply that recharges. 
That might offend the purists but it 
keeps you in the fight and balances 
things out across the board. 

Before moving on, it’s worth 
picking out the Jump Pack, possibly 
the most enjoyable bit of kit you’ll 
strap on all year. It’s not quite a true 
jetpack – instead of sustained flight  
it catapults you forward in a roaring 
rocket-powered leap (15-second 
cooldown between blasts). Like 
everything else in the game, it feels 

Successfully defend a 
Drop Zone pod and it will 
open, letting you claim the 
power-up goodies within.

WALKER ASSAULTING FOR DUMMIES
Not sure how to take down an AT-AT? Here’s a step-by-step guide

Walker Assault starts with two 
Imperial AT-ATs commencing their 
steady march towards the Rebels’ 
shield generators. This begins the 
asymmetrical battle, with the 
Empire trying to protect the 
machines against the Rebels’ 
attempts to bring them down. 

The attack begins

If the Rebels succeed in starting a 
bombing run by activating those 
uplinks, the Walkers then become 
vulnerable – even ground troops 
can chip away at their health with 
blasters. The real damage, however, 
will always come from RPGs, 
strafing ships and turret fire.

Fight for control

The AT-ATs are invulnerable for  
the majority of the time. While the 
player controlling their guns is able 
to rain down heavy blaster fire and 
orbital strikes, the Rebels must 
activate uplinks to call in a Y-wing 
bombing run to stand a chance 
against them.

Start the bombing run

The Rebels win if both Walkers are 
brought down, while the Empire 
wins if it can get one of its AT-ATs to 
the shield generators and destroy 
them. The whole match revolves 
around activating and deactivating 
the uplinks, plus attacking or 
supporting the Walkers. 

Win or lose
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AREN’T YOU A LITTLE 
SHORT TO BE A 
STORMTROOPER?
Meet the Empire’s finest

Imperial Sharpshooter

Think eagle-eyed 
snipers. These  
long range enemies 
share the armour of 
Return Of The Jedi’s 
speeder biking scout 
troopers, and like to 
fight at a distance. 
That can make them 
very hard to find  
and deal with.

Shocktrooper

Despite the name, 
these guys aren’t 
that much of a step 
up from your 
ordinary trooper. The 
only difference is the 
DLT-19 Heavy Blaster 
they carry. It’s a 
fearsome weapon 
capable of filling the 
air with bolts. 

Stormtrooper

The basic model, 
fresh out of trooper 
school and with no 
special abilities.  
They never leave 
home without the 
basic E-11 Blaster 
Rifle and make up  
for their terrible  
aim with sheer  
mass of numbers. 

These flyboys use 
shields to get close 
then use Jump  
Packs. They’re most 
dangerous when  
you don’t see them 
approaching – once 
they’re airborne,  
you can take a lot of 
fire before realising 
what’s happening. 

Jump Trooper

STAR WARS BATTLEFRONT

great to flank or surprise an 
entrenched group of stormtroopers 
waiting out a control timer. 

The Drop Zone mode also gives the 
world its first look at Sullust, a planet 
previously only mentioned in passing 
in the films (homeworld to Lando 

Calrissian’s Millennium Falcon 
co-pilot, Nien Nunb, in Return Of 
The Jedi). Senior producer Sigurlína 
Ingvarsdottir introduces it as being 
“inspired” by Iceland, but the cooled 
volcanic channels and milky blue 
mineral-rich lakes are an exact match. 
Those channels form great natural 
bottlenecks for tight gun battles, 

great, and adds fantastic mobility to 
the battles. You can use it to hurl 
yourself into action, or out of trouble. 
Because you can’t actually fly, it’s 
more about covering distance or 
reaching higher parts of the map, 
making it a very handy tactical tool.  

Drop Zone’s a great example of 
where a well-used Jump Pack can 
make all the difference. It’s one of the 
smaller modes, both in player count 
and map size, and sees two teams of 
eight fighting to control pods that 
land at various points on the map. 
Because it’s built around small, 
localised skirmishes, Jump Packs are 

“THE JUMP PACK CATAPULTS 
YOU FORWARD IN A ROARING 

ROCKET-POWERED LEAP.”
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You can hold three power-ups, such as the fantastically fun Jump Pack (far right), at one time.

pockmarked with hazardous 
boiling volcanic springs waiting to 
strip your health if you backstep 
forgetfully into one under fire. 

But what if you don’t want to 
shoot the hell out of a galaxy far, far 
away in a multiplayer match? Well, 
that’s where Mission’s Battle and 

Survival modes come in. There’s  
no single-player campaign as such. 
Instead, there’s a range of options  
to play with friends or against AI 
opponents. Survival, for example, 
sees you (and a friend if playing 
co-op) fighting off increasingly 
challenging waves of 
stormtroopers, starting with the 
basic soldier and working up 
through heavy assault variants, 
flying ones, snipers, AT-STs 
and so on – all of which are 
trying to wipe out the pesky 
Rebel scum trying to survive 
until rescue. 

In terms of pure 
mechanics, like the 
responsiveness and 
feedback of combat, this  
is an exciting experience. 
Why? Because it’s a good 
shooter. Even without the 
Star Wars name, guns 
feel great, the world 
drips with atmosphere, 
and it’s doing it all 
with a mix of clever 
ideas that liven up 
what could have just 
been any other FPS 

with a cursory reskin. As I said 
before, it’s not going to revolutionise 
the genre, but you can tell that care’s 
gone into its formulation – 
questioning and changing traditions 
where it makes things more enjoyable. 
Gear cooldowns, class-free character 
creation and pickups might not be 

what you usually find in your usual 
big budget blaster, but that’s kind of 
the point. If it was doing exactly what 

the other games were doing, 
then you could just play them 
instead, while listening to the 
movie soundtrack at full blast. 

If there’s any criticism,  
it’s that there remains a 
question mark over its 
breadth. The game is 
fantastic, but we keep 
seeing the same modes, 
same maps and same 
characters. How many 
more Star Cards are there? 
Does EA have any plans 

for post-launch support 
akin to Destiny’s constant 
stream of new challenges 

and remixed objectives? Or is 
the game’s longevity wholly 
pinned on the fact that it looks 
and sounds like Star Wars? 

Happily, everything I’ve 
played feels tightly crafted 
and with an impeccable 
sense of detail for the films, 
boding well for the 19 Nov 
launch. Which is no longer 
that far, far away… 

“THE GUNS FEEL GREAT  
AND IT’S DOING IT ALL WITH A  

MIX OF CLEVER IDEAS.”

STAR POWER
Equip your Battlefront character  
with the Star Card system

While the thermal 
detonator is best against 
ground troops, this ion 
explosive is better for 
vehicles and robots.

Ion GrenadeThermal Detonator

Your bog standard 
grenade that explodes a 
couple of seconds after 
throwing, with a quick 

cooldown between uses.

A protective bubble 
shield, though Star Wars 

continuity means you 
can’t fire out from inside.  

Personal Shield

Enables weapons to fire 
charged ion bolts – most 
effective against vehicles 

and droids. 

Ion Shot

A perk that shortens all 
cooldowns when you land 

a headshot. Handy if 
you’ve got the aim for it. 

SharpshooterCycler Rifle

A one shot, long range 
sniper rifle that fires 
shield-penetrating  
metal projectiles. 

 R
ather than giving 
you player classes, 
Battlefront lets you 

build loadouts using a 
hand of three cards. 
These can be weapons, 
support gear, abilities or 
perks. You’re not limited 
in the ways you can 
combine them, meaning 
you can craft a whole 
range of set-ups. There 
are no ammo counts 
either, with usage limited 
by cooldowns instead. 
Here are the cards we 
know about so far.

A short burst jetpack 
used to cover ground 

fast and reach  
higher areas.

Jump Pack
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A
dmit it: at some point in 
your life, you’ve made a 
lightsaber “bzzzzeeeooow!” 
sound with your mouth.  
Star Wars noises are 

instantly recognisable, making attempts 
to recreate them a daunting ask. Audio 
director Ben Minto and sound designer 
David Jegutidse explain how they did it. 

OPM: What sort of access to the 
archives did you have? 
Ben Minto: When we initially started on 
the project, they sent over ten hours of 
sound effects. So it was whole things 
such as original recordings of [Star Wars 
sound man] Ben Burtt disappearing into 
a canyon and screaming for the jawas.
There’s a really good Star Wars sound 
book, where you can click on a number 
and listen to it and you hear in the 
descriptions – “Oh yeah, we made the 
tauntauns by...”
David Jegutidse: Sea otters, I think…
BM: Yeah, sea otters and then digging a 
hole in the mud. And then we actually 
found in the recordings that they sent 
over. We actually got that sea otter 
recording, and we got the mud recording 
as well, so we had everything to be able 
to rebuild it.

They actually sent us the stems from 
the films, so that we could watch the 
entire film and just listen to the sound 
effects, which made it so easy; we could 
pull the sounds out and see how they 
built them or how they 
mixed them together, 
and that was really, 
really useful.

OPM: The original 
sound design was very 
analogue. Blasters 
came from hitting a 
cable, lightsabers from 
wafting a stick-mic around… Did you  
try to capture that feel again?
BM: Well, I think with the audio 
direction it kind of had to be that way.  
If you compare the original trilogy and 
then you go to the prequels, the prequels 
used a lot of digital effects and that 
doesn’t sound right for the original 
trilogy. If you needed to remodify 
something, like for a pass-by, you don’t 
go using a jet recorded in the ’90s or the 
2000s. We went back and found old 
recordings of jets from the ’70s.

OPM: Battlefield’s sound has always  
done a good job of communicating the 
space around you. Has that fed into 
Battlefront at all?
DJ: Yeah, of course. It’s like almost a way 
of thinking at DICE. When we make 

sound we think about, “How does the 
sound actually fit into the environment?” 
We think of it as a real thing happening. 
It’s being transmitted through air so 
we’re thinking: “What environment is it 

in? How far away is it from you?” So 
we’re thinking of all these things and 
trying to find the content to add, or to 
modify the content in a way that makes 
it sound natural to those situations.

OPM: Games obviously have plenty  
of menus to navigate and buttons to 
press. How did you approach keeping 
that consistent with the universe? 
BM We actually got given sound effects 
called ‘Electronic Tonalities’, which is  
a nod to Forbidden Planet. There are  
tons of recordings of synths going 
“blurghlurghlughlughlugh!” or “beep-
beep-beep!” and you can recognise,  
“Oh yeah, that’s the Death Star 
command one,” or “That’s used on the 
Millennium Falcon” – but then there are 
so many that they didn’t use but they 
already exist, in the same family and in 
the same palette of sounds, so it’s very 
easy to repurpose them.

OPM: Was there a logic for how to 
progress from designing the weapons 
that you already know to the ones  
that you don’t? 
BM: We did recordings – the first one 
we started with is a very typical slinky 
spring from the ceiling.
DJ: So any kind of new blaster, I usually 
build from combining other existing 
blasters to keep that Star Wars character, 
but then use elements like metal or even 
ice cracking recorded from underwater, 

or our own recordings 
of twinky or flinky-
twangs! [Laughs] 
Basically, using  
real sounds, not 
synthesised sounds, 
but using something 
that you can grab.
BM: We had a DICE 
audio barbeque and 

everybody came around to my house, 
and there was this windowsill that was 
metal, and my son reached up and 
grabbed it and it went, “TWAAANNNG!” 
– and I was like, “Okay, who’s got a 
recorder?” It kind of had this “pluck” feel 
to it and it just went “DWAAANNNNG!” 
and rang out. And because it had this 
natural sort of phasing to it as well, 
instantly everybody knew that this is  
the type of stuff that is very suitable as  
a Star Wars sound. It sounds synthetic, 
but it’s organic.
DJ: Yeah, those are shield impacts now 
on certain placeable turrets!
BM: That’s the awesome thing – like 
when I was doing things in my mouth, 
sometimes they’d be like, “Can you  
do that again so I can record it?” I’d  
be like, “Okay.” 

“MY SON GRABBED THIS 
WINDOWSILL AND IT WENT 

‘TWAAANNNNG!’ – I WAS LIKE, 
‘WHO’S GOT A RECORDER?’”

SOUND WARS
How did DICE approach some of the 
most iconic noises in movie history?

Ben Minto

David Jegutidse
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THE FORCE AWAKENSTHE FORCE AWAKENS

With just over two months until it arrives 
in cinemas around the world, OPM 

breaks down everything you need to 
know in the run-up to the film formerly 

known as Episode VII

STAR WARS 
THE FORCE 
AWAKENS

INTRODUCING
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A 
staggering 38 years 
have passed since the 
original Star Wars 
captured our hearts, 
minds and bank 
balances – and now, 

with Disney in creative control and 
George Lucas held firmly at arm’s 
length, the most enduring sci-fi 
universe ever created is about to 
recapture us all over again with a 
new trilogy of cinematic wonder.

The idea for a new set of post-Return 
Of The Jedi movies has been rattling 
around the film rumour machine 
since as far back as the ’90s, but it 

wasn’t until Disney acquired 
Lucasfilm in 2012 – and the Star 
Wars franchise with it – that the 
notion of a new trilogy became more 
than a fanboy pipe dream. Lucas went 
as far as submitting a story treatment 
for Episodes VII through IX, but it 
was apparent that Disney wanted to 
wipe the slate clean and give the 
universe a much needed dose of bacta. 
Lucas was kept on as a consultant 
only (translation: no more special 
edition revisions and hackneyed 
‘screenwriting’), while new 
screenwriters and directors were 
shortlisted. Cue a collected sigh of 
relief from fans the world over.

A NEW ORDER
Brad Bird (Mission: Impossible – 
Ghost Protocol, The Incredibles), 
Guillermo del Toro (Pan’s Labyrinth, 
Hellboy II: The Golden Army) and  
JJ Abrams (Star Trek, Alias) were all 
approached to direct, but each one 
turned it down due to scheduling 
commitments. Abrams was also 
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concerned about the responsibility of 
taking over the role, but he eventually 
reversed his decision and climbed 
aboard the Episode VII hype train. 

Having Abrams onboard has helped 
allay fears that Star Wars is set to 
repeat the pitfalls of the prequel 
trilogy, thanks to his excellent résumé 
on TV and his track record for 
breathing new life into the flagging 
Star Trek universe. The filmmaking 
choices he’s bringing to the movie are 
also an exciting prospect – he’s shot 
the flick on 35mm film and 75mm 
IMAX (just like he did with Star Trek 
Into Darkness), giving every cell 
an intrinsic retro-feel that post-
production effects simply wouldn’t be 
able to replicate. He’s also relying as 
much on physical props and practical 
effects as possible. From the oh-so-
cute new droid BB-8, to the costumes 
and sets, Abrams wants the new films 
to feel just as tangibly grubby and 
lived-in as the Original Trilogy. Oh, 
and John Williams has returned to 
score the new episode, adding a layer 
of vital familiarity that would have 
been lost with a different composer.

CANON FODDER
It isn’t just the creative forces behind 
the camera getting a reshuffle, but 
Star Wars canon as a whole. The 
Expanded Universe (or EU) had  
been slowly increasing in size and 
complexity since the release of 
spin-off novel Splinter Of The Mind’s 
Eye in 1978, and has expanded to 
cover events as far back as 
13,000,000,000 years before A New 
Hope – and as far ahead as 130 years  
in the future. In short, it was a mess.  
So it wasn’t surprising when Disney 
announced the EU was no longer 
considered canon (rebranded instead 
as Star Wars Legends) and that only 
the six movies (Episodes I to VI),  
the Clone Wars and Rebels TV series, 
plus a specially curated series of new 
novels and comics, would be counted 
as official Star Wars lore in the 
run-up to the new trilogy.

So, where does that leave us in 
terms of details for The Force 
Awakens? Understandably, Disney  
has been very tight-lipped on the 
specifics of the new trilogy’s big plot 
developments, but there’s still plenty 
to infer from the trailers and the new 
tide of merchandise that’s slowly 
revealing this new era for the Star 
Wars universe.

RUDE AWAKENING
First off, the new trilogy (which has 
officially dropped the ‘Episode’ 
numbering) takes place roughly 30-35 
years after the destruction of the 

second Death Star above the moon  
of Endor. We don’t know the specifics 
yet, but we do know that the conflict 
between the Rebel Alliance (later 
renamed the New Republic) and the 
Galactic Empire didn’t end with the 
death of Palpatine and Vader. 
Numerous admirals and Moffs were 
still knocking about elsewhere, leading  
to a climactic showdown above the 
planet of Jakku (which will feature  
as a new DLC setting for Star Wars 
Battlefront later this year). The battle 
didn’t go the Empire’s way (hence 
wreckage of the Super Star Destroyer 
Infiltrator, glimpsed in the opening 
moments of the first teaser trailer as 
Rey zooms past on a speeder), but as 

to what happened to the Empire in 
the three decades that followed,  
that still remains a mystery. 

Talking of Rey, there’s a brand new 
cast of characters joining the Star 
Wars roster (along with all the old 
favourites – even Vader’s melted 
mask and respirator make an 
appearance). Luke (toting the standard 
‘I’m an older Jedi so I must grow 
facial hair’ beard), Leia, Han (complete 
with off-screen broken leg), Chewie, 
C-3PO and R2-D2 are all confirmed  
so far, but it’s the new faces that are 
most exciting. 

The new trilogy will focus on the 
exploits of scavenger Rey (Daisy 
Ridley), AWOL stormtrooper Finn 

(John Boyega) and X-wing pilot Poe 
Dameron (Oscar Isaac) as they face off 
against a new galactic menace known 
as the First Order. Styled as a reborn 
version of the Empire (complete with 
a partially designed logo and fancy 
new stormtrooper masks), it’s headed 
by the mysterious Supreme Leader 
Snoke (a motion-captured role played 
by Andy Serkis). 

Those on henchman duties for 
Snoke include the masked, cross-
guard lightsaber-wielding Kylo Ren 
(Adam Driver), ruthless officer 
General Hux (Domhnall Gleeson) and 
the chrome and cape-styled Captain 
Phasma (Gwendoline Christie, AKA 
Brienne from Game Of Thrones).

“ABRAMS WANTS THE NEW 
FILMS TO FEEL AS TANGIBLY 
GRUBBY AS THE ORIGINALS.”

The Empire has been reimagined as the First Order, with badass villains such as Captain 

Much of the old cast is back, with the story 
handily set 30 years after the Original Trilogy.
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Director JJ Abrams dropped more 
insight regarding this mysterious new 
antagonist force in an interview with 
Empire magazine, revealing its origins. 
“[They] came out of conversations 
about what would have happened if 
the Nazis all went to Argentina but 
then started working together again,” 
he mused. “What could be born of 
that? Could The First Order exist as a 
group that actually admired The 
Empire? Could the work of The 
Empire be seen as unfulfilled?”

EMPIRE STATE
Riffing off that info, we know that 
new baddie (and cosplay wet dream) 
Kylo Ren is not a Sith. Yes, he’s got a 
crudely built, triple-bladed saber to 
match his equally fiery temper, but 
Abrams and the rest of the creative 
team behind The Force Awakens have 
been quick to explain that Kylo is 
instead a member of the Knights Of 
Ren – a new sect of dark Force users 

that has aligned itself with Snoke and 
the First Order. We also know that 
Kylo Ren isn’t the character’s real 
name (much like Darth Vader was a 
pseudonym for Anakin Skywalker), 
and that he’s hell bent on destroying 
the Resistance.

Ah yes, the Resistance. It’s not 
known what caused the New Republic 
to implode in the 30 years prior to 
The Force Awakens, but we’ll hazard  
a guess that the ultra-militarised First 
Order had something to do with it. 
Mirroring the end of the Clone Wars 
and the formation of the Rebel 
Alliance from the ashes of the Old 
Republic, the Resistance is a last-
ditch attempt to hold back the tide  
of Snoke, Ren and Phasma (complete 
with new T-70 X-wings). Considering 
the First Order also has new TIE 
fighter and Star Destroyer models 
(including the imposing Finalizer seen 
in the second trailer), it’s no wonder 
the Resistance is in trouble.

There are many questions left to 
answer, but it’s clear from the 
snippets we’ve seen so far that The 
Force Awakens shouldn’t struggle to 
surpass the misguided and poorly 
conceptualised prequel trilogy. 
Everything from Abrams’ desire to use 
as many practical effects as possible 
to the bold 30-year time gap shows 
Disney wants Star Wars to recapture 
its cinematic integrity. And with  
a carefully planned cross-medium 
universe already in effect (both Star 
Wars Battlefront and Visceral Games’ 
mysterious project will tie into the 
new continuity), this iconic series’ 
future looks lightsaber bright. 

Meet the dark side’s new 
poster boy: Kylo Ren.  
His hobbies include  
DIY lightsaber design.

Phasma (far left) and Kylo Ren (far right) taking the lead on Resistance-quashing duties.

CASTING SHADOWS
The new faces of The Force Awakens

A new hope for female 
characters in the Star Wars 
universe, ragtag Rey lives on 
the planet Jakku in a starship 
graveyard. She’s a scavenger 
and has even salvaged a 
chunky speeder that she  
uses to zip about the planet.

Rey

Finn, glimpsed holding Luke’s 
old blue lightsaber (which he 
lost in Cloud City in Episode V), 
is the biggest enigma of the 
three new protagonists.  
He’s a former New Order 
stormtrooper and (we 
assume) budding Force user.

Finn

Described by actor Oscar 
Isaac as “the best damn pilot  
in the galaxy,” Poe leads a 
squadron of T-70 X-wings 
under the call sign Black 
Leader. Isaac has confirmed 
he’ll appear in the still-to-be-
titled Episode VIII too.

Poe Dameron

New astromech sweetheart 
BB-8 brings nuclear levels of 
cute to The Force Awakens 
and is likely to give R2-D2 a run 
for its money in the popularity 
stakes. It also belongs to 
Dameron and can be seen 
riding in his X-wing.

BB-8
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Y
our PS4 updates itself 
pretty regularly, but  
the benefits are often 
invisible. It’s to do with 

servers, usually – the word 
‘infrastructure’ is sometimes 
used too. System software 
version 3.00 is different.  
So different, it has its own 
codename: Kenshin. Kenshin 
adds cool features to your 
console, from social stuff such 

as new Communities, to fancier 
sharing functions – including 
screenshots that don’t look 
terrible up close.

As many of these features  
have been quietly integrated into 
existing menus, you might not 
even be aware of them – which 
is where we come in. Over the 
following pages, we’ll show you 
how to make the most of PS4’s 
most exciting update yet.

THAT’S 
THE MAGIC 

NUMBER
System software 3.00 is here, and your PS4 will 

never be the same again. Make the most of this 

massive update with our handy guide
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Keep track of gaming Events
Events are a fun way for developers and publishers 
to get players back into a game. It might be a double 
XP weekend, a Christmas-themed update that gives 
everyone a Santa hat, or a big tournament people 
can compete in to demonstrate their masterful kill/
death ratio. You can now sign up to gaming events 
via PS4’s Events app, which tracks upcoming, and 
ongoing, shindigs that you might want to join. 

This is useful in a number of ways. It stops you 
having to sign up to mailing lists, follow developers 
on Twitter or Facebook, or regularly open games 
just to see what’s going on – it’s all there, at a 
glance, every time you boot up. It’s doubly brill in 
that you can register directly from the Events  
tab of the home screen, saving you the hassle of 
signing into some external website and trying  
to remember which username you’d settled on.  
(It was ‘Sn1perD0uche66’, by the way.) 

01

02

Events is a masterstroke in calendar planning, but 
you’re still on your own at remembering birthdays.

Use Share Play to play 
pals’ games – after 
saying sorry for all those 
‘accidental’ GTA deaths.

Nag your friends to start  
Share Play and Broadcast
Hands up how many of you have actually used Share 
Play? It’s a great feature, but it’s easy to forget that it 
exists, and tricky to convince others to start a Share 
Play session so that you can sample their game or get 
them through a tough section. But now you can gently 
prod your friends with a PSN request that will a) 
inform them the feature exists, and b) show them how 
to turn it on. It beats having to give them instructions 
via text message/phone call/carrier pigeon.

If your pal doesn’t want to Share Play – because 
they don’t trust you with their game, or ‘cause of that 
time you messed up their GTA save (and no they won’t 
let it go, because why should they?), he or she can also 
start a Broadcast session from the same request.  
If you can’t sit on the sofa with your chum, watching 
them play over the internet – occasionally chipping  
in with a snarky comment – is the next best thing.

“SHARE PLAY BEATS HAVING 
TO SEND INSTRUCTIONS VIA 
TEXT OR CARRIER PIGEON.”
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Share your video clips directly 
to Twitter
Although it’s great having the option to record PS4 
video clips, your only real option until now was to 
have them languish on your dormant YouTube 
account, or spam your family and friends on 
Facebook. And, take it from us, your mum isn’t that 
interested that you finally beat 
Destiny’s Crota after six 
torturous hours of trying, 
particularly when you have 
Double Maths in the morning.

Now, thanks to Kenshin, you 
can finally share your videos on 
the hottest social network around: 
MySpace. Sorry, Twitter, in nifty 

ten-second clips that force you to 
cut out all the nonsense, focusing 
only on the best bits of your epic 
Destiny Raid. (Worry not, you can 

always trim longer video clips to 
fit.) Facebook likes and shares are 
nice and all, but nothing gets the 
endorphins flowing like a good 
retweet. Don’t be begging, mind.

Make the most of Live From 
PlayStation

Live From PlayStation is where you go to watch 
livestreams, remember – but you can now also use 
the app to look at screenshots and videos uploaded 
by other players. This is a long-overdue feature, 
and it’s handy to be able to view images, clips and 
streams from the same part of the home screen. 
It’s easier to find stuff that’s been uploaded by your 
friends, too, as there’s a new menu section (press 
8 a couple of times) that lists everything your 
chums have added recently.

It’s always dispiriting to make a cool video or 
capture a brilliant screenshot, only to have it sit 
unloved and unviewed on a USB drive. Now we can 
actually put them in front of other PS4 players,  
and see neat uploads by others as well. The new 
Trending section even keeps track of the most 
popular stuff if you don’t feel like browsing.

Manage PlayStation Plus  
more easily
This one’s a small tweak really, but one that will 
save valuable seconds of your life each month. You 
can now check the status of your PlayStation Plus 
subscription by going to the far left of the home 
screen and pressing 8 (you’ll find it next to the 
Notifications tab). This new tab includes absolutely 
everything Plus-related, including the free games 
currently on offer, any deals that happen to be on, 
and all the PS4 titles you’ve redeemed through the 
service so far. It certainly beats having to enter the 
Store to check on each 
Plus-related section individually.

If you’re a Plus user with 
lots of games under your belt, 
you’ll be pleased to hear 
that online storage  
for PS4 saves has 
increased as well, up 
from a paltry 1GB to  
a whopping 10GB of 
space. You’ll never need 
to worry about lost or  
corrupted saves again.

Too busy to power through Metal Gear? You can 
always catch others’ playthroughs instead.

Capture better quality 
screenshots
Anyone who plays around with images 
knows JPGs suck, introducing horrible 
artefacting when you zoom in, like, at all. 
On your computer, PNG files are often 
around the same size as hated JPGs, but 
they scale up much more smoothly, and 
without the image breaking down into a 
horrible glitchy mess. 

Kenshin’s secret best feature is that 
you can now save your screenshots as 
PNGs. The option isn’t on by default, as 
not all apps support them, and the file 
size will be a bit larger – but it’s worth 
doing if you’re at all conscious of image 
quality when taking digital holiday snaps. 
To enable PNG screenshots, press the 
Share button, then go to Share Settings, 
then Screenshot Settings, and select 
the relevant option in Image Format.

The next step, obviously, is to load up 
your prettiest game and hit the Share 
button with abandon. Mad Max, for all its 
faults, is particularly great at sunsets, 
by the way.

06
Mad Max does bleak 
landscapes like his 
countryfolk do cricket 
and daytime soaps.

“ONLINE STORAGE HAS INCREASED 
FROM 1GB TO 10GB, SO YOU’LL NEVER 
AGAIN WORRY ABOUT LOST SAVES.”
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Livestream straight to YouTube
It’s always good to have options when it comes  
to livestreaming, and 3.00 includes support for 
YouTube’s upstart streaming service, YouTube 
Gaming. All you need to do is hit the Share button 
and select the new YouTube option that appears  
on the Broadcast Gameplay screen.

What’s YouTube Gaming like for streaming?  
At the moment it’s a tad small when compared with 
the gigantic Twitch, but it’s growing all the time. If 
you’re streaming on YouTube, it’s handy to have 
your video channel on the same site, accessible by 
viewers with a single click. And if you’re viewing 
streams on YouTube, Gaming’s immediate archival 
tools and rewind feature are extremely handy. Yep, 
that’s right – if you’ve missed the start of a stream, 
you can instantly rewind to the beginning, or to any 
previous point in the timeline, and watch from 
there. How can Twitch beat that? Letting you 
fast-forward into the future would be pretty neat.

10
Freak your 
friends out with 
EyePet Stickers
You may have noticed the new 
Stickers feature that has been added 
as part of Kenshin. You can send these little images 
instead of messages to friends, and they cover  
the gamut of human emotions, from happiness to 
sadness, from annoyance to acceptance, from 
Drake Checks Watch to That Berk From Knack 
Reminds You That Knack Exists. Okay, so they’re not 
all fantastic so far, but they’re bound to expand to 
other games from Sony’s vast repertoire soon.  
The Last Of Us seems a shoo-in, Journey would be 
a good one, and we quite fancy appending Clank’s 
robotic mug onto messages.

Weirdly, you can’t actually glue stickers into 
messages yet, so you’ll need to send your words as 
a separate missive for the time being. Alternatively, 
you could communicate entirely via EyePet Stickers, 
which would be pretty funny (and wonderfully 
creepy) now that we think about it.

The range is hit and miss, but Sackboy’s Sticker 
effectively summarises every online COD match.

Now the entire world can enjoy your Afro Samurai 
2: Revenge Of Kuma Volume One brilliance. Phew.

Who needs real friends when Rocket League will 
last a lifetime anyway? (Probably.)

07

Arrange your friends into 
Favourite groups
In real life, we tend to secretly sort our friends into 
four groups: best friends, frenemies, friends with 
cars, and friends who know where the bodies are 
buried. Kenshin, sort of, enables you do this on PS4, 
giving you the option to label some PS friends as 
Favourites. Favourite groups let you make and 
name groups – for instance, Destiny Fireteam 
mates, Mortal Kombat Opponents, or The Only 
People I Know Who Aren’t Terrible At Rocket League. 

You can then add the relevant friends to these 
groups, giving you an easy way to send invites or  
to party chat, or simply to check whether they’re 
online. The only problem with labelling some of  
your friends as Favourites is having to stop your 
non-fave buddies from finding out. Social etiquette 
gets a little more complex with 3.00, but it should  
be worth it.

Vault Boy will be your 
pal for as long as you 
avoid using the words, 
“Skyrim’s better.”

“YOU CAN NOW SEND STICKERS, 
SUCH AS ‘BERK FROM KNACK 
REMINDS YOU KNACK EXISTS’.”

Create or join 
Communities about 
your favourite things
Now that nobody trusts their 
neighbours, and you’re pretty sure that 
Mr Johnson at number 23 is stealing 
your copy of the Falmouth Packet, we’re 
much more likely to form communities over 
the internet. Thanks to Kenshin, you can make and 
join Communities on PS4 (via the Friends tab) dedicated to a game, a website, a 
long-running PlayStation mag, or whatever really. Communities are partly a message 
board, for example letting you chat with your fellow Fallout enthusiasts about your 
hopes and wishes for the fourth game. But they’re also a handy way to share video 
clips, screenshots or tips with people who might conceivably be interested. Previously, 
PS4 hadn’t been stellar at introducing you to like-minded individuals, but now you can 
finally make acquaintances without having to enter a game and shoot them in the head 
first. In fact, thanks to the Now Playing tab, it’s also a great way to find co-op buddies.
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UNCHARTED: TNDC 72 | FIFA 16 76 | DRAGON QUEST HEROES 78 | SUPER MEAT BOY! 79 
ROCK BAND 4 80 | TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER 5 84 | TRANSFORMERS: DEVASTATION 85 
SOMA 86 | LEGO DIMENSIONS 88 | SKYLANDERS SUPERCHARGERS 90 | DESTINY: TTK 92

10 INCREDIBLE
The kind of phenomenal 
experience rarely seen in  
a console generation.

9 OUTSTANDING
Unreservedly brilliant – this 
should be in every collection.

8 VERY GOOD
A truly excellent game, marred 
by just a few minor issues.

7 GOOD
A great concept unfulfilled or 
the familiar done well, but still 
well worth playing.

6 DECENT
Fun in parts, flawed in others, 
but more right than wrong.

5 AVERAGE
What you expect and little 
more, this is for devotees only.

4 BELOW AVERAGE
Any bright ideas are drowning 
in a sea of bugs or mediocrity.

3 POOR
A seriously flawed game with 
little merit on any level.

2 AWFUL
Disgraceful: the disc would be 
more beneficial as a coaster.

1 HORRIFIC
Own this and you’ll be swiftly, 
justifiably, exiled from society.

OPM SCORES

GOLD AWARD
Awarded to a game that’s 
brilliantly executed on every 
level, combining significant 
innovation, near-flawless 
gameplay, great graphics 
and lasting appeal.

EDITOR’S AWARD
Not at the very highest 
echelon, but this is a game 
that deserves recognition 
and special praise based on 
its ambition, innovation or 
other notable achievement.

72 UNCHARTED: 
THE NATHAN 
DRAKE 
COLLECTION
Relive the Prince of PlayStation’s 
journey towards A Thief’s End. 

GOLD  
AWARD

EDITOR’S  
AWARD
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EDITOR’S  
AWARD

I N F O
FORMAT PS4

ETA OUT NOW

PUB SONY

DEV NAUGHTY DOG/
BLUEPOINT GAMES

R
emember the first time you  
saw Uncharted? That vibrant 
jungle you couldn’t wait to 
rush into, lush greenery that 
was an antidote to every bit of 
brown that had infested games, 
and the alchemy that made 
Nathan Drake’s clothes stay 

sodden when he got out of water? The Nathan 
Drake Collection will make you feel that  
awe all over again.

Never played an Uncharted? You poor thing, let’s 
get you up to speed. Drake’s Fortune introduces 
main player Nathan Drake, his moustache-
wielding mentor Victor Sullivan and handy-with-
a-gun journo Elena Fisher. MacGuffin hunting 
abounds and turns into some world saving. 
Obviously. The first entry sets the template – 
platforming and mild puzzling mixed with cover 
shooting – but stands out from others of its ilk 
thanks to the likeable characters.   

RECHARTED TERRITORY
When placed next to Among Thieves and Drake’s 
Deception, however, the original feels like a first 
draft. These sequels have a confidence in their 
set-pieces that Fortune lacks. In Among Thieves 
especially, my revisit makes me realise how much 
of the game has been burned into memory. The 
train dangling, the rooftop helicopter chase, 
the wander through Tenzin’s village… Among 
Thieves is still the best example of crafting a 
Hollywood blockbuster into videogame form. 

@bentyrerDRAKE’S DELIGHT

UNCHARTED:
THE NATHAN 
DRAKE 
COLLECTION 
Drake comes up with solid gold  
in this gorgeous remaster
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Enjoy the audacious set-
pieces – as we revealed 
last issue, Uncharted 4’s 
may be a little calmer…
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Yes, they’re linear, but they have an uncanny 
knack of knowing just when to turn a safe 
clamber up a wall into a mad dash to safety. 
Or when to hit the brakes, before gradually 
ratcheting it back up to 11. When they nail the 
big action moments – and Uncharted rarely does 
‘small’ – they still have the power to slacken the 
jaw. That’s what’s made Uncharted so popular. 
It’s a rapid escalation of ‘oh blimey!’ moments 
that keeps you sucked in and barrelling along.   

DRAKE’S MAKEOVER
If Naughty Dog deserves credit for crafting 
the original adventures, then Bluepoint Games 
warrants as much praise for its work on the 
remastering. The Nathan Drake Collection is a 
technical stunner and easily one of the best-
looking remasters to grace the PS4. Running at 
a smooth 60fps and in 1080p, it’s amazing how 
well it’s been scrubbed up. And while you can’t 
miss the dramatically decreased loading times, 
or improved lighting and textures, it’s the little 
details that really catch the eye. Dust rising from 

cover that’s been shredded by 
gunfire, or the chamber of the 
AK47 clattering open to spit 
out bullets. It’s a collection of 
successful tweaks that makes 
the games look how your 
mind’s eye thinks they looked 
when they came out. 

Additions above the surface 
are similarly subtle. Each game 
now has two extra difficulty 
modes at opposite ends of the 
spectrum. Explorer effectively 
removes any level of challenge 
from combat so you can 
saunter through the games 
like an extra quippy Marvel 
superhero. It comes at the 
cost, however, of earning any 
trophies or having your stats 
tracked, so while the nerfing 
eases in first timers, it renders 
it pointless for everyone else. 

On the other end is Brutal, 
which replaces Crushing as 
the difficulty to unlock. As the 
name implies, it will punish 
you. Frequently. At best, you 
might be able to take three 
shots. At worst, one-shot kills 

are not uncommon. If constant, 
humiliating death is how you 
enjoy games, this is the mode 
for you. Otherwise, steer clear. 
Twenty minutes was enough to 
endanger my DualShock 4 to 
rage-based destruction. 

JUNGLE RUN
There’s also a speed run mode 
that tracks your playtime 
across individual levels as well 
as the entire campaign, with 
the allure of leaderboard places 
waiting for you at the finishing 
line. It’s an intriguing addition. 
While the fundamental game 
is built around the spectacle of 
the story, the speed runs add a 
potentially massive amount of 
replayability and a new mindset 
to adopt, should you be 
desperate to stake your claim  
as the fastest ’charter.  

Finally, there’s the photo 
mode – it’s in the options 
menu, something I found out 
by accident – that should set 
your budding compositional 
genius free. You get the usual 

“IT’S A RAPID ESCALATION  
OF ‘OH BLIMEY!’ MOMENTS 
THAT KEEPS YOU SUCKED IN.”

Right When 
people talk 
about sun and 
sand, they don’t 
usually mean 
recreating 
Lawrence  
of Arabia.

Left The 
recession has 
meant every 
expense has 
been spared 
when it comes 
to safety.
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effects to tinker with – depth 
of field, filters and frames – 
and with an engine this purddy, 
your timelines will likely be 
filled with snaps come launch 
day. All these new additions 
together don’t add or take away 
from the core experience, but 
they at least give returning fans 
something to experiment with.  

As remasters go, it’s evident 
that a lot of love has gone into 
ensuring it’s the best possible 
version of these games, but a 
few minor issues crop up. More 
than once some ugly clipping 
marred my rollercoaster ride 
through Uncharted history, and 
even on Crushing, the AI is too 
oblivious to Drake sneaking in 
for some neck snapping. When 
he plummets a good ten feet 
behind someone, I refuse to 
believe that guard isn’t going to 
hear a thud and spin around. 

These issues never truly 
spoil the experience, but for 
three games that are at their 
best with a total suspension 
of disbelief, anything that 

V E R D I C T

Above This 
looks sweaty 
for Drake, but 
it’s no worse 
than the 8.22  
to Bath.

Right Drake 
and Elena’s 
relationship 
is one with a 
phenomenal 
body count.

Above Explosions are the biggest character in the series, after Drake.

THE OPM BREAKDOWN

Three of the best games on  
PS3 remastered so they look 
like they came out last week, 
and all on one disc to boot? 
It’s a no-brainer for fans and 
newcomers alike. Ben Tyrer

breaks the spell can irk. Still, 
Uncharted’s breakneck pace 
means you’re usually too busy 
hurtling onto the next set-
piece to care. 

Bluepoint has a history 
of stellar remasters and The 
Nathan Drake Collection is up 
there with the best, appealing 
to newbies and veterans alike. 
Not only is it a graphical 
powerhouse that gives Naughty 
Dog’s poster boy the touch-up 
he deserved, but nearly every 
change made is positive. And 
no matter how many times 
you’ve witnessed it, there’s 
something undeniably powerful 
about seeing Drake’s clothes 
dry in front of your eyes. 
Ahem. Consider the stage now 
set for Uncharted 4 in March.

21% Actually 
putting the pad 
down and just 
enjoying the 
cutscenes.

10% Joining 
Nate in a 
chorus of 
saying “no!”  
an awful lot.

11% Wishing 
you had Victor 
goddamn Sullivan 
as an uncle. 

12% Dying 
on Crushing and 
wondering if all 
the pain is  
worth it.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  N A T H A N  D R A K E  C O L L E C T I O N

31%
Marvelling at  

just how ruddy  
good everything 

looks now.

15% Having  
a huge grin 
throughout Nepal 
in Uncharted 2.

No surprises, The Nathan Drake 

Collection sneaks up behind its last-gen 

cousins and gives it the old Drake 

neck-snap special. With improved lighting, 

textures, loading times and only the one 

disc to worry about, the PS4 version is 

top (Naughty) dog.  

A L S O  O N  P L A Y S T A T I O N  3

M U LT I P L A Y E R

Unless you count the 
speed runs, online 
multiplayer has been 
cleaved away from The 
Nathan Drake Collection. 
While we’ll miss co-op 
and deathmatches, you 
do get a big plus: access 
to the Uncharted 4 Beta 
from 4 December. Silver 
linings and all that.

T H E  F I R S T  F I V E  H O U R S …

1 Stumbling on a Nazi U-boat in a jungle is a fairly typical experience for 
Nate. 2 Eddy Raja blunders into the game and – like all comedy relief 
villains – he’s as intimidating as a sugar mouse. 3 Getting the gang back 
together. 4 Playing Uncharted 2 and reacquainting yourself with 
hanging off the back of a train. 5 It’s hard to forget femme fatale Chloe, 
though it’s easy to forget which side she’s on. Ah, Farscape flashbacks.

1 32 4 5

T R O P H Y  C A B I N E T
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BRONZE
There’s a trophy set for 

each game. This one, 
from Uncharted, 

involves you blowing  
up three goons at once.

SILVER
You’ve got to make like 

Solid Snake in 
Uncharted 2, taking 

down 50 enemies with 
stealth for this one. 

GOLD
Heroic or on a suicide 
mission? Not Drake,  
but you, should you 

attempt Uncharted 2’s 
Crushing difficulty.
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I N F O
FORMAT PS4

ALSO ON PS3

ETA OUT NOW

PUB EA

DEV EA CANADA

FIFA 16
Swapping instant gratification for long-term fellowship

S
ame old FIFA, always… no, wait. This 
categorically is not the football game 
you expected to emerge from EA’s rack 
’em, stack ’em production line. Sure, 

many of its changes are incremental – as is the 
depressing norm among annual sports titles 
– yet overall, it represents a massive upgrade 
on last season’s edition. Albeit one that takes 
some time to fully click.

For their first 10-15 matches, a considerable 
number of gamers will hate FIFA 16. Slower 
players, impenetrable defences, attritional 
midfield battles… it often feels more like war 
than football. Yet during this process you’re 
adjusting to those small, but actually brilliantly 
judged, amendments to FIFA 15. No more can you 
sprint down the flank with a 95-pace winger, put 
the ball on the head of an 88-strength striker, 
and score almost every time. And crucially, 
neither can the other team.

This gives rise to online games that mercifully 
– and at long last – aren’t dominated by sides 
packed with turbo-soled sprinters and gladiatorial 
forwards. Yet it’s not only a result of the on-pitch 
traffic calming. Defensive AI is worlds apart from 
last year, with your back four marking tightly, 
relentlessly physical, and constantly looking 
to step in front of players to intercept under-
hit passes. They still make attribute-based, 

contextual mistakes – which 
is where you need to take rare 
opportunities to capitalise – 
but overall, the transformation 
is like going from Spurs 
under Ossie Ardiles to George 
Graham-era Arsenal. That can’t 
be a bad thing.

GAME OF ZONES
So when does the hate 
dissipate? At almost the 
exact time you realise that 
rather than being bypassed 
completely as in most recent 
editions, central midfielders 
are the heartbeat of this 
year’s game. Those defensive 
AI improvements mean that 
they’re more adept at winning 
back possession, but they have 
more options with the ball 
at their feet, too. New drilled 

Improved physics and 
truly committed last-
ditch defending make 
for riotous goalmouth 
scrambles in EA’s latest.

passes permit them to instantly 
switch play between flanks, ‘no 
touch dribbling’ enables the 
fooling of opponents by letting 
the ball run in a different 
direction to your player, and 
crisper long-range shooting 
means they carry more of a 
goal threat. 

Suddenly, finally, all those 
backpage clichés about 
matches being won ‘in the 
trenches’ ring true within FIFA. 
And that’s when the magic 
unfolds. Grating nil-nils and 
infuriatingly narrow losses 
become score draws and wins. 

Eventually, the goals flow in a 
variety of ways, in part thanks 
to reworked keepers – less 
susceptible to shots from tight 
angles (which were absurdly 
easy to score from last year), 

@BenjiWilsonPRO DIVO

“FINALLY, ALL THOSE CLICHÉS 
ABOUT MATCHES BEING WON 
‘IN THE TRENCHES’ RING TRUE.”
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but still human. Indeed, one 
of my favourite changes is 
losing the keeper forcefield on 
crosses. It’s now possible to 
out-leap goalies if you time a 
tall forward’s jump correctly.

CECH MATE
Persevere through the early 
grind and you’re rewarded with 
a game that packs real longevity 
courtesy of features and modes 
designed to suit any player. 

Ultimate Team gets a new 
draft system in which you can 
pick an all-gold dream team for 
four games, thereby expediting 
the earning of in-game 
currency; the only catch being 
that draft tokens are pricey in 
both real and virtual coinage. 
Career mode is expanded, too, 
with pre-season tournaments 
a welcome replacement for 
meaningless friendlies, and 
a broader range of transfers 
across the game world. No 
more kicking off 2018-19 
against an Arsenal XI identical 
to the current one.

The most notable new 
addition is international 
women’s football. For now, 
your options within this self-
contained mode are limited 
to a 12-team tournament or 
exhibition matches, but it’s 
still an impressive step-change. 
Players look accurate and move 
with a more elegant gait than 
their male counterparts, and 
there’s a graceful feel to the 
football, too. It’s not a mode 
that will have you coming 
back daily, but it is a quite 
literal change of pace that isn’t 
available in PES, for instance. 

And that’s kind of apt, really: 
this a year in which FIFA 
switches down a gear in terms 
of pure speed, yet provides 
marathons’ worth of value,  
if you have the stamina for it.

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN
Right Fratton 
Park appears 
for creative 
director Simon 
Humber, who 
died in April.

Below Low-
scoring draws 
are the norm  
at first – but the 
learning curve 
is worth it.

Above Hot prospects, such as Thierry Ambrose, have been face-scanned.

The most challenging FIFA to 
master in years, if not ever – 
but that’s exactly why you’ll be 
playing it for ten months rather 
than ten matches. Ben Wilson

7% Driving 
yourself mad  
in career mode 
by only buying 
players with  
real faces.

12% Admiring 
added grounds, 
such as Stade 
Vélodrome 
(Marseille)  
and Carrow 
Road (Norwich).

21% Praising Ultimate 
Team’s draft mode  
and (for now) wider  
price ranges.

9% Posing into 
the new pitch-side 
camera during 
every single  
goal celebration.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  F I F A  1 6

37%
Loving the weekly 

lineup and attributes 
updates (unless 
you’re Brendan 

Rodgers).

14% Chuckling  
at referees using 
vanishing spray  
at free kicks.

H O W  T O …  C R E A T E  Y O U R  G O L D E N  G E N E R A T I O N

Career mode now 
offers five mini-game 
training sessions per 
week. They’re a great 
way to speed up youth 
player growth. Use 
sofifa.com to find your 
five young stars with 
the most potential,  
then place them in drills 
critical to their position.

S T A T  P A C K

Age of the 
youngest player 
with their face in 
FIFA 16 – Everton 

young gun  
Ryan Ledson.

The overall rating 
of main cover 

star Lionel Messi, 
the game’s 

highest graded 
player.

Number of 
playable leagues, 
including Saudi’s 

ALJ League  
and Poland’s 
Ekstraklasa.

6’10’’ 9418 33
Height of FIFA 

16’s tallest 
player: Westlo’s 

Belgian 
goalkeeper 

Kristof Van Hout.

I S  I T  B E T T E R  T H A N ?

YES YES

Not as instant, sure, 
but ignore nonsensical 
claims from impatient 
babies that the series 
has gone backwards.

Once the jewel in EA’s 
crown, some dodgy AI 

means it can no 
longer proclaim itself 
to be pucking brilliant.

Konami’s game has a 
narrow edge on the 
field of play, but EA’s 

effort is the stronger 
package. Draw.

FIFA 16 is EA’s most 
realistic yet, but it 
can’t quite match 

FIFA 11 on PS3 for 
blissfully accessible 

end-to-end action.

S E R I E S O G R A P H Y
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I N F O
FORMAT PS4

ETA OUT NOW 

PUB SQUARE ENIX

DEV OMEGA FORCE

DRAGON QUEST HEROES
Unlikely union results in spirited spin-off shocker

T
he Dragon Quest universe may be out of 
balance, but in building an action-RPG 
framework around the hack ’n’ slash 
foundations of the Dynasty Warriors 

games, Heroes finds an unlikely equilibrium. 
Omega Force’s combat systems might be an 
acquired taste, but delivered in piecemeal 
fashion as they are here, and with a few 
adjustments to lend a strategic edge, they form 
a solid grounding for an episodic tale. Take 
Kingdom Hearts, subtract the Disney trappings 
and impenetrable plotting, keep the coiffures, 
and you’d have something close to this.

Your party of four is quickly formed after a 
flimsily traditional setup sees the once-peaceful 
monsters of the world turn against humanity. 
It’s an excuse to pit you against the grinning 
denizens of Akira Toriyama’s imagination, which 
arrive in their hordes and are dispatched quicker 
than you can utter the game’s unwieldy subtitle, 
The World Tree’s Woe And The Blight Below. 

Rather than simply killing everything, you’re 
often asked to protect a person or object while 
surviving incoming waves. As such, it has a 
similar rhythm to a tower defence game – 

creatures with longer health 
gauges guard spawn portals, 
and frequently you’re asked 
to temporarily abandon your 
post to take them out before 
retreating to ensure the safety 
of whatever you’re shielding.

BEAST MODE
Sometimes, the assault will 
come from several directions, 
but by collecting medals from 
slain beasts, you can summon 
them into battle. Some convey 
instant buffs, while others 
will act as bouncers while 
you venture forth to stop the 
masses. Not that you can rely 
on them exclusively: you’ve 
only got six slots to house 
the monsters, and the larger 
creatures take up more space. 

Any time it threatens to get 
repetitive, a new ingredient is 
introduced, and the ability to 
switch between four heroes 
(the rest are controlled by a 
reasonably smart AI) allows 
you to vary your attack. You’re 
subtly encouraged to mix 
things up by the inclusion of 
a tension gauge that builds as 
you battle. By the time one 

hero drains their meter, during 
which time they’re invincible 
and more powerful, another 
should be ready to unleash 
their full potential. Suddenly, 
the boss’ health bar you’ve 
been chipping away at is 
disappearing in larger chunks. 

All the while, those role-
playing systems are ticking 
away beneath, urging you 
to earn new weapons, gear 
and slots within some 
surprisingly diverse skill 
trees. The most unfortunate 
side-effect is that the ebb 
and flow of a classic Warriors 
skirmish is absent: you lose 
that empowering sensation 
of steadily influencing the 
battle. Nonetheless, this is the 
prettiest and most polished 
Omega Force game to date, and 
a moreish action-RPG that will 
surprise Warriors sceptics.

@schillingcIT’S CLOBBERIN’ SLIME

V E R D I C T

A choice between Quick  
and Slick control schemes 
shows there’s more to Musou 
combat than just hitting r.

A cheerful, compulsive and 
enormously likeable action-RPG, 
it should convert a few Dynasty 
Warriors non-believers, though 
DW fans may not be quite so 
convinced. Chris Schilling

“THE PRETTIEST AND  
MOST POLISHED OMEGA 
FORCE GAME TO DATE.”
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ALSO ON PS VITA

ETA OUT NOW 

PUB TEAM MEAT

DEV TEAM MEAT

SUPER MEAT BOY!
There are no flies on this one

T
o be honest, I didn’t think Super Meat 
Boy could surprise me. I’d played it 
for countless hours on PC. I’d braved 
its salt-strewn wastelands. I’d raced 

its anthropomorphised faeces. But, like most 
other five-year-olds, this anniversary edition 
manages to frustrate and delight me afresh. 
And, hang on – is that an exclamation mark in 
its title?! Blimey, that’s a new addition. Sold.

Of course, Super Meat Boy(!)’s PS4 release isn’t 
sold so much as handed out like a lollipop. If 
you’re a PS Plus subscriber, Team Meat is giving 
you its smash-hit twitch platformer absolutely 
free. In it, skinless protagonist Meat Boy puts 
your sanity to the test as you guide him on 
his rescue mission. His imperilled other half is 
Bandage Girl: yep, she completes him. D’awww.

Prepare to choke on your cooing, however, as 
you repeatedly fail to traverse an obstacle course 
of saw blades, salt mines, disintegrating walls, 
needles and homing missiles. I’m not kidding 
– you will fail. And fail. And fail again. What’s 
more, Super Meat Boy! plays your deaths back 
in an overlaid montage at the end of each level, 
swiftly eviscerating any sense of pride. Fun!

Except, it is fun. Every 
squelchy step feels like an 
achievement, because you 
pay for each millimetre of 
progression with your blood, 
sweat and salty, salty tears. 
It’s tough, but fair. Finally 
completing a meat-bespattered 
stage feels euphoric. The agony 
and the ecstasy is vintage  
Meat Boy – but it feels just  
as raw as ever.

KEBABULOUS
Old favourites such as Dark 
Worlds and Warp Zones return 
to tempt the most masochistic, 
but this PS4 release proffers 
a plethora of novelties. The 
soundtrack, for instance, since 
composer Danny Baranowsky 
declined to license the OST, 
prompting a new playlist. 

When I started The Forest, 
for me, it was a no-go on the 
banjo. At The Hospital, I was 
reluctantly tapping my foot. By 
the time I reached Hell!, I was 
happy enough. The soundtrack 
is a grower, even if it has lost 
something of Baranowsky’s 
caprice among its poker-
straight shredding.

How about those trophies, 
though? Never before has 
the game thrown down the 
gauntlet with such viciousness. 
Platinum requires a perfect Iron 
Man run – that’s every level to 
completion… without dying. If 
you listen closely, you can hear 
Team Meat’s hands rubbing 
together with Machiavellian 
glee. Getting to control Super 
Meat Boy! with the ultra-
responsive DualShock 4 is the 
seasoning on the steak – and 
thanks to PS Vita Cross-Buy, 
beating the meat anytime, 
anywhere, is an exciting new 
prospect. Ahem.

Flawless game design and 
endless replay value mean that 
Super Meat Boy! more than 
holds its own on PlayStation 
in 2015. I’m impressed and 
infuriated all over again – it’s 
earned that exclamation mark.

@itsJenSimFRESH MEAT

V E R D I C T

Hello buzzsaw, my old 
friend… Super Meat Boy! 
teaches you through 
death and design.

At last! The long-awaited 
PlayStation release proves that 
great game design never dies, 
and now it’s even better with 
Cross-Buy. Fresh hell, hot from 
the infernal BBQ. Jen Simpkins

“AGONY AND ECSTASY 
DEFINES SUPER MEAT BOY! –  
IT FEELS AS RAW AS EVER.”
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“BONO MAY GUARD HIS DISCOGRAPHY 
LIKE SMAUG, BUT YOU CAN JAZZ ALL 
OVER HIS HITS HERE.”

You’ve heard of Dave Dee, Dozy, 
Mick & Tich – well here’s Tight 
Trousers, Token Non-Bloke, 
Chilli Gobbler and Mr Jumpy.
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I N F O
FORMAT PS4

ETA OUT NOW

PUB HARMONIX

DEV HARMONIX

A
n office is not the best venue 
for Rock Band 4. 9am-5pm is 
not the right time. Sober is 
not the recommended state. 
Yet these are our reviewing 
conditions for Harmonix’s 
multiplayer music game, 
back from hiatus after five 

years pursuing side projects. But it’s not our 
first jam. We’ve run the entire spectrum of 
settings, from cavernous LA clubs to sad 
empty backrooms, because let’s face it, not 
everyone has awesome friends to hand, a 
convenient crate of booze, and neighbours 
who won’t call the police when you belt out 
Paramore at 2am.

With plenty of potential scenarios, then, how to 
score it? Let’s start by looking at the individual 
experience. Where Rock Band 3 introduced 
premium pro instruments and practice modes 
that tried to teach lone rockers actual musical 
techniques, its sequel is an admission that these 
skills don’t really translate. Plus your mum 
was right when she said if you want to play an 
instrument, learn a real one. This isn’t about 
developing pseudo talent or grinding for hours 
for the dubious honour of saying you know how 
to play a plastic guitar, but making you feel like a 
rock god regardless of skill. 

AVENGERS ENSEMBLE
Despite what you’ve heard about Bono jealously 
protecting his discography like Smaug guards 
gold, he’ll let you jazz all over his hits here. Most 
songs feature sections where you play whatever 
melodies reside in your heart, and they’re 
remarkably freeform. By strumming and holding 
one or more of the five main fret buttons you 
‘bend’ the note, then further modify it by tilting 
the guitar and engaging squealing amp feedback. 
You can also hit a lever on the guitar to alter 
the sound (echo, wah wah, etc.), and wiggle the 
whammy bar to make it go all weaow weaow. 

ROCK  
BAND 4
For those about to rock…

@GameGriffinHEAVY METAL
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Somehow you never sound out of time or tune – 
Rock Band 4 always makes you seem great.

The five unloved frets at the foot of the 
neck are used too, and come into their own for 
lightning fast Van Halen tapping. Simply strum 
once, then use both fingers to unleash high-
tempo flurries. The sheer speed gives solos a nice 
accelerating pace, but it can sound discordant 
in some of the more contemporary tracks. You 
really have to pay attention to each song’s tone. 
In Don’t Wanna Fight’s solo by Alabama Shakes, 
I start with a long, low note before holding down 
three frets to play a fuller lick, then move up the 
fretboard while strumming faster to end it on a 
killer high note. No one appreciates my genius.

It’s the best feature, though, and there’s even 
an endless mode that lets you solo through 
entire tracks. Sadly, it’s the only instrument 
with that ability. True to its second-class status, 
you can’t do it with bass, while drum fills have 
been reduced and mostly pre-authored. It makes 
playing these two instruments a less attractive 
prospect than the lead guitar role. 

New to Rock Band? The new 
peripherals are better than ever. 
Guitars are sturdier and heavier, 
with a firmer strum button, 
frets that register clicks from 
any angle, a digital sensor that 
replaces a ball bearing to make 
overdrive-triggering tilts more 
consistent, plus a returning 
built-in camera to enable 
simple auto-calibration. 

MUTE POINT
Drums, meanwhile, feature a 
stronger kick pedal and more 
responsive pads. Time will 
tell if everything holds up to 
sustained use, but five years on, 
materials and manufacturing 
techniques have progressed, and 
annoyed office colleagues can 
attest to the loud and satisfying 
clicks everything makes.

If you want to give tortured 
listeners a break, Tour mode 
introduces mercifully quiet 
band management. Starting out 
in dirty St Louis and Vancouver 
venues, the aim is to play 
brief shows and earn enough 

cash and interest to justify 
road trips to glitzier locations. 
There’s something endearingly 
authentic about earning 75 
bucks and a dozen devotees 
after playing out of your skin.

Fun decisions to make along 
the way dictate what kind of 
band you’ll be: starving artists 
or loaded sell-outs? Early on, 
for instance, you can either 
purchase a battered RV and 
keep it real, or hire highly 
strung artistic director Octavio 
Vamanos – who offers fancy 
apparel, but forces you into 
playing his stuff. From these 
crossroads to the clothing 
descriptions (the buttoned 
shirt is for the rich member 
of the group who ‘lends 
everyone money for tacos’; 
the meditation tunic is ‘for 
your inevitable psychedelic 
phase’), Tour mode is full of 
wonderfully observed moments 
that poke fun at the absurd 
world of a rock band, even if 
they’re not divergent enough to 
warrant a replay.

“BUY THE MEDITATION TUNIC 
FOR YOUR BAND’S INEVITABLE 
PSYCHEDELIC PHASE.”

Right There’s 
the option 
to pick a 
randomised 
band name. 
Girls and  
boys, meet…  
Crunchy METAL!

Left Leave 
dives behind 
by growing 
your following 
and touring to 
better venues.
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New features make the 
experience smoother. Last 
time there was nothing worse 
than someone spending 20 
minutes scrolling through 
your collection, so now after 
each performance everyone 
votes on how to proceed. You 
might be asked if you want to 
play ‘something from 2015’, ‘a 
song with a female vocalist’, 
or ‘a novelty’, for example. It 
keeps things moving along and 
everyone gets a say.

REVERBATIM
Unfortunately, unless you’ve 
already amassed a decent 
library to import, Rock Band 
4’s tracklist underwhelms. 
It’s one of the weaker rhythm 
action setlists (though not as 
bad as some of Guitar Hero’s 
past entries). You won’t have 
heard of numerous artists, and 
the ones you do know – Arctic 
Monkeys, Foo Fighters, Queens 
Of The Stone Age – only do 
obscurities. At about 60 songs, 
it’s half the size of Guitar Hero 

V E R D I C T

Above Fact: 
playing music 
gives you an 
excuse to dress 
ridiculously for 
some reason.

Right Perform 
badly and the 
crowd won’t 
boo as loudly  
as last time.  
We promise.

Above £220 for the lot is pricey, but your old hardware’s compatible.

THE OPM BREAKDOWN

A steep investment for anyone 
not a veteran rocker returning 
with tracks, mates and 
instruments in tow – but the full 
band experience is the most fun 
PS4 offers. Ben Griffin

Live, and it’s not uncommon 
to play the same track two or 
three times on a single tour. 
Unless you purchase more from 
the store (which, to Harmonix’s 
credit, contains over 1,500 
tracks) you soon tire. 

Now Rock Band 4 is focusing 
on social, and Guitar Hero 
Live is knuckling down on 
single-player, there’s an easy 
way of working out which to 
buy. If you lack friends, are 
short on funds, and are heading 
into rhythm action for the 
first time, wait for the latter’s 
review next month. But if you 
already have Rock Band songs, 
old instruments and good 
friends, or the cash to buy new 
ones of all three? Rock Band 4 
is a PS4 essential.

S T A T  P A C K

The number of 
years Rock Band 

has spent on 
hiatus since  
its original  
glory days.

Gather up this  
many willing 

voices for vocal 
harmonies to 

become a badass 
barbershop trio. 

Yes, that  
means infinity  

– Harmonix plans 
to support Rock 
Band 4 with DLC 

indefinitely.

1.5K 35 ∞
The rough 

number of songs 
available for 

purchase in Rock 
Band’s vast 

music library. 

M U LT I P L A Y E R

Skill level or musical 
preference doesn’t 
matter; get everyone in 
a room and you’ll have 
the most fun possible on 
PS4. Online multiplayer 
you say? Not yet, sadly. 
That’s not to say it won’t 
arrive at a later point as 
Harmonix is committed 
to adding new features.

15% Grinding 
through the 
story to unlock 
new golden 
instruments and 
weird clothes.

5% Ignoring the 
microphone until 
you’re drunk 
enough to 
regretfully belt 
something out.

20% Picking a 
difficulty you can’t 
handle and messing 
up the song.

20% Saying:  
“I’ve never even 
heard this song 
before,” or “What 
an odd choice!”

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  R O C K  B A N D  4

20%
Grinning as you 

absolutely shred 
the new freestyle 

guitar solos. 
Weeeeooooww!

20% Fighting 
over the drums, 
because they’re 
awesome.

T R O P H Y  C A B I N E T
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BRONZE
Deliver an encore in 

‘Play A Show’ mode. At 
the audience’s request, 

not against their  
will, obviously.

SILVER
Finish a song with a full 
Overdrive bar. This was 

Elvis’ only ambition 
when he walked into 

Sun Records. 

GOLD
Earn a rating of 

‘Awesome’ on at least 
90% of the phrases in 

six songs on Hard 
Vocals. Magic tonsils!

HANDS SOLO
The new freestyle guitar solos are 
magic. Even if you can’t play a lick 
they make you feel like a rock god. 
Good players sound even better.

HIT AND MISS
The tracklist isn’t only meagre, but 
full of strange choices too. Arabella 
by Arctic Monkeys? Toys In The Attic 

by Aerosmith? Hardly big hitters.

L O V I N G / H A T I N G
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DISRUPTIVE GAMES

TONY HAWK’S  
PRO SKATER 5
The Birdman returns in a horrfying blaze of failure

F
or those of you harbouring any fond 
memories of Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater,  
I suggest you turn around and never 
speak of this monstrosity parading 

itself as some sort of glorious, golden return. 
There’s no nostalgia here. There’s only a 
broken husk of a cash cow, desperately praying 
you don’t notice its emaciated muscles, aiming 
to give you one final shakedown.

Simply put, the skating is the worst it’s ever 
been. RoboModo has needlessly tinkered with the 
simplicity of what made THPS so great. The best 
example of this is the Slam. Now a press of w in 
the air will have your skater… er, slam down to 
the ground. But, let’s say you’ve got a line going 
and try to grind – yep, also still on w – after 
a massive jump? There’s a big chance that your 
skater will finish your combo frustratingly early 
by slamming onto the floor instead of the rail. 

Too many times the flow of the game is 
wrecked by unnecessary changes such as these, 
gutting one of the series’ chief pleasures. It’s such 
a shame. You do, in patches, get faded glimpses 
of how good the series used to be, but the thrill 
of nailing a large combo has been massively 
diluted. Those glimmers are simply too fleeting 
to distract from the major flaws.  

Most of the levels are ‘remixed’ versions of old 
standards, so School makes another inexplicable 

appearance. As such, the sense 
of gradually unfurling a level’s 
best line just doesn’t exist here, 
thanks to blanket déjà vu. 

The missions that populate 
levels are rarely fun or play to 
the game’s strengths. Racing 
through rings? Why? And 
you’re always forced to wait for 
the game to reload its level over 
again to play them. With little 
motivation to complete these 
objectives once the next level 
has been unlocked, it’ll turn off 
most players within minutes.

CLIPPED WINGS
And it’s all broken. So very 
broken. Dare to so much as 
breathe in its general direction 
and the framerate stutters to 
uncomfortable levels. Bailing, 
meanwhile, sees skaters 
clipping through the underbelly 
of levels in an attempt to 
escape – which they cannot, 
though I dont blame them 
for trying – and sometimes 
mission markers simply won’t 
work, forcing you to go into a 

menu to open them instead. 
And yes, its sorta cel-shaded 
graphics don’t disguise how 
early last gen it all looks.  

What’s most frustrating is 
that this was an opportunity 
worth getting right. A skill-
based game twinned with 
exploration would be Twitch 
crack. But everything that 
made the series great has been 
compromised, leaving nothing 
but broken memories and some 
funny GIFs on message boards. 

THPS5 isn’t the rotting 
corpse of this series – it’s the 
putrid gas that escaped when 
Activison decided to poke said 
corpse with a stick. The fact 
that someone agreed to charge 
£50 for it is just the final slap 
in the face. Don’t buy it.

@bentyrerEPIC BAIL

V E R D I C T

Don’t worry, should 
the balance go, your 
skater will land the 
combo rather than bail.

Not just a missed opportunity, 
but an insulting and pitiful 
gamble on the Tony Hawk name 
that deserves little more than a 
collective agreement to pretend 
it didn’t happen. Ben Tyrer
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TRANSFORMERS:  
DEVASTATION
Roughly on par with what meets the eye

W
here past Transformers games 
courted kids with gritty visuals 
and brooding bots, this one chases 
adult appeal by looking exactly like 

the ’80s cartoon. Bad guys snarl cheesy one-
liners while electric guitars shred – it’s how 
Transformers should be, as Platinum embraces 
the series’ silly roots rather than repackaging it 
for a new generation.

Here, Megatron is hell-bent on cyberforming 
Earth to make it habitable for Cybertronians, in 
the process threatening all of humankind – well, 
the ones who need more than raw energon to 
survive anyway. As Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, 
Wheeljack, Grimlock and Sideswipe, you must 
stop him. Devastation feels more focused than 
last year’s Rise Of The Dark Spark, built around 
tight Bayonetta-style combat with occasional 
puzzle/platforming. It’s about seamlessly 
switching between Autobot and vehicle form 
to link ridiculous combos: Sideswipe slashes 
with twin blades before screeching his wheels 
on opponents’ bellies, while Grimlock piledrives, 
chomps and rolls through crowds.

For all its fireworks, though, brawls never feel 
like button-mashing blurs. Dodging involves 
watching for telltale signs, and enemy type is 
important – shielded Constructicons need to be 
rammed and flying Insecticons shot. When your 

meter fills, you can unleash a 
silly attack, such as Optimus 
pulling fiery doughnuts. It’s 
fast, furious and rarely unfair.

MEGATRON BON JOVI
Random loot makes visiting the 
Ark to outfit your characters 
and sell weapons a post-
mission treat, and paying 
Wheeljack to create perks 
through a mini-game gives 
combat extra depth. You can 
buy moves, and even combine 
two weapons to create a more 
powerful one. This is strangely 
inconsistent though. Teaming 
together a lighting sword with 
a flaming buzzsaw simply 
increases the sword’s attack, 
with properties and elements 
seemingly ignored. 

The only superfluous facet  
of Devastation’s otherwise 
keenly balanced economy is 
item management. Charging  
in-game currency for 
health packs and ammo is 
unnecessary, and using them 
slows everything down.

Raw speed is the game’s 
strength. One minute you’re 
racing Motormaster through 
a city, the next you’re 
roughhousing Starscream in a 
wormhole. Perspective shifts 
from top-down to side-on in 
efforts to keep the action fresh, 
but non-combat sections in 
which you deliver energon or 
jump across pillars only serve 
as palate cleansers between 
fights. Fights that let you don 
drill gloves to punch diggers 
then bullseye jets with an ice 
sniper rifle. Fights that let you 
kick Menasor’s metallic behind. 

Devastation lacks the length 
and spectacle of past Platinum 
games, but quality combat and 
effective loot elements still 
mean it’s well worth a plunge. 

@GameGriffinCOMBINER HARVESTER

V E R D I C T

An optional wave-
based challenge mode 
is tough, but you can 
unlock rare weapons.

Finally, a Transformers game 
where the characters look like 
plastic toys. While limited, this is 
no mere cash-in. There’s never 
been a more faithful ‘formers 
videogame. Ben Griffin
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SOMA
Will it be SOMA, so good for this soggy body horror?

S
OMA begins with a quote by the late, 
great Philip K Dick, and it spins a 
yarn that would do the master proud. 
Frictional’s follow-up to PC terrorfest 

Amnesia might have elements of horror, with 
creatures that need avoiding and shadows 
you’ll want to cower in, but above all it’s a 
smart piece of speculative fiction that asks big 
questions about the nature of humanity.

After he wakes up in SOMA’s world, protagonist 
Simon has some questions of his own: “How did 
I get here?” being the main one, closely followed 
by “and where is ‘here’, exactly?” It’s only a small 
spoiler, mostly known, to say that the game is set 
under the sea, and like BioShock’s Rapture before 
it, it’s a location ravaged by rust, time, and the 
creature that buggers most things up: humans.

You’ll spend a lot of time exploring 
waterlogged facilities, ruined transport stations 
and even the sea bed, looking for things to 
activate with your handy OmniTool. This all-
purpose gadget will interface with doors and 
computer systems, but you can also use the 
analogue sticks to physically pull open almost 
every cupboard, or to fling cups and crates 

around. This satisfying level 
of environmental interaction 
has been carried over from PC 
horror classic Amnesia; as have 
the scary, searching monsters.

SOMA is only occasionally a 
frightening game, but it knows 
how to get under your skin. 
There are a few malevolent, 
perplexed, or desperate robots 
that will hurt you if you get too 
close, but your main enemy is a 
walking diving suit that will kill 
you if you ogle it for too long. 

WATER WAY TO GO 
It knows when to pile on the 
pressure and when to slacken, 
making these encounters feel 
memorable, if a little simplistic 
when compared with Alien: 
Isolation. Expect tense sections 
where you’ll need to hide in 
a corner, shut off your torch 
and stare fixedly at the floor, 
knowing that the creature’s 
lurking somewhere behind you.

Most of SOMA’s fear 
involves body horror; pulsating 
bio-mechanical organs infecting 
the locations like a cancer. 
You’ll come across half-living 
(or half-dead) entities a few 

times during your journey, 
whose existence – brilliantly 
– depend on a flashing power 
console you’ll need to play 
with. It’s a queasy, terrible 
feeling, ending a life in SOMA 
for your own gain, even if it’s a 
sad, confused life you wouldn’t 
wish on your worst enemy.

As a result, SOMA stirs up 
some interesting thoughts and 
feelings. Occasionally, these 
are undermined by the flat 
voice acting of its protagonist 
(who sounds like he’s come 
straight from a failed audition 
for Far Cry 4), but as the other 
characters are so fascinating to 
chat with, it’s a small wrinkle.

No, the fear factor isn’t as 
high as you may have hoped. 
But SOMA remains a stellar 
science fiction adventure that 
goes down as being home to 
one of PS4’s very best stories.

@tomdavidsykesUNDER DA SEA

V E R D I C T

One of the more 
human… or, should we 
say, organic ‘people’ 
you’ll meet in SOMA.

It’s not quite the all-out horror 
game you might have been 
expecting, or hoping for, but 
SOMA’s a fascinating interactive 
story that occasionally wants to 
murder you dead. Tom Sykes

“IT’S A SMART PIECE OF SCI-FI 
THAT ASKS BIG QUESTIONS 
ABOUT HUMANITY ITSELF.”
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LEGO DIMENSIONS
Parents everywhere are going to be bricking it

H
ow deep are your pockets? That’s 
the question you need to be asking 
yourself, because Lego Dimensions 
isn’t just a single game in a box with a 

few bonus Lego toys – it’s an expansive Lego 
platform with a vast range of dangerously 
appealing add-on elements, and going in 
completely blind will trip up the unprepared.

It’s important to address this right away because 
while its basic Starter Pack does indeed contain 
hours and hours worth of gaming in its own 
right (not to mention actual Lego to build in the 
shape of its lovely portal, a trio of minifigs and a 
small Batmobile that I’m able to take apart and 
rebuild in two different ways once I’ve unlocked 
its upgraded forms), Lego Dimensions isn’t shy 
about asking you to spend again. And as both 
an Adult Fan Of Lego (yes, ‘AFOL’ is a thing, and 
I’ve dropped a couple of hundred quid on a single 
Lego set before without thinking twice), and 
somebody who’s spent an eye-watering amount 
on Skylanders and Disney Infinity, even I have  
to baulk at the potential expenditure.

In true Lego gaming fashion, different 
characters and vehicles have different skills, 
which will let you complete various puzzles as 
you progress through the adventure. But unlike 
those past Lego titles you know and love, you 
unlock these characters and accessories in Lego 

Dimensions by buying the 
actual models themselves, 
building them, and scanning 
them into the game. It’s not 
the idea I disagree with (I find 
building a physical collection of 
toys quite appealing, and that 
they’re Lego toys is even better) 
but the frequency with which 
I’m prodded for new content. 

GO FIGURE
Once the opening is complete, 
Batman, Gandalf and Wyldstyle 
are whisked away to the land 
of Oz for the game’s first level. 
It’s a fantastically realised place 
filled with soaring simians, 
a lemon block path and a 
side-splitting scarecrow gag 
that typifies Lego Dimensions’ 
excellent wit. But I move no 
more than a few steps before 

Fights against 
major villains 
always demand 
clever Toy Pad 
manipulation.

encountering my first obstacle: 
a blockade of silver bricks that 
can be destroyed by a bunch of 
different characters not in the 
Starter Pack. 

Thankfully, I have the Wizard 
Of Oz Wicked Witch Fun Pack 
so can press on into that new 
area, but a few steps in, I need 
another character – Benny 
from The Lego Movie – to 
activate something else. 

Again, that’s not a problem 
as I own him, too, but a few 
steps beyond that I need 
characters who aren’t yet 
available (first, either Krusty 
The Clown or Aquaman, and 
then the Midway Level Pack’s 
toys), before then encountering 
a puzzle that requires a Ninjago 
minifig. I’m barely minutes 
in by this point, and while 

@PellokiREACH FOR THE PLASTIC

“PLAYING WITH ACTUAL LEGO 
PIECES ADDS AN AWFUL LOT 
TO THE EXPERIENCE.”
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some of these obstacles can 
be overcome by more than 
one character or upgraded 
vehicle type (and most of these 
blocked-off bits are just tiny, 
throwaway opportunities to 
earn some extra studs), I’m 
already exhausted by it all.

BUILD WARS
It really sours the journey, 
because while Lego Dimensions 
isn’t among TT Games’ best 
‘pure’ Lego games – levels 
can be incredibly bitty, and 
the stop-start nature due to 
the volume of minifig-specific 
parts rarely lets me hit a 
rhythm – it is a lot of fun. 

Playing with actual Lego adds 
an awful lot to the experience, 
and the Toy Pad proves to 
be quite the headscratcher as 
I’m forced to bounce minifigs 
around its flashing panels to 
escape boss attacks, trigger 
elemental spells and warp my 
in-game toys to different parts 
of the level. The physical nature 
of placing, removing and – 

when it comes to upgrading my 
rides – rebuilding my toys, is 
hugely rewarding. Deeper into 
the game, when levels open up 
somewhat (Doctor Who’s Blink 
homage is spectacular) and I 
start to explore the sandbox 
side-worlds, things click even 
more, and all the while the gags 
that sprout from the IP mix 
mean I’m perma-grinning. 

Yet it could have been so 
much more. More restraint 
when it came to the ‘paywall’ 
frequency and more creativity 
to break the small area/boss/
small area/boss pattern could 
have made this an instant 
classic. Instead, it’s a fun first 
toys-to-life attempt that’s too 
blunt about wanting extra cash.

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN
Right With the 
Doctor Who set 
not yet out, you 
must wait to 
see some bits  
of the game.

Below Though 
very short, the 
Portal Level 
Pack’s almost 
perfect. Get it.

Above It’s impossible to overstate just how great the collision of licenses is.

A playful and genuinely funny 
outing boasting exceptional 
licenses, a crazy story and 
wonderful toys. A no-brainer for 
Lego enthusiasts – a no-thank 
you for those upset by locked 
content. Matthew Pellett

10% Losing 
hours at a time 
inside each IP’s 
sandbox hub.

20% Debating 
whether or not 
to splash out on 
extra Fun Packs 
and Level Packs. 

25% Hitting every 
single bit  
of scenery in the 
search for studs.

15% Shaking 
your fist at the 
frequency of the 
blocked-off areas.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  L E G O  D I M E N S I O N S

25%
Cooing over the 
minifigs while 
taking apart  

and rebuilding  
their vehicles.

5% Scratching 
your head at the 
colour-based  
Toy Pad puzzles.

The Starter Pack 
contains both Bruce and 

his Batmobile…

…plus Gandalf, who 
falls into the game 
from Khazad-dûm…

…and The Lego Movie’s 
Wyldstyle, voiced again 

by Elizabeth Banks.

F R I E N D S  &  E N E M I E S

B

ATMAN

G

ANDALF

W
Y

LD

STYLE

I don’t think Dimensions’ licenses are quite as 

good as Disney Infinity’s Marvel and Star Wars, 

but where that game only lets you use two 

characters at once, this gives you access to seven. 

Gimli running down the Wicked Witch in the Batmobile? 

Why not? The downside, of course, is that astronomical 

price – the entry point is too rich for me. Ben Griffin

S E C O N D  O P I N I O N  S T U D  F A R M E R

I S  I T  B E T T E R  T H A N ?

YES

Disney Infinity’s Toy 
Box lets you build 

virtual worlds, but 
building actual Lego in 
the real world wins.

NO

Dimensions’ range of 
licenses gives it a 

much broader appeal. 
Skylanders is more 
generous, though.

YES

A tough one, this. The 
‘classic’ Lego games 
are better titles, yet 
Dimensions’ toys give 
it extra wow factor…

H O W  T O …  U P G R A D E  Y O U R  R I D E

1This is really poorly explained in the game. Back in the hub you need to 
access the Toy Pad computer by standing on the flashing virtual Toy Pad 
panel with the character who a) matches the vehicle you want to 
improve (i.e. Batman for the Batmobile) and b) whose minifig is on the 
real Toy Pad panel. 2 Hit e and you’ll access the menu. Phew. 3 Make 
ten upgrades and spend the required bricks to unlock the next form. 
Now, dismantle your ride and rebuild it with the onscreen instructions.

1 2 3
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SKYLANDERS 
SUPERCHARGERS
Trading a chequered past for a chequered flag

P
oor old Skylanders. Progenitor of the 
entire toys-to-life genre thanks to 
2011’s Skylanders: Spyro’s Adventure, 
the series has now had to watch both 

Disney Infinity and Lego Dimensions race 
onto Christmas lists all across the world – the 
former bolstered by Star Wars toys, the latter 
not just by Lego but by guest IP including 
The Simpsons, Jurassic World, Doctor Who, 
Batman, Scooby Doo and even Portal.

Skylanders’ response? It’s tackling this race 
for Christmas dominance literally, introducing 
vehicles to its toy range and packing its world 
with land, sea and air zones just for them. It 
certainly needed to do something – despite 
starting its legacy with a trio of strong games, 
last year’s Trap Team was poor – but initial 
impressions of the new introductions are mixed. 

Some of the new vehicles, such as the Starter 
Pack’s Hot Streak car or the Stealth Stinger 
helicopter, are expertly designed, with articulated 
wheels and propellers and fins designed for life 

outside of Skylanders. Like 
Swap Force’s mix-and-match 
characters, kids will want to 
play with them even when  
the PS4 isn’t switched on. 

Other models, airship 
Sky Slicer in particular, are 
more basic: singular hunks 
of plastic with few elements 
worth shouting about. With 
personalities reserved just for 
the Skylanders and not their 
rides, they’re a little dull.

RACES HIGH
Yet the game itself is anything 
but. Mixing the platform/
adventure tone Skylanders 
established years ago with 
plenty of racing and vehicular 
exploration elements, it’s a 
masterfully designed rocket-
ride that’s always pulling new 
tricks out of its garage. 

Driving isn’t as tightly pieced 
together as the on-foot action 
(Crash Team Racing levels 
of wheel-to-wheel brilliance 
aren’t quite achieved), but 
it still remains consistently 

exhilarating, dishing out  
set-piece after set-piece. 

And what about this 
for a pleasant surprise: 
SuperChargers is the most 
monetarily mindful toys-to-
life game so far. You’ll need 
to shell out for an air vehicle 
and a sea vehicle (air rides 
unlock the game’s best areas, 
while the watery zones aren’t 
quite as enjoyable due to their 
slower pace), but while Lego 
Dimensions is forever quick 
to remind you of what you’re 
missing, SuperChargers doesn’t 
keep haranguing you for cash. 
Well, not too much, anyway. 

No, it doesn’t star Han Solo 
or Marty McFly, but it doesn’t 
need to. When it comes to kids 
games, this takes first place.

@PellokiTHE WHEEL DEAL

V E R D I C T

Online multiplayer 
debuts, but you’ll need 
to buy Racing Action 
Packs for more tracks.

A satisfying return to form. It 
may be lacking the big IP draw 
found in its competition, but 
SuperChargers is easily the 
most generous toys-to-life 
game of 2015. Matthew Pellett

“SOME OF THE NEW VEHICLES 
ARE EXPERTLY MADE, WITH 
MOVING WHEELS AND FINS.”
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BEYOND EYES
Wanders never cease

 B
eyond Eyes paints a watercolour vista 
filled with promise. Your young charge 
is Rae, a girl who lost her sight in an 

accident; your quest, to help her find her 
friend – a ginger cat called Nani. There are 
plenty of sensory elements to savour,  
but the overall experience is soured by  
a struggle to get from A to B.

So, how do you search without sight? 
Synaesthesia abounds, as Rae relies on 
alternate senses to play kitty catch-up. The 
jewel-toned world communicates everything 
Rae smells and hears through chromatic 
bubbles and flowing lines. A squawking crow, 
the pong of fish: these are your signposts.

Interactive experiences are charming. I try 
to make Rae feed flowers to a cow, which 
she nervously drops in front of the creature. 
I guide her again. Flowerbed, then cow –  
and this time, she giggles as her bovine 
buddy plucks them gently from her hand.  
I receive the “Courage” trophy. It’s character 
progression, small but exquisitely formed.

Actual progression, disappointingly, is not. 
Clumping about in Rae’s beribboned boots – 
a tortuously sluggish process of navigational 
trial-and-error – dampens the story’s 
spirit.1 The initial mechanics don’t advance 
either, actually regressing at the game’s 
close. I appreciate the thematic reasons,  
but not the backtracking itself. The plot, 
while emotive, is a well-worn path.2

I may replay Beyond Eyes to experience 
more interactive moments, but I can’t help 
feel I’ve (ironically) seen enough. Like much 
of Rae’s plodding, Beyond Eyes takes one 
step forward, two steps back. 
The game could learn from its 
pint-sized protagonist – at least 
she has the courage to keep 
moving forward. Jen Simpkins

FOOTNOTES 1 Fetch quests are frustrating, and you can’t see  

a dead end until you’re inches from it. 2 Girl loves cat. Cat goes 

missing. What do you think happens? Yeah, exactly.

I N F O FORMAT PS4 ETA OUT NOW  
PUB FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE DEV CYANIDE

BLOOD BOWL II
Hero Quest vs John Madden Football 

T
o that tiny cross-section of society 
obsessed with both 1980s board 
games and NFL players whose names 

rhyme with Man Darino, this should be 
manna from gridiron heaven. It’s a turn-
based crossbreed of strategy and sports, 
where knowledge of American football 
rules helps, but a love of orcs and ogres 
transcends all other requirements. And in 
places, the execution matches the premise. 
Sadly, it delivers as many metaphorical slaps 
in the face as in-game ones.

Much of the enjoyment comes from 
meshing the monsters on offer into your 
dream squad – Ultimate Team, only with a 
more literal kind of Hazard.1 That means lots 
of on-screen text denoting player attributes, 
in-game events (you choose moves such as 
blocks or passes, but contextual dice rolls 
decide the outcome of all actions), and so 
on. And that text is miniscule. Your options 
are a) squint, b) purchase bifocals, or c) 
rearrange your entire living room so that 
sofa and TV are mere inches apart. It’s an 
incredible oversight. 

Thankfully, the murderous cutscenes – 
after a successful blitz, for instance – are 
less of a strain on the peepers. That’s when 
Blood Bowl II enthrals: spending three turns2 
prepping a full-on opposition assault, leading 
to a ball-carrier-killing fumble and match-
sealing TD. Even then, AI games sometimes 
grate, with opponents unwilling to concede 
even when way behind. At 30-40 minutes 
per match, that means a lot of waiting 
around, particularly with no option to fast-
forward turns. A novel twist 
on traditional sports games, 
then, but one that’s equal parts 
New York Giant and Jacksonville 
Jagu-arse. Ben Wilson

FOOTNOTES 1 Playable races include skavens, dwarves, elves and 

‘Bretonnian’ nobles. 2 Each team gets 16 turns per match – though 

an unlucky dice roll can see yours ended after just one move.

I N F O FORMAT PS4/PS3 ETA OUT NOW  
PUB 2K SPORTS DEV VISUAL CONCEPTS

NBA 2K16
Still king of the court

 A
s incredible-looking player models 
squeak around shiny floors, grimacing 
for dunks and dripping sweat, it’s 

clear no sports experience comes close to 
NBA 2K16’s presentation. James Harden’s 
fluffy beard, in particular, is a thing of 
beauty. And it extends past visuals: a studio 
roundtable discusses key points ahead of 
the game, talking heads give soundbites 
during breaks, and there are full halftime 
performances from cheerleaders. You could 
argue this spectacle detracts from playing, 
but it wouldn’t be basketball without it. 

This year, with the help of joint-maker 
Spike Lee, 2K doubles down on off-the-court 
shenanigans. A full story mode containing 
mo-capped cinematics follows your hopeful 
from high school to the big time, courted by 
colleges and wooed by sponsors. Since you 
only have to focus on one player,1 MyCareer 
is the perfect entry point for novices.

It’s a different matter outside of career 
mode. Where EA uses the excellent FIFA 
Trainer to teach techniques, NBA 2K16 
sticks to short and plain tutorial videos 
narrated by mumbling stars. Still, if you’ve 
played any recent game in the series, you’ll 
appreciate improvements to physics and 
player movement – both are more fluid 
and convincing. Options are vast, too. You 
can play one-on-one on concrete courts, 
customise jerseys for your created team, 
go for glory as GM by maintaining media 
relationships and setting hot dogs prices, 
and even design your own trainers.2

From the banging 50-song soundtrack to 
an in-game shop flogging gold 
watches for your player, NBA 
2K16 simulates not only a sport, 
but a lifestyle. And it’s still rough 
on rookies. Ben Griffin

FOOTNOTES 1 Player creation features an option to make your 

face asymmetrical. More games need that. 2 And don’t forget 

arena design – I make one that laughs evily whenever I score.
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DESTINY: THE TAKEN KING
A year on, Bungie’s shooter expands… for a princely sum

T
he Taken King is what Destiny 
players have been waiting for. It’s 
the culmination of a year of updates, 
tweaks, learnings, complaints, and 

masses of telemetry. As a package – for 
anyone looking to take the plunge for the first 
time – Destiny now offers a wealth of polished 
missions, Strikes, Raids, levelling systems and 
balanced PvP, and it’s exceptional value for the 
£50 you’ll pay. The actual Taken King, though, 
as a £40 upgrade for hungry, Year One Destiny 
players? Well, that’s a smidge different.

The Year Two patch, which went live a week 
before the launch of TTK, changed an awful lot. 
The grind was taken out of levelling, quests were 
added, more variety was inserted, a different 
trading system put in place… the fundamental 
changes that many had asked for were live, for 
free. And those refusing to upgrade to The Taken 
King can enjoy that stuff anyway, despite being 
gated from much of the weekly and persistent 
content. Weekly and Daily missions? Nope. Xur? 
Can’t shop with him. Older expansion features? 
Many have been switched off.

So, what does The Taken King itself bring, for 
that £40 price? Well, the offering is substantial 
enough by normal-game standards. You get a 
story that lasts in excess of six hours, four new 
Strikes, a fresh Raid, and more guns than you 

can shake a Legendary Engram 
at. There’s also a new Patrol 
area – the Dreadnaught – 
which has some genuinely 
game-changing features in it, 
like multi-part chest-quests, 
the Court Of Oryx boss arena, 
and a maze-like structure that 
compels you to explore and 
uncover its secrets. And it’s a 
real pleasure to do so. 

Finishing the story missions 
of the Taken King really is the 
start of its twisting, secret-
riddled content, and long-time 
players will have weeks of fun 
picking their way through the 
labyrinthine depths. 

STRIKES BACK
The Strikes are greatly 
improved, too. Shield Brothers 
brings a fresh dynamic to boss 

You can now infuse 
Legendary weapons by 
absorbing the damage 
value of other guns.

fights, with its tag-teaming 
of Cabal ultras; Fallen Saber 
has some neat puzzle-solving 
followed by a Shank boss; 
Sunless Cell has a genuinely 
creepy final encounter (quite 
possibly the best of any Strike 
to date); and Echo Chamber 
forces you to operate as a 
coherent team. The King’s 
Fall Raid too brings a fresh 
perspective to proceedings 
that genuinely makes the most 
of Destiny’s heady mix of 
butter-smooth shooting and 
environmental story-telling. No 
spoilers here – learning how to 
play it is half the fun.

What really impresses is 
the atmosphere brought to the 
new story missions through a 
combination of grand, sweeping 
cutscenes and mid-mission 

@AndyHartupGAMING ROYALTY

“LONG-TIME PLAYERS WILL 
HAVE WEEKS OF FUN IN THE 
LABYRINTHINE DEPTHS.”

GOLD  
AWARD
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dialogue. Those who lambasted 
vanilla Destiny for its lack of 
in-game narrative should be 
thoroughly silenced by The 
Taken King’s desire to tell 
an entertaining tale. Nathan 
Fillion is particularly likeable as 
Cayde-6, and he brings many 
drier characters to life as well.

GUARDIAN ANGEL
Crucible updates are less 
sweeping, but that’s no bad 
thing given that the 2.0 update 
really helped balance the 
combat. New maps – and there 
are plenty of them – certainly 
add an extra dimension to 
play, offering features such as 
gravity catapults and warp gates 
to prevent teams camping at 
choke points or dominating 
specific areas. Rift mode is a 
neat take on the ‘one bomb, two 
bases’ variant, and Mayhem is… 
well, carnage. It’s not for those 
who prefer the tactical back 
and forth of Control or Trials 
Of Osiris, but will suit anyone 
who loves to spam Supers.

Any drawbacks? Despite the 
wealth of stuff you get, £40 is 
a little steep for the package, 
especially if you’re a long-time 
player who just wants to keep 
playing at the level to which 
you’ve become accustomed. 

The limited number of 
Exotics that have carried over 
will disappoint, as will the 
levelling of the playing field 
brought about by the new level 
systems. People who have only 
put in ten hours, for example, 
will have the same advantages 
as those who put in 1,000. But 
I’d argue that’s a necessary evil 
stemming from the need to 
press the soft-reset on Destiny, 
ensuring that Year Two will 
eclipse Year One with ease. 

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN

C O M P E L - O - G R A P H

Opening 
cinematic is 
hair-raising.

First atmospheric 
story mission.

Damn it – 
too low-level 

for Raid.

Where are my 
Legendary guns!?

Oh my –  
THE RAID!

TIME0 14 hours

Right There are 
currently ten 
Exotic weapons 
with Year Two 
variants.

Below The 
Gunsmith sells 
weapons, such  
as this Suros 
Auto Rifle, for 
you to test.

Above Daily missions now come complete with 24-hour secrets.

T R O P H Y  C A B I N E T
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HE KING

BRONZE
You get this for nailing 

The King’s Fall Raid. 
Yeah, a bronze is quite 

stingy for the pain you’ll 
go through…

SILVER
Hey, finish the Raid on 
Heroic and you get a 
silver trophy for your 
troubles. That’s, er, 

still quite mean.

BRONZE
Got yourself the flaming 

hammers for your 
Titan? You get this… 
bronze. There are, 

sadly, no golds in TTK.

The Taken King is a bold, brilliant 
expansion that brings out 
Destiny’s true potential. It’s 
pricier than I’d have liked, but 
still a massive new adventure 
whether you’re a newbie or a 
veteran Guardian. Andy Hartup

7% Admiring 
the new Story 
missions with a 
face like a 
shocked gibbon.

20% Learning 
your way around 
Crucible maps, 
preferably 
blindfolded.

15% Getting lost 
while patrolling 
the Dreadnaught.

3% Wondering if 
Cayde-6 and Eris 
Morne are an item. 

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  D E S T I N Y :  T H E  T A K E N  K I N G

35%
Getting busy  
with Strikes, 

Nightfalls, and 
Daily missions.

20% Ticking off 
Quest after Quest 
after Quest.

S T A T  P A C K

The total number 
of Crucible maps 

on PS4. Don’t 
forget that three 

of these are 
exclusive.

New subclasses, 
one for each 

class: there’s the 
Sunbreaker, the 
Stormcaller, and 
the Nightstalker.

Exotic Weapons 
with Year 2 

variants. Luckily, 
both Bad Juju 

and Truth have 
made it!

290 326 10
The 

recommended 
Light Level for 
tackling The 

King’s Fall Raid. 
You there yet?

H O W  T O …  L E V E L - U P  Q U I C K E R

1 In The Taken King, Engrams work on a ‘better than the last item’ 
system. So your first job is to gather Rare or Legendary Engrams 
before heading to the Tower. 2 Next, walk over to the Cryptarch and 
decode a Rare Engram. Now equip that item, speak to the Cryptarch 
again and decode another Engram. 3 The theory is that the Engram you 
decode will normally have higher values than the one you have equipped. 
So, each time you get new kit, it’s more powerful than the last. 

1 2 3
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VVVVVV
Time for a different gravity rush

W 
e are drowning in an ocean of 
games that require learning 
endless button variations. Hold! 

Press! Quick, pretend you’re cracking a safe 
with your analogue stick! VVVVVV is the 
antithesis to these games, simply handing 
you the power to reverse gravity. It’s taken 
its sweet time to get to PlayStation, but this 
infamously fiendish retro-style platformer 
requires an unparalleled level of puzzling and 
precision. This is the sidescroller without a 
jump button. And it’s hellishly glorious. 

Captain Viridian has had an accident on 
his spaceship. Having unfortunately lost 
all five of his crew, you must aid him in his 
hunt through an alternate dimension. With 
only the power to run along the ceiling or 
floor, you explore an open Metroidvania-style 
world to rescue Victoria, Vermillion, Vitellary, 
Verdigris and Violet. Don’t worry, it’s not just 
the naming that’s smart. Gravity-switching 
puzzles start off small as you’re eased into 
the process by avoiding obstacles, but it 
doesn’t take long before madness sets in: 
seas of spikes, trampolines that reverse 
gravity and floating enemies await.1 

Thankfully, respawn points are present 
in every room. Death is swift and inevitable. 
Case in point? I died over 200 times in the 
first hour. The frustration in one room alone 
might make you want to toss that new 20th 
Anniversary DualShock 4 out the window, 
but the satisfaction of each tiny achievement 
is almost euphoric.2 It’s a relatively short 
experience lasting just a few hours, but 
given the extra modes, hidden trinkets to 
find and even the option to turn 
the entire game upside down, a 
painful amount of hair tearing 
awaits. Gravity says you can’t 
put it down. Louise Blain

FOOTNOTES 1 One nightmarish section has you helping a crew 

member who can’t walk along the ceiling. 2 Euphoric until you 

realise someone has done that section in seven seconds, that is.

I N F O FORMAT PS4 ETA OUT NOW  
PUB TEAM17 DEV SELF MADE MIRACLE

PENARIUM
“The Sadistic Circus Extravaganza!”

W 
ho hasn’t heard the old story? A 
child, bored with his humdrum farm 
life, runs away to join the circus, 

only to find himself imprisoned in an arena, 
avoiding a series of whimsical traps that 
have the express purpose of killing him for 
the crowd’s amusement. What, you mean 
you haven’t heard that one?

Penarium is that arena, and surviving 
the nightmarish circus is harder than it 
sounds. You’re able to jump or double jump 
away from danger and, um… that’s it, but 
Penarium wrings a lot of entertainment 
out of simple concepts. Danger comes at 
you from every direction – in a variety of 
combinations1 – and one of the hardest 
things to master is subduing your own 
panicked instinct to jump away from one 
hazard and smack facefirst into another.

Mercifully, reload time is as instant as 
your grisly death, so even if you fail in quick 
succession it feels more challenging than 
frustrating. Repetition will eventually take 
hold, however. You may have a psychotic 
ringmaster to keep you entertained, but 
there are still only so many ways to die. By 
the third round of challenges, Penarium has 
thrown everything it has at you,2 and much 
like a regular circus, its spontaneity is a 
mask for a routine. Yet even then there’s 
hope; its endless arcade and multiplayer 
modes keeping you interested for longer. 

Penarium’s quirky design – modelled after 
retro arcade games – and dark influences 
definitely give it impressive razzle-dazzle, 
but not enough to warrant unlimited repeat 
visits. Which is strange, since a 
real life circus where children 
compete to stay alive would 
probably be a massive hit on 
reality TV. Alice Bell

FOOTNOTES 1 Traps include (but aren’t limited to): homing missiles, 

giant bowling balls and weaponised bees. 2 My fave level involves 

staying under a spotlight as machine gun fire sprays downwards.

I N F O FORMAT PS4 ETA OUT NOW  
PUB EA DEV EA CANADA

NHL 16
The puck stops here

 H
ockey’s reputation is that of a dumb 
sport – of bruising fistfights, dodgem 
car shoulder barges and teeth popping 

through the air like champagne corks. EA’s 
NHL series has all of this in spades, which 
is why it’s arguably the jewel in EA Sports’ 
crown. But the truth is that it’s not all bump 
’n’ grind. Ice hockey is a complex sport 
regulated by fussy and obscure rules.1 
If you’re not familiar with them, then the 
barrier to entry to this deep and involving 
sim is a little high.

Which makes the new Hockey Trainer 
feature – a visual overlay also seen in 
stablemate titles such as FIFA 16 – a 
godsend for newcomers. It’s a customisable, 
adaptive training aid that teaches you the 
basics and eases you into advanced tactics 
as you prove your competency. After a few 
hours, you’ll go from thinking ‘Gretzky’ is a 
type of artisan baguette to cycling the puck 
around the blue line like a natural.

It’s great preparation for the revamped 
Be A Pro mode,2 which now takes a different 
approach to player progression. Instead of 
allowing you to allocate XP points however 
you’d like, your attributes now rise in line 
with how you actually play – so, if you want 
to work on the defensive side of your game, 
you’ll have to work on your positioning and 
poke-checking in real-game conditions. 
It’s a far more realistic and immersive 
experience, and means that you can have no 
complaints about the type of player you end 
up becoming.

Throw in some much needed 
modernisation to the menu 
systems, and this is a tidy, if not 
exactly thrilling, improvement 
over last year’s content-starved 
PS4 debut. Paul Randall

FOOTNOTES 1 My favourite: if you trip a player who’s through on an 

empty net, it’s an automatic goal. 2 Here you assume the role of a 

single player, and follow their career from draft day to retirement.
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@itsJenSim 

Do I know who you are? W-why, of 
course, sir/madam. You’re part of the 
exclusive PS Plus member’s club. Step 
behind the velvet ropes and into our 
plush new column on the Instant Game 
Collection, where the fun is plentiful and 
the games are free. This month, your 
subscription serves up a tantalising 
medley of rhythm fighting, twitch-
platforming and puzzle-solving. From 
meat to sweet, here’s October’s buffet 
– on the house, natch.

The main course is 
undoubtedly SUPER 
MEAT BOY on PS4 
and PS Vita, which  

I sink my teeth into on p79. But as far  
as side dishes go, few are as tasty as 
Double Fine’s point and click adventure 
BROKEN AGE – we gave it a 9/10 back 
in issue #110. Straddled across parallel 
universes, the stories of lonesome 
space-dweller Shay and damsel-not- 
in-distress Vella will satisfy the most 
ravenous of gaming appetites.

Waiter, there’s a 
robot fly in this soup! 
Float your blueberry-
headed friend 

through three hours of puzzling in 
UNMECHANICAL: EXTENDED. Or grab  
a PS3 or PS Vita helping of KICKBEAT – 
a rhythm fighter in which you pound 
buttons to the beat to defeat your foes, 
it smacks of training in the ol’ PaRappa 
dojo. Chop! Kick! Punch! Oh, I’m getting all 
misty-eyed… or is that just the memory 
of Chop Chop Master Onion’s aroma?

Blech. Time for something sweet. 
Might I suggest platformer KUNG FU  
RABBIT, available on PS3 and PS Vita? 
Avoiding black goo gets tricky, but 
rescuing baby bunnies is a breeze 
thanks to your carrotty-chop (hold your 
applause). But what could be sweeter 
than an adorable, physics-based co-op 
romp? It’s dinner reservations for two in 
CHARIOT on PS3, as you play as a plucky 
princess and her fiancé. Wine, candles 
and dragging your dad’s corpse to a 
suitable grave… Best. Date. Ever.

THIS MONTH  
ON PS PLUS

Below Weird 
that futuristic 
inventors put 
robot brains in 
the head. Pretty 
unstable design, 
we’d say…

 C roteam’s game is 
really two games in 
one: the philosophical 
first-person puzzler 

The Talos Principle, and its 
equally philosophical Road 
To Gehenna expansion. 
Both are set in a world with 
elements of Ancient Greece, 
Ancient Rome, Ancient Egypt, 
Ancient Everywhere Except 
Bournemouth Really – but 
with robots, lasers and other 
future paraphernalia. Oh, and 
a chatty god figure narrating 
your thoughtful journey.

You’re one of those robots, 
solving puzzle rooms to satisfy 
your god, Elohim. For some 
crazy god reason, Elohim’s 
very firm about you not being 
allowed to enter an exciting-
looking tower. So, of course, 
you want to do just that. 

To disobey Elo’ you’ll need 
to use jammers to disable 
forcefields and sentries. You’ll 
also need to tactically place 
cubes, redirect light, propel 
objects with wind power, and 
use time travel to create clones. 
Its enclosed puzzle rooms, of 
which there are more than 100, 
start out simple but soon test 
you in marvellous ways, even 
if you’ve seen most of their 
constituent elements before.

DIE, ROBOT
Your goal in each room is to 
acquire a sigil, many of which 
are needed to unlock the three 
main worlds, and all of which 

are needed to ascend the tower 
and see the story through to 
its proper conclusion. The 
rooms themselves are linked 
by dozens of beautiful – and 
often surprisingly expansive 
– hub areas, where you can 
hunt for hidden messages, 
audio recordings, or computer 
terminals that shed more light 
on the world.

And that writing is exquisite: 
smart but funny with it,  
and deep enough to keep you 
intrigued and hungry for the 
next batch of lore. Meanwhile, 
the serene environments and 
soundtrack put you in the 
perfect mood for puzzle-
solving. Looking to unwind 
after a stressful day? This is a 
great game to turn to.

The Gehenna expansion 
isn’t as big as the main game, 
but it essentially begins where 
that narrative left off, offering 
devious stages from the get-go. 
Here the terminals log you into 
a sort of robot message board, 
which acts as a microcosm 
for our internet or, well, 
society. It’s a clever, considered 
expansion to an already 
profound game. Bringing it 
all together, this is the best 
puzzler on PS4.

There have been more 
surprising, mechanically tight 
puzzlers, but none as adept as 
TTP. A huge, satisfying mystery 
that will keep your brain busy 
for ages. Tom Sykes

I N F O FORMAT PS4 ALSO ON PS3 ETA OUT NOW  
PUB DEVOLVER DIGITAL DEV CROTEAM

THE TALOS PRINCIPLE
Androids dream of first-person puzzling

@tomdavidsykesTALOS AND FOUND

V E R D I C T
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GTA Online
We put the load-free, lobby-less GTA V Freemode 

update through its paces on PlayStation 4
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MULTIPLAYER MODES PUT 
THROUGH THEIR PACES  
BY OUR TEAM OF EXPERTSonline tests

what we’re 
playing now

ROCKET 
LEAGUE
Ben Tyrer delves into 
the ultra-competitive 
ranked season world 
Rocket League has 
decided to up the stakes 
by introducing its first 
ranking season and the 
hooks are in deeper than 
ever. A day doesn’t feel 

right now unless I’m being told I’m a 
lucky bleeder for scraping through 
another Solo Duel. The added 
competitiveness means I’ve been 
seeing a ton more ironic “No Problem!” 
comments, but watching the ranking 
points go up (and often down) at the 
end of a match means something. I’ll 
let you know what that something is as 
soon as I figure it out.

SKULLGIRLS 
2ND ENCORE
Jen Simpkins busts 
out the opera glasses 
for Skullgirls’ encore
Ever talked smack about 
your fighting chops? Then 
you’ll know that demoing 
them is nothing short of 
theatre. This buxom retro 
‘toon brawler is my world 

stage: hyperbright graphics are 
sharper than Valentine’s scalpel and 
super slick combo flows mean even 
beginners can bring down the house. 
The community’s tiny but intense, so  
I keep running into the same Peacock 
online and, because I’m close-ranger 
Filia, straight into all of her projectiles. 
No lag. No excuse. Totally upstaged. 
That’ll be curtains for me, then… 

RAINBOW SIX: 
SIEGE
Matthew Pellett slows 
it right down in PS4’s 
methodical shooter
As a fan of Clancy’s N64 
days, I’m all for measured, 
tactical blasters, so 
Siege’s Beta is officially 
Hot Stuff in the Pellett 
household. Beware, walls: 

I’m coming for you! But wait. What’s 
this? I appreciate that you got my ‘slow 
it right down’ memo, Ubisoft, but I 
didn’t mean for you to apply that pace 
to the matchmaking as well. Crikey. 
How long to find a game!?! Forget 
Siege – my joints will soon be playing a 
game of Seize if I must wait any more.
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W
ith the biggest update  
to its online world since 
Heists went multiplayer, 
Rockstar has 
fundamentally overhauled 

the way Freemode works by adding 11 
new Events, which trigger at random 
intervals. Once an Event begins, 
everyone in the session is thrown in the 
mix (unless they opt out), turning what 
had become a somewhat stale holding 
pen into a hotbed of activity once again. 

Each of these Events has its own 
objectives and set of rules. In Hot 
Property, you must grab a marked 
briefcase and hang on to it for as long 
as possible while the rest of the players 
try to steal it away. In Dead Drop, 
meanwhile, you’re trying to be the first 
person to deliver illicit cargo to a 
marked destination. Criminal Damage 
sees you destroying as much property 
as you can without any police 
interference, and for King Of The 

Castle, you need to enter 
the target area then 
fight off invaders who 
come to eliminate you.

Other modes are more 
creative, such as Hunt 
The Beast, in which one 
player becomes a 
werewolf with super 
strength and speed who 
must then visit ten 
landmarks around the 
map (as lycanthropes 
are known to do) while 
everyone else chases 
them down. There are 
also numerous Freemode 

Challenges to compete  
in with other players, 
including driving the 
farthest without 
crashing, stealing the 
most cars, and opening a 
parachute closest to the 
ground without getting 
squished into gunge.

In addition to these 
Events, two new 
Adversary Modes are 
now available to take on. 
For Cross The Line, your 
team needs to fight their 
way across no man’s 
land to get every 

Grand Theft Auto Online
Freemode Events shake up San Andreas

WHAT HAD BECOME A 
SOMEWHAT STALE HOLDING 
PEN IS A HOTBED OF  
ACTIVITY ONCE AGAIN.

I N F O

FORMAT PS4 
PUB ROCKSTAR  
DEV ROCKSTAR
REVIEW ISSUE #105, 10/10
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Creative new modes 
include playing as an 
on-the-run werewolf. T

he best part of PES’s online 
component is whacking your 
face on a kit and heading 

online to impress your opponents. 
Any appropriately sized JPG 
will do, so although a distinct 
lack of licenses cheapens the 
experience, you might encounter 
the unmistakable visage of Jeremy 
Kyle if you’re lucky. Matchmaking is 
slow and menus less slick than in 
FIFA, but all the options are there: 
friendlies, ranked exhibitions and 
up to 22-person matches in which 
you each control a single man 
(good luck fielding a full squad). 

Best is MyClub. Like FIFA’s 
Ultimate Team, it’s about collecting 
superstars, but it makes more 
sense. Player nationalities don’t 
govern chemistry, as they 
shouldn’t, but how well they can 
adopt a manager’s style. Addictive.

A functional online offering, and 
MyClub costs less than Ultimate 
Team, but there’s an unshakeable 
feeling that FIFA 16’s where the 
online party’s at. Ben Griffin

I N F O

V E R D I C T

FORMAT PS4 
PUB KONAMI  

DEV PES PRODUCTIONS
REVIEW ISSUE #115, 9/10

T
hrough ball, through ball, 
through ball… Each year, 
FIFA’s comprehensive 

online experience (Ultimate Team, 
online seasons, pro clubs and, 
this year, women’s international 
matches too) is affected by human 
opponents looking to capitalise on 
in-game exploits, rather than enjoy 
its footballing action at face value. 
For 16, the current troll obsession 
is the success of the deft w pass. 
Be warned: If you’re not savvy – 
for instance, by sitting your back 
four deep and deploying a DMF to 
block passing lanes – you will be 
destroyed. Repeatedly. Even so,  
the toning down of pace and power 
makes for much more balanced 
contests, with weekly lineup and 
attribute updates delivering value, 
even if you never play actual 
matches over the internets.

Ultimate Team is still the headline 
act, but there’s plenty else to 
enjoy in a solid, comprehensive 
offering. Women’s club teams 
next year, please. Ben Wilson

I N F O

V E R D I C T

FORMAT PS4 
PUB EA  

DEV EA CANADA
REVIEW ISSUE #116, 9/10

As always, these new modes are only 
as good as the people you encounter 
online. But with the right opponents, 
they breathe new life into GTA’s 
connected world. Iain Wilson

V E R D I C T

member into the opponent’s territory, 
but my personal highlight of the whole 
update is Hunting Pack. Here, one team 
needs to escort a large vehicle rigged 
to blow if it drops below a certain 
speed and guide it to a marked 
destination, while the other group 
attempts to ram and block it into 
explosive submission.

Depending on who you’re up against, 
there can be some annoyances while 
tackling these new modes – it’s very 
frustrating trying to score points in a 
melee kill challenge when you’ve got 
another player constantly sniping you in 
the head, or having your helicopter shot 
down while going for a freefall distance 

record – but this has always been 
the nature of the beast with GTA 

Online. Stick with it though, and 
you’ll have some great new 

stories to tell of your time  
in San Andreas.

Online, the going’s tough 
against FIFA…

Harder, better,  
slower, stronger

PES 2016

FIFA 16

NEED FOR SPEED 
In the new Hunting Pack mode 

you can drive a bomb-laden 
taco van, fire truck, delivery 

truck or flatbed, but not a 
bus… There’s no looping  

VHS footage option, either.



EMPTY YOUR WALLETS 
NOW WITH THE LATEST 
DOWNLOADABLE DIVERSIONSon the store

DRAGON AGE: 
INQUISITION – 
TRESPASSER
You wait for one slice of 
extra RPG content… and 
two come along at once! 
Hot on the heels of 
Geralt, Inquisition 
concludes its DLC cycle 
with an action-packed 
epilogue that sees 
Thedas under threat 
from a Qunari invasion.

THE BINDING 
OF ISAAC: 
AFTERBIRTH
Due to arrive on  
PS4 shortly, the new 
expansion for Edmund 
McMillen’s deliciously 
dark 2D dungeon 
crawler will add “well 
over” 100  hours of 
gameplay thanks to a 
new final area and boss, 
a Greed mode, 1,000 
extra rooms and more.

CALL OF DUTY: 
ADVANCED 
WARFARE – 
RECKONING
The concluding content 
update for Sledge-
hammer Games’ 
Exo-suited shooter (and 
the last to be held back 
by Xbox exclusivity) 
adds Descent, the 
concluding chapter to 
Exo-Zombies, plus four 
new multiplayer maps to 
boost your playlists. 

dlc

£11.99

£7.99

£11.59
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C
D Projekt RED doesn’t play by 
the same rules as everyone 
else – especially when it 
comes to the often murky 
world of downloadable content 

(we’re looking squarely at you, Evolve). 
The Warsaw-based studio has released 
a staggering 16 DLC packs for The 
Witcher 3 Wild Hunt thus far, covering 
everything from additional Gwent cards 
to a New Game Plus mode, so no one 
can begrudge it for finally asking for a 
few gold crowns in return.

Driving home the developer’s 
contrasting take on the DLC model, 
Hearts Of Stone laughs in the face of 
certain 50-minute-long story packs 
(*cough* A Matter Of Family *cough*), 
offering ten whole hours of brand new 
missions, extra side-quests, new and 

old characters and,  
of course, plenty  
of monster hunts. 

It’s hard to argue with 
that kind of value for 
money, especially when 
you consider Hearts Of 
Stone forms part of a 
major, dual-pronged 
expansion – culminating 
with the Blood And Wine 
update set for release in 
the first quarter of next 

year. Together the two 
packs will offer over 30 
hours of new Witcher 
content (for context, 
that’s almost as big as 
The Witcher 2).

You also don’t have to 
have finished the main 
game to enjoy Hearts Of 
Stone, but will need to be 
at least level 30 before 
you start. Best get your 
backside in gear, Geralt.

ALSO ON PSN

expansion

IMPERIAL CITY
The Elder Scrolls Online 
gets a new update that 
finally unlocks the Imperial 
City as a PvE location.  
You can explore six  
new districts and tackle  
plenty of new quests, too.

ROBBERY EXPANSION
The imaginatively named 
Robbery DLC expansion 
for Battlefield Hardline 
is all about pulling off (or 
halting) the ‘Big Score’. 
New maps and more 
make this a steal.

CRIME FIGHTERPS1 
Rocksteady keeps the 
steady flow of DLC for 
Batman: Arkham Knight 
a-flowing with the first 
Crime Fighter Challenge 
Pack (which adds six AR 
tasks for Bats and co).

THE DOORS PACK
For those of you still 
playing Rocksmith 2014 
Edition, there’s a second 
pack of Doors hits 
including ‘LA Woman’, 
‘People Are Strange’  
and ‘Break On Through’. 

FALCOM MASHUPPS1 
Finally, we can live out a 
lifelong dream: dressing 
the top-heavy cast of 
Dead Or Alive 5: Last 
Round in costumes 
inspired by the games  
of Japanese dev Falcom.

£6.49

FREE £11.99 £1.69 £6.49 £24.99

WITH TEN HOURS OF 
CONTENT, IT’S HARD TO 
ARGUE WITH THAT KIND  
OF VALUE FOR MONEY.

Chunky story expansion sets a new DLC standard

The Witcher 3 – 
Hearts Of Stone



 Choose from a huge range of titles 

 Save up to 57% off the cover price

 Subscribe from just £27

 Free personalised gift card when buying for someone else

 Guaranteed delivery in time for Christmas!

 PLUS a range of stocking fi llers from just £5
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A magazine subscription is a perfect 
Christmas gift…
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  Visit myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/Z604
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GIVE A GIFT
THAT LASTS ALL YEAR

57%

FROM 
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 JW’s Michael Giacchino 
composed the music for PS1 
game The Lost World: JP.

BETTER  
CALL SAUL 
Breaking Bad fan favourite 
Saul Goodman gets the 
origin story treatment and 
the results are dynamite. 
Walter who?

SPY 
Soon-to-be-Ghost-
buster Melissa McCarthy 
goes undercover to catch a 
Russian terrorist, but The 
Stath steals the show in  
Paul Feig’s espionage caper.

AMY 
Intimate and moving 
documentary about the 
meteoric rise and tragic fall 
of singer-songwriter Amy 
Winehouse, from Senna 
director Asif Kapadia.

POLTERGEIST 
Coulrophobes take 
note: there are creepy 
clowns all over the place 
in the new remake of Tobe 
Hooper’s seminal haunted 
house movie.

SLOW WEST 
Bounty hunter 
Michael Fassbender escorts 
a Scottish teenager across 
the US in search of his 
sweetheart in this lyrical 
take on the western.

TERMINATOR 
GENISYS 
The fifth Terminator film 
sees Sarah Connor and Kyle 
Reese rewrite history with 
grey-haired T-800 ‘Pops’ 
and a killer John Connor.

MR HOLMES 
Sir Ian McKellen’s 
93-year-old super sleuth 
battles a faltering memory 
as he attempts to finally 
solve the case that led to his 
eventual retirement.

SONG OF  
THE SEA 
This magical animation 
blends Irish folklore and an 
’80s kids adventure in a way 
that’s reminiscent of Studio 
Ghibli’s best.

BARELY 
LETHAL
Teens are trained to be top 
assassins but one girl fakes 
her death to enrol in high 
school. Bet she regretted 
that five minutes into maths.   

26 OCT

26 OCT

26 OCT

2 NOV

2 NOV

2 NOV

2 NOV

9 NOV

9 NOV

MINIONS 
Despicable Me’s  
sentient yellow 
suppositories serve new 
supervillains Scarlet and 
Herb Overkill in their quest 
to conquer the world. 

19 NOV

T
here are very few perfect 
movies. Jurassic Park is  
one of them. So after two  
failed sequels, director Colin 
Trevorrow’s anticipated trip to 

Isla Nublar has some colossal claw 
prints to fill. Happily, he does a better 
job than most may have expected.

The film’s secret weapon is nostalgia. 
It’s the first Jurassic flick to realise 
John Hammond’s dream of a fully 
functioning prehistoric theme park, and 
an early sequence featuring sweeping 
aerial shots over the packed attraction, 
accompanied by John Williams’ soaring 
theme, is goosebump-inducing stuff. 

Its inspired premise has something 
interesting to say about the film 
industry, too. Genetically modified apex 
predator the Indominus Rex exists 
because the park’s fictional punters are 
constantly demanding something bigger,  
much like real life cinemagoers.

As a general rule for Jurassic  
World – everything with dinos: good, 
everything with humans: average to 

awful. It says everything 
that Owen and Claire’s 
rote romance and 
hackneyed free spirit vs 
uptight company woman 
dynamic is over-
shadowed by high heels. 

The kids are even 
more problematic. In  
JP, Lex is paralysed with 
fear after her first T-Rex 
encounter. In Jurassic 
World, Gray and Zach 
laugh off their near 
death experiences, giving 
us no reason to fear for 
their safety.

The film’s big success 
at the box office means a 
sequel is already set for 
2017. Here’s hoping the 
next instalment devotes 
as much time towards 
getting its homo sapiens 
right as its prehistoric 
reptiles. Jordan Farley

Jurassic World
Dino sequel with added Rex appeal

blu-rays

coming soon
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T
they say history is written by 
the victors – if that’s the case 
then catastrophic box office 
flop Tomorrowland will go 
down as the worst film of 

2015. It doesn’t deserve to.
Britt Robertson plays Casey Newton, 

a genius teen filled with hope in a 
downtrodden world. Enter Athena: a 
young girl who opens Casey’s eyes to 
Tomorrowland, a technological utopia 
run by Hugh Laurie’s immaculately 
dressed David Nix. Only the door to 
Tomorrowland is closed, and George 
Clooney’s exiled scientist Frank Walker 
is their sole hope of getting back in.

 About halfway through the film, 
Frank barks, “Do I have to explain 
everything to you? Can’t you just be 
amazed?” It’s an edict the film lives by 
for the first two thirds as Casey, Frank 
and Athena are pursued by smiley  
killer androids while racing to the world 
beyond. It’s pacy, fun and crammed with 
colourful set-pieces. One sequence set 

in Frank’s booby-trapped 
house is a riot of 
imaginative design.

But as anyone who’s 
seen Lost or Prometheus 
can attest, screenwriter 
Damon Lindelof is a great 
ideas man who can’t 
finish a story for toffee 
– and here he goes into 
explanation overdrive. 
It’s peculiar how little  
we see of Tomorrowland: 
the inside of a toy shop 
gets more screen time.

Far from a disaster, 
Tomorrowland is one of 
the most sincere and 
wholesome films of the 
summer. It’s just a 
shame that a film about 
the awe-inspiring extent 
of human potential 
should fail to fully reach 
its own. Jordan Farley

Tomorrowland: 
A World Beyond
Welcome… to the world of Tomorrow!

music

Brad Bird turned down 
Star Wars: The Force 
Awakens in order to 
direct Tomorrowland.

DISCLOSURE CARACAL
FORMAT ALBUM ETA OUT NOW PRICE £11.99

Brit dance siblings Guy and Howard Lawrence return 
after transatlantic success with a guest-packed 
second album. It’s more soulful than their debut, but 
the likes of ‘Holding On’ and ‘Hourglass’ should keep 
you reaching for the lasers. disclosureofficial.com

US GIRLS HALF FREE
FORMAT ALBUM ETA OUT NOW PRICE £7.99

Meghan Remy makes pop music, but not as you know 
with her weirdo spin on dub, disco and girl-group pop. 
‘Damn The Valley’ and ‘Window Shades’ strike notes of 
aching romance, but Remy is too strong-willed to be a 
passive observer. 4ad.com/artists/usgirls

LITTLE SIMZ
A CURIOUS TALE
OF TRIALS +
PERSONS
FORMAT ALBUM ETA OUT NOW  
PRICE £8.99 

The 21-year-old Simz 
already has some big 
fans, including Jay-Z and 
A$AP Rocky. Her debut 
album shows why – the 
North London rapper 
waxes wisdom beyond her 
tender years. littlesimz.co

HURTS SLOW
FORMAT TRACK ETA OUT NOW  
PRICE FREE 

Gratis when you pre-ordered 
their third album Surrender, 
released on 9 October, ‘Slow’ 
captures UK synth-pop pair 
Hurts at their most epic and 
slow-burning. Empires are 
born and die in the course 
of these three-and-a-half 
minutes, and raffish vocalist 
Theo Hutchcraft delivers a 
chorus as cold, wide and deep 
as the Baltic sea itself.  
informationhurts.com
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1 2 3

First off you’ll need all the 
Tatooine-related gubbins to 

construct your Mos Espa Open- 
aping event. Some elements are 
automatically available from the 
Toy Store when in Toy Box mode, 
including desert-like terrain and a 
twin sun background theme.

To afford these, you need to 
earn blue Sparks (the game’s 
version of currency). Grab these 
by destroying scenery, defeating 
baddies, and so on. You don’t need 
much to afford those two items, 
but should you want to get a little 
more creative, it’s best to have  
a decent amount banked.

The big things you need – Mos 
Espa/Mos Eisley-style buildings 
and an actual podracer – can only 
be obtained through completing 
the Tatooine part of the Twilight 
Of The Republic Play Set. 
Complete all quests (follow blue 
exclamation marks on your radar) 
to unlock everything you need.

Now it’s time to leave the 
Play Sets behind and jump 

into the creative wonderland that 
is the 3.0 Toy Box. You can select 
preset templates (including race 
tracks), but these are built as  
Hot Wheels-style tracks with  
loop-de-loops and the like, not  
the wide-laned courses needed  
for a good dustup with Sebulba. 

So with that in mind, select ‘Toy 
Box’ from the main menu, then 
‘New’ followed by ‘Empty Toy Box’ 
– this generates a simple flat 
block of ground on which you can 
begin constructing your podrace.

Do your homework and have a 
rough sketch of how big you want 
your course to be – if you’re a 
smart practitioner like the good 
doc, you’ll start things simple with 
an oval track then slowly extend  
it out with new turns and drops 
over time. Try to alternate 
between narrow chasms and 
wide gullies for added authenticity.

The build menus are easy to 
use: press the touchpad in to 

bring up the main interface and 
you’ll see each element is divided 
into groups (buildings, characters, 
decorations, etc.). Select ‘Terrain’ 
and choose the style of block you 
need to start with (preferably a 
wide flat one that’s big enough to 
house buildings and cliff-faces).

Don’t worry about the default 
green colour as you can change 
this to a desert shade by entering 
Spark mode (press u while the 
build menu is up) and selecting 
one of your blocks. Press w and 
select ‘Theme All’ to tart them up.

Remember to change the 
Skydome (that’s the fancy  
name for your creation’s sky and 
background) by adding a Sky 
Changer device to your track, 
which is basically a giant button 
that enables you to select your 
Tatooine backdrop. Oh and don’t 
forget to add your podracers…

Build your own podrace
Become a Star Wars racing legend in Disney Infinity 3.0

doctor 
playstation
Our console medic 
fixes your tech woes 
with actual science

The life of an Ep I 
apologist is hard, 
especially when one 
of your unrealistic 
life goals is build a 
Mos Espa podrace. 
Fear not, our temp 
GP will talk you 
through some Toy 
Box surgery. 

And that’s it! If you want to 
zoom across the sands of 
Tatooine (or in another Disney 
universe), the doc has imparted 
all the basics you need to turn 
your Toy Box into Star Wars 
Racer Revenge II.

STEp 3  
CONSTRUCT 
YOUR 
MASTERPIECE

STEp 2  
SET UP YOUR 
TOY BOX

STEp 1  
GATHER 
EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED

next monththe verdict

the problem

A brand new 
miscreant of 
medicine risks 
paper cuts to 
bring the cast 
of Tearaway 
Unfolded to life…



Platinum Club
Chasing down Big Boss’ shiny pots in MGS V: The Phantom Pain

NEXT ISSUE Next month our intrepid 
pot hunter gets looting in Uncharted: 
The Nathan Drake Collection.
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Mr trophy
Iain Wilson’s PSN ID is 
Wilbossman, and his 
trophy cabinet is  
bigger than yours.

Platinum x 64

Silver x 1,412

Gold x 361

Bronze x 5,855

join the 
club

Hey! What’s 
the hardest 

trophy you’ve 
snagged? Tell 

us at opm@ 
futurenet.com 

SPOILER
ALERT

LOOK AWAY!

You’ll need to be really 
sneaky as well as fast 
to achieve S ranks – 
don’t get spotted!

K
ojima’s Metal Gear 
swansong has been 
years in the making, 
and you’ll need a similar 
level of dedication if 
you want to get that 

Plat. Completion is the name of 
the game here. You have to finish  
all of the main story Missions  
for Accomplished, wrap up the 
successful troop 
Deployment for the 20 
key Dispatch Missions, 
and polish off 157 Side 
Ops to have Achieved 
this particular award.

Something else to 
bear in mind is that on 
top of finishing everything you 
also need to complete every 
Mission Task for Executed – yep, 
over 250 challenges. There’s also 
the small matter of getting an S 
rank on every rated Mission to 
reach Elite status, which is mainly 
based on completion time and 

stealthiness, so be prepared  
to replay plenty of Missions.

Make sure you Fulton-
extract the pup you find  
early in the game so it grows 
up to Cry Havoc as D-Dog,  

and after defeating 
Quiet in the 

sniper battle 
don’t kill her so 

you can take her back to Mother 
Base and use her later as your 
Speechless recruit. You also  
need to raise your bond to 100%  
with all three buddies, which is 
achieved by riding D-Horse around 
a lot and using the other two’s 
abilities regularly while in the field.

Fulton your first unsuspecting 
enemy to get Extraction, then 

keep at it and extract as many 
soldiers as you can to increase 
your Mother Base staff to a 
Battalion of 250. Grab the 
interpreter from an early Side Op 
so you can use your Interrogation 
abilities to get valuable info from 
the enemy, and capture every 
skilled foe you encounter to 
contribute to raising every team/
unit in your Army to level 50. 
Continue building up your Mother 
Base until you earn Architect by 
constructing all platforms, and 
get your R&D team developing 
new items wherever possible as 
you need to rattle through 300 of 
them to get Locked And Loaded.

After completing Mission 31, 
you’ll reveal the option to develop 
a nuclear weapon to protect your 
Forward Operating Base. Doing so 
will award you with Deterrence, 
and subsequently disposing  
of the nuke will also net you 
Disarmament, but take note that 
development costs a cool 750,000 
GMP, plus a further 100,000  

GMP to get rid of  
the dangerous device 
afterwards. Also be 
wary that this sort  
of behaviour is 
considered extremely 
naughty and will 
immediately remove 

50,000 of your Heroism points,  
so make sure you’ve boosted  
your Heroism rating beyond the 
150,000 mark and obtained the 
Hero codename first or you’ll  
have your work cut out to fix  
your damaged reputation.

Manage all of that and mop  
up any remaining collectibles,  
such as extracting every animal 
species to fill your Conservation 
Platform menagerie, and you  
can finally claim your status as  
an MGS trophy Legend. Phew!

THIS SORT OF BEHAVIOUR IS 
CONSIDERED NAUGHTY AND WILL 

REMOVE 50,000 OF YOUR 
HEROISM POINTS.
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R E T R O S T A T I O N

INFO
PUB LUCASARTS
DEV TRAVELLER’S 
TALES
RELEASED 2006, PS2
GET IT NOW AMAZON, 
£10

NEED TO KNOW

Week one, the 
game sold over a 
million copies.

Importing a LSW1 
save gets you 50 
more characters. 

There’s a cheat 
code that lets you 
build Santa Claus.

1
2
3

After toiling away with 
Jar Jar and General 
Grievous, it was such 
a relief to play proper  
Star Wars once more.
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The droids you’re looking for ain’t here. Honest. She happens to like nice men… and grumpy ones. The Rancor fight in Jabba’s palace is fantastic.

 T
here’s only so much you 
can do to polish up a turd. 
We don’t care if you scrub 
with Mr Muscle until your 
elbows damn near fall off, 
sometimes, certain source 
material just can’t be 

salvaged. That wasn’t the case with the 
original Lego Star Wars. Despite being 
based on three films that are about as 
beloved as typhoid, the prequel-focused 
adventure was an absolute *wait for it* 
stud. It put TT Games (then Traveller’s 
Tales) on the map, and helped cement 
a dynasty of games that would go on 
to span works as diverse as Tolkien to 
Spielberg to Stan Lee. Now just imagine 
what the Berkshire-based studio could 
do with movies that didn’t make fans of 
Tatooine and TIE fighters wretch. 

Step this way, Lego Star Wars II: The 
Original Trilogy. This 2006 PS2 gem 
was that classic cut of pre-Jar Jar 
Lucas sci-fi everyone adores. Death 

Star trench runs. Lightsaber battles on 
Bespin with serious daddy issues. Uh… 
defeating the Galactic Empire in the 
forests of Endor while Warwick Davis 
dresses up as a tribal teddy bear.  

TT deserves immense credit for the 
huggable, comedic gold it managed to 
mine out of the humourless prequels. 
Yet with the treasure trove of classic 
characters and scenarios offered up by 
Episodes IV through VI, the developer 
punched its sight gags into overdrive. 

Princess Leia grumpily trying to force 
a crucial data disk into R2-D2, then 
lifting up the diminutive droid’s head 
to toss the Rebels’ plans into the bot’s 

innards like she was chucking rubbish 
into a dustbin. Vader using a Polaroid of 
Anakin and Padmé to prove to Luke he 
is indeed his pop. Or how about young 
Skywalker using the plank above the 
sarlacc as an impromptu Olympic diving 
board? All funny, all brilliantly observed, 
and all delivered without so much as a 
hint of of dialogue from the films. The 
Force is funny with this one. 

ON YER SPEEDER BIKE
Those *sigh* Midi-chlorians are also 
strong when you stop gurning at the 
wonderful mute cutscenes and actually 
play Lego Star Wars II. Though it sticks 
closely to the template nailed down in 
its predecessor, a more responsive 
camera and a greater focus on vehicles 
made TT’s brand of gentle puzzling 
and kid-friendly platforming even more 
agreeable. If you finish the Speeder 
Showdown on Endor without a massive 
grin on your face, you’re clearly every 
bit as dead inside as Emperor Palpatine. 
Though hopefully you’ve got slightly 
better skin complexion. 

The Original Trilogy also marked 
the point where TT really started to 
embrace, well, the sheer Lego-ness of 
these games. With the iconic cantina 
on Mos Eisley acting as a hub, the 
studio embraced the brilliant inherent 
playfulness of those Danish blocks by 
letting you build custom characters 
from random bricks. Want to make a 
Chewie/C-3PO monstrosity? Go nuts! 

An adored sci-fi trilogy. Horribly 
addictive stud-collecting. Gloriously 
good-natured gags. As if Lego Star 
Wars II was ever going to be anything 
but a Force to be reckoned with.

Every month we celebrate the most important, 
innovative or just plain great games from 
PlayStation’s past. In this issue, we reach out with 
our feelings and become one with an adorable  
take on the Force in the definitive sci-fi trilogy…

B l o c k  p a r t y

Lego Star Wars II: 
The Original 
Trilogy
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A CLASSIC CUT OF 
PRE-JAR JAR GEORGE 
LUCAS SCI-FI THAT 
EVERYONE ADORES.



Suda51, David Cage, Shinji Mikami – had it 
been catchier, we’d have named OPM 
#51 the ‘meeting of great minds’ issue

FEATURING 
HAPPY HITS FROM 
CAMP ROCK, THE  
ONLY GUARANTEE 
THIS BRINGS IS TEARS 
BEFORE BEDTIME.  
AND THAT’S WITH TWO 
ADULTS PLAYING.

1 

Guess the four games, 
and their scores, from 
these review quotes

Name 
that game

OPM TIME MACHINE 

5 YEARS AGO

Above Desperately excited for Bioshock Infinite, we 
interviewed director of product development Tim 
Gerritsen and listed ten reasons why the extended 
wait for it would be agony. Considering it would take 
three more years to arrive, we weren’t wrong…

Far left Racket 
Sports earned 
‘PS Move’s worst 
game’ gong. “A  
kick in the shuttle-
cock,” we said.

Left Deputy editor 
Leon spent three 
days in LA playing 
Black Ops for our 
‘ultimate verdict’ 
feature. Even now 
he pretends it was 
hard work.

ANSWERS
1 Disney Sing It, issue #27, 5/10,  
2 Euro 2012, issue #71, 8/10,
3 Red Johnson’s Chronicles, 
issue #59, 6/10,  
4 Vanquish, issue #51, 8/10

SO DIFFICULT 
EVEN HERCULE 
POIROT WOULD  
BE PULLING AT HIS 
‘TACHE AND CHECKING 
INTERNET MESSAGE 
BOARDS FOR 
SOLUTIONS.

3

IT CHANNELS 
THAT ADDICTIVE 
POKÉMON ‘GOTTA 
CATCH ‘EM ALL’ VIBE 
– ALTHOUGH WE’D 
RATHER CARRY 
PIKACHU IN OUR 
POCKET THAN  
DIRK KUYT.

2

IT TOOK ME UNTIL 
HALFWAY THROUGH 
THE THIRD ACT (OF 
FIVE) BEFORE I FELT 
REALLY COMFORTABLE 
IN SAM’S ARS.

4

Below left Shadows Of The Damned’s Shinji Mikami 
and Suda51 revealed their tips for total terror.

Below right David Cage dismissed those rumours 
that he was working on a game called ‘Horizon’.
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W
hen The Phantom 
Menace came out in 
1999, I was 11. Just 
about young enough to 
believe it was not a bad 

film. But even then, I knew the tie-in 
that went with it was total rubbish. 
This is the game where Obi-Wan can 
use a rocket launcher to defeat Darth 
Maul, where Qui-Gon Jinn sounds like 
Dumbledore, and where Naboo looks  
like it was knocked up in five minutes. 

PS1 had it pretty rough with Star 
Wars games (even the great Dark 
Forces had a poor port). Instead, the 
N64 had a better share at the time 
– it got Star Wars Episode I: Racer, 
which made a pointless part of a bad 
movie into a good game. PlayStation, 
meanwhile, got this light action garbage 
that closely followed the story of the 
film. Except it’s worse than I remember: 

it gets everything wrong. As an action 
game, it’s a gigantic failure, with a 
camera view that’s too poorly angled to 
see incoming enemies, and a lightsaber 
block move that only works half the 
time, making it very hard for stupid 
children at the time (me). 

What’s weird is how The Phantom 
Menace feels like a game made by 
people who read the script for the 
movie but never actually saw it.  
With none of the main cast providing 
voiceovers, bad soundalikes attempt 
to bring the story to life in a way 
that makes the cutscenes, with the 
characters’ expressions conveyed 
entirely with head nodding, seem like 
elaborate puppet theatre. Perhaps 
most offensively, the only cast member 
they did manage to secure is Jar Jar 
actor Ahmed Best. That’s right: the one 
character they got is the most hated. 

I associate Episode I with the start 
of the dark days of Star Wars games, 
which, a few decent efforts aside,  
feel like they have yet to truly end…

WHO?
Samuel Roberts 
loves Star Wars  
so much he spends 
silly amounts on the 
official tie-in Lego 
sets, but for 16 
years he has tried 
everything to block 
out all memory of 
this game.

Don’t like it. Never tried it. Every month we force 
one of our team to play their most feared game

Unforgivably ugly even for its time (this came out after Metal Gear Solid in 1999), The Phantom 
Menace slows down every time there’s more than about four droids moving around on-screen.

STAR WARS EPI: 
THE PHANTOM 
MENACE

THEY WENT AND 
GOT THE MOST HATED 
CHARACTER, BUT 
NO-ONE ELSE.

INFO
PUB LUCASARTS
DEV BIG APE GAMES
RELEASED 1999
GET IT NOW EBAY,  
£5 (PS1)

WHAT?
The direct tie-in to the 
poorly received and 
now much-despised 
Star Wars prequel, 
putting players in 
control of all the film’s 
major characters, 
right up to the duel 
with Darth Maul.

 DON’T MAKE ME PLAY! 
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3

TOWERFALL ASCENSION
You haven’t lived until you’ve enjoyed a four-player 
free-for-all in this instant couchplay classic. The solo 
campaign is fine by itself, but almost nothing beats 
the arrow-grabbing, death-defying last-second kills 
of local multiplayer’s mayhem.

9

BLOODBORNE
PS4’s first truly great, entirely bespoke exclusive. 
With the finest third-person mêlée combat in all 
of gaming, drool-worthy art design and the most 
twisted monsters in the biz, this is a gorgeously 
Gothic must-have. Be warned: it’s tough.

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
Laughing in the face of other cross-gen ports, GTA V 
on PS4 is more than just a mere HD remaster. Upped 
to a glorious 1080p, it weaves everything that made 
the PS3 original great, with new music, more dynamic 
weather and a game-changing FPS mode.

2

78 ALIEN: ISOLATION
Explore Ridley Scott’s original vision of a horror-
tinged future in startling fidelity with an attention 
to detail that borders on the obsessive. It’s time to 
remember what made the xenomorph so scary in  
the first place… and then get killed by it.

THE WITCHER 3: WILD HUNT
The White Wolf himself finally rides onto PS4 
and brings with him one of the most diverse and 
challenging RPG worlds ever seen. Mesmerising to 
look at and utterly engrossing to play, CD Projekt 
RED’s farewell to Geralt is a new high for the genre.

DRIVECLUB
A coming together of fanatical graphical detail, a 
pleasing handling model and social features you’ll 
actually appreciate. The competition isn’t exactly 
fierce on PS4 for Evolution Studios’ current-gen 
racer, but it crushes the rivals nonetheless.

7

6

DESTINY
Blurring the lines between single-player shooting 
and co-op camaraderie, Bungie has created an epic 
MMO hybrid built on incredibly fluid firefights. An 
essential experience with friends and the perfect 
platform for PS4’s social features.

4
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1 METAL GEAR SOLID V:  
THE PHANTOM PAIN
Konami might try and scrub Hideo Kojima’s name from the ultimate in tactical 
espionage action, but it’ll never remove his fingerprints. While retaining 
that distinct storytelling and sense of wonder that defines an MGS 
title, MGS V offers a level of freedom and creativity unheard of in any 
sandbox. Grand, majestic and bittersweet, this is an instant classic.  

JOURNEY
In a gaming landscape dominated by mindless 
violence and blabbering idiots, this wordless 
walkabout stands tall in red robes. It’s about joining 
an online stranger and going for a wander, exploring 
a beautiful sandy world together in quiet awe.

TEARAWAY UNFOLDED
Its handheld original is rightfully riding high in the 
PS Vita Hall Of Fame as its PS4 remake-of-sorts 
swoops onto the current-gen roster on a raft of new 
features. Media Molecule makes the most of all that 
extra power and strikes gold yet again.

BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT
Rocksteady sends the Bat out with a bang. A 
compelling, cathartic story adds new layers to the 
Dark Knight, while PS4 allows Gotham to blossom 
with a truly amazing engine. The stealth still sings, 
the fisticuffs are fab and the Batmobile is brill. 

MINECRAFT
Bigger, better and blockier than ever before on 
PlayStation, this iconic build-’em-up benefits 
massively from PS4’s additional power and gives you 
a creative playground 36 times the size of that on 
PS3 in which to build. Or lob TNT around, if you want.

UNTIL DAWN
Once destined to live its life as a PS Move curio 
on PS3, Supermassive Games’ ode to the teen 
slasher movie has emerged on PS4 with a bloody
axe in one hand and a rather nasty looking set of 
consequence-based choices in the other.

10

14

15

RESOGUN
Capturing everything that made the shoot-’em-
ups of old so compelling and combining it with a 
sumptuous voxel-based visual presentation, Resogun 
should come with a health warning that reads:  
“This game will consume your every waking moment.”

11

12

13

THE LAST OF US REMASTERED
This modern masterpiece just gets stronger with age, 
like a full-bodied stilton. A starkly brutal, emotionally 
honest take on the end of the world, Naughty Dog’s 
stealth shooter is quite simply one of the best games 
ever, even if this PS4 port doesn’t add much to it.

5



SLENDER: THE ARRIVAL
There’s nothing scarier than lanky men  
in suits, according to editor Matt Pellett
I’ll admit it, when the original version of Slender 
– a tiny indie aside subtitled The Eight Pages – 
appeared on PC, I played it in wide-eyed terror, 
battling every instinct I had that begged me 
to switch it off. The PS4 sequel is even more 
horrifying, and while not without problems, it’s 
a hilarious realisation of a classic Creepypasta, 
perfect for Halloween streaming. And screaming.

THE EVIL WITHIN
Nothing can stop staff writer Ben Tyrer 
seeing Reborn Laura in his nightmares
When it comes to delivering the spooks, The Evil 
Within still has a direct line to my nightmares. 
While there are plenty of grotesque creatures, 
none haunted me quite like arachno-freak Reborn 
Laura, whose shrieks and scuttling runs lingered 
long after she had been treated to the business 
end of a furnace. Probably because bathing her 
in fire still didn’t put a stop to her antics.

P.T.
One year on and staff writer Jen Simpkins 
finally comes out from behind the sofa
A 30-minute playable trailer made me deathly 
afraid of two letters. Kojima’s now infamous 
Silent Hills demo ran infinitely looping circles 
around my puny psyche, boasting an aborted 
foetus giving a baritone play-by-play of my 
character’s failures, and a puzzle piece hidden 
in the menu (er, Kojima? Your Kojima is showing). 
The most horrifying part? It’s no longer available.

We dive into PS4’s library for gold. 
This month: horrors for Halloween.

P I C K  # 1

P I C K  # 2

P I C K  # 3

HER SHRIEKS AND SCUTTLING 
RUNS LINGERED LONG AFTER 
SHE MET THE TOASTER.

P.T.’s grisly murder corridor oozed terror, and perfectly timed 
pad vibrations were extra-debilitating on trembling thumbs.

BUBBLING UNDER  

Alternative picks
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DRAGON AGE: INQUISITION
Following closely on the action-RPG heels of Geralt 
of Rivia, Bioware’s third trip to Thedas conjures 
something truly special. Improved combat; an 
ace cast of characters; a semi-open world full of 
emergent gameplay; an epic story. The list goes on.

THE BINDING OF ISAAC: REBIRTH
Who’d have thunk digital childhood trauma could be 
so entertaining? This ace procedurally generated 
dungeon crawler is fiendishly funny and scorchingly 
difficult. It also boasts a hugely endearing art style 
that only adds to its unique brand of grisly magic.

FAR CRY 4
So many eagles. Not the face! Ubisoft puts on  
one hell of a Really Wild Show in its frosty sandbox 
shooter. Often gorgeous, with an endlessly 
entertaining arsenal, there are few games on PS4 
where it’s this fun to aimlessly muck around.

ROCKET LEAGUE
From the ashes of an obscure PS3 curio that no one 
can recall comes a PSN sleeper hit so addictive it’s 
probably illegal. With a tooled-up remote control car, 
a bootful of boost and a giant metal football, Rocket 
League is a slice of multiplayer heaven.

OUTLAST
Otherwise known as the first-person horror your 
bowels love to hate. With nothing more than a 
video camera and a steady drip of adrenaline, will 
you choose to run and hide in the deadly asylum or 
attempt to shriek your assailants to death?

FINAL FANTASY XIV:  
A REALM REBORN
It took three goes to finally make the FF MMO fans 
have always wanted, but A Realm Reborn is the one 
that nails it. The Heavensward expansion balloons its 
size, easily making it PS4’s premier online world. 

ASSASSIN’S CREED IV:  
BLACK FLAG
Ubisoft Montreal’s historically flirtatious murder sim 
trades the landlocked provinces of previous entries 
for an open ocean, a galley full of sea shanties and 
plenty of wrist-blade action.

24

20

25

22

17

EVERYBODY’S GONE  
TO THE RAPTURE
With nary a bullet, killstreak or XP-levelling system in 
sight, developer The Chinese Room goes against the 
hyperactive grain and creates a stunningly rendered 
English village wrapped in a gently paced mystery.

N++
What happens when a stick ninja gets thrown into 
more than 2,000 colourful 2D levels and is told to 
dodge rockets and collect gold? You get one of the 
best games available on PSN – and an experience so 
tough it’d make Dark Souls weep.

PES 2016
Last year PES finally proved its worth with a 
FIFA-beating mixture of superior mechanics 
and slick gameplay. It does it again this year with a 
new sense of speed, versatility and physicality that’s 
secured PES’s place on the virtual footy throne.

16

19

23

18

17

21



4

6

CALL OF DUTY 4:  
MODERN WARFARE
Simply the finest COD ever made. From that nuke 
to Captain Price’s mesmerising ghillie suit stealth 
mission, few games can match Modern Warfare’s 
thrilling scripted spectacle.

7

8

THE WALKING DEAD:  
SEASON ONE
Telltale has crafted some amazing stories, but the 
first season of The Walking Dead stands among the 
best downloadable games ever with emotional ties 
and tangible consequences for your actions.

13

BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY
The most compelling bit of Bats action money can 
buy… that doesn’t involve Heath Ledger’s Joker. 
Thanks to an acutely detailed open-world chunk 
of Gotham, Rocksteady’s classic just pips Arkham 
Asylum to this spot by the thinnest of bat-whiskers.

12

LITTLEBIGPLANET 2
Media Molecule’s second swing at the user-
generated puzzle-platformer is even more essential 
than its predecessor, offering a raft of options so 
deep and rewarding the only thing holding you back 
are the limits of your imagination.

15

UNCHARTED 2:  
AMONG THIEVES
The game that sparked a million mancrushes, with 
a perfectly pitched script, crunchy combat and set-
pieces like no other. In three words: unprecedented, 
unequalled, Uncharted.

GRAND THEFT AUTO V 
The largest entry in the series is also one of the 
most ambitious games ever, but its fusion of thrilling 
missions, entertaining characters and scathing satire 
looks effortless. There can be no better way to bring a 
generation to a close than this.

RED DEAD REDEMPTION
A near-perfect open-world fusion of engaging 
storytelling, truly compelling characters and a living 
environment ripe for experimentation. No sandbox 
since has got us quite so invested, and the bold 
ending still resonates to this day.

2 PORTAL 2
Only Valve could turn advanced physics, impossi-
puzzles and a voice cast comprised of a disembodied 
AI and Stephen Merchant into such a unique and 
undeniable work of genius. Hands down the funniest 
first-person experience on console.

9

JOURNEY
This charming two-hour voyage crafts an incredible, 
immersive narrative and a genuine emotional 
connection using little more than near-silent figures, 
marvellous sand physics and floating pieces of cloth. 
A remarkable and unique experience.

5

METAL GEAR SOLID 4:  
GUNS OF THE PATRIOTS
The most gleefully playful and imaginative
stealth game on PS3. Whether you’re watching a
monkey slurp soda or revisiting the site of the PS1 
original, no game honours its past so poignantly.

103

HEAVY RAIN
From controversial purveyor of interactive cinema, 
David Cage, comes this psychological thriller that 
plays like no other game on the system (apart from 
Beyond: Two Souls, natch). A real masterpiece of 
twists, turns, cinematography and, uh: “JASON!” 

14DARK SOULS
Akin to nothing else you’ve ever played (unless 
you’ve already played Demon’s Souls). It may be as 
impenetrable as a vault in Fort Knox, but persevere 
and there’s a brutal and beautiful challenge within 
that you will never, ever forget.

MASS EFFECT 2
While Bioware’s trilogy-ender sends Shepard out in 
fine style, it’s the middle slice of the delicious sci-fi 
sandwich that remains its best. A brilliantly scripted 
action-RPG, the closing ‘suicide mission’ provides an 
incredible finale.

BIOSHOCK INFINITE
Perhaps the best narrative team of the entire 
generation brings one of its finest series to a 
staggering climax. The original game would be 
well deserving of a place, but the mind-boggling 
revelations here run a whole lot deeper.

11
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THE LAST OF US
PS3’s premier developer proves a misbehaving pooch can learn new 
tricks in this extraordinary adventure. In true Naughty Dog fashion, 
the Californian studio subverts everything from zombie and post-
apocalyptic tropes to the gameplay beats of its own back catalogue. 
Effortlessly blending stealth, horror and action with a script destined 
to break your heart, TLOU is interactive storytelling at its finest.



GRIM FANDANGO
An example of genuinely timeless 
storytelling finally arrives on PlayStation. 
Double Fine’s deft touch-up retains  
the old-school adventuring for a new 
generation to savour and enjoy.

LUMINES: ELECTRONIC 
SYMPHONY
Part block puzzler, part mobile disco, this 
is as certain to have you nodding along to 
ace choonage as it is to keep you 
returning for more reflex-testing action.

PERSONA 4: GOLDEN
This thoughtful and unique JRPG epic 
gives you another stab at high school – 
only this time with intrigue and 
superpowers instead of nerves, acne  
and an unpredictable vocal register.

2

FEZ 
Gomez charms you instantly with his 
perspective-shifting puzzles and
pin-sharp pixel-art, then blows your mind
with a world of secret languages, hidden 
areas and beguiling background tunes. 

13

15

14

9 SPELUNKY
With more than a subtle nod of its fedora 
to a certain whip-wielding Dr Jones, 
Spelunky’s procedurally-generated 
dungeons and platformer/roguelike 
mashup shines brightest on PS Vita.

10 STEINS;GATE
This mind-bending, tongue-in-cheek 
visual novel takes something as simple  
as a mobile phone and turns it into a time-
travelling extravaganza that’s fit to 
bursting with comedy and drama. 

VELOCITY 2X
A ludicrously enjoyable puzzle/platformer 
hybrid that should come with a health 
warning. So joyous is the side-scroller’s 
twin-stick teleporting, there’s a danger 
you’ll smile your face clean off the bone.

4

UNCHARTED:  
GOLDEN ABYSS
Drake proves he’s just as adept at 
adventuring on the go. A prequel story 
plump with classic jungle action, and 
crammed full of typical Uncharted charm.

HOTLINE MIAMI 
Part puzzler, part top-down  
murder-‘em-up that’s as brutal as almost 
anything else on PlayStation. It’s hard but 
never frustrating, with instant restarts 
and lightning-fast gameplay.

FINAL FANTASY X/X-2 HD 
REMASTER
Two examples of JRPG royalty, lovingly 
restored to their former glory for your 
portable pleasure. Their new touch 
controls are – gasp! – a welcome addition. 

6

METAL GEAR SOLID  
HD COLLECTION
Two of PlayStation’s finest adventures 
scale down beautifully, with enough 
cutscenes to fill a transatlantic flight. 
Even less excuse not to play, then.

8

LITTLEBIGPLANET
Sackboy’s back, smaller but just as 
lovable as ever. His platforming antics 
work perfectly on Vita, and the new 
control inputs complement the level 
creator brilliantly. Also: d’awwww.

5

GRAVITY RUSH
Use a gravity-defying cat to break the 
laws of physics and zoom across the 
skies of a floating steampunk city. With 
stylish comic-book looks and a sassy 
heroine, this is a rush to remember.

7

RAYMAN LEGENDS
Rather than losing its lustre on the  
move to PS Vita, Ray’s second slice of 
sumptuous side-scrolling is even better 
on handheld. Touchscreen gestures make 
this fine platformer all the sweeter.

3

11

12

113

1

YOUR EVERY NEED FOR ON-THE-GO GOODNESS 

 PS VITA HALL OF FAME

TEARAWAY 
Peerless crafty platforming from Media Molecule, 
this time using PS Vita’s raft of touchscreen/
touchpad controls to surprise and delight you in 
new ways for hours on end. Full of whimsy, charm 
and enough personality to put most games to shame, 
Tearaway’s papercraft world remains Vita’s most vibrant title. 
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PARTING SH TT

Freak off a leash
Crashing a Star Destroyer in The Force Unleashed

Celebrating PlayStation’s finest moments

P
lenty of Star Wars games 
put us in the sandals of 
Luke Skywalker, or the 
boots of a new character 

from the now defunct Extended 
Universe, but we all secretly want 
to be Darth Vader. We want to give 
in to anger, fear, and the colour 
red. To hop over the fence to the 
dark side. The Force Unleashed 
was one of the key games to really 
indulge in the other side of the 
Force, even if its moody antihero 
Starkiller did attempt to redeem 
himself a few missions in. 

In fact, it indulges in the power 
of the Force, period. While Luke 

mainly uses his abilities to  
confuse guards or improve his aim, 
throughout The Force Unleashed 
Starkiller flings guards, shoots 
electricity and puts stormtroopers 
in chokeholds with abandon. You 
begin the game playing as Vader, 
but you’ll end it as someone even 
more powerful: someone capable 
of bringing down a Star Destroyer 
with the Force alone…

This moment would come to 
define the game, providing a 
ludicrously over-the-top highpoint 
for Star Wars’ (until now) relatively 
humble mystical mumbo-jumbo. 
That image of Starkiller pulling 

down a freaking Star Destroyer 
elevated the Force from the  
realm of parlour tricks and into 
that of superheroes or even gods. 
It became a landmark piece of art 
for the PS3 generation.

The slightly sour reality is 
that the set-piece itself isn’t 
able to live up to that awesome 
premise – your involvement is 
limited to twiddling the sticks. But 
even though it’s not satisfyingly 
interactive, the moment’s 
dedication to the dark side is still 
something to be admired, and this 
image was rightly pinned up in 
bedrooms the world over. 
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